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ABC MELODY is a publishing house based in France founded in 2000. Their books are
infused with great doses of mystery, humour and adventures and are open doors to
other languages and cultures. They work with contemporary award-winning and
bestselling authors and illustrators, including Didier Lévy, Lorenzo Sangiò, Alain Surget,
Anna Aparicio-Català, Nadine Bruno-Cosme and Magali Le Huche. Original language:
French. Represented worldwide (non-exclusively in Japan, Taiwan and China).

AMANUTA is a publishing house based in Chile founded in 2002. Awarded the Best
Publishing House Of The Year Award in South America and the Caribbean, they publish
illustrated books for children and young people with the intention of entertaining,
inspiring, exciting, and teaching. Amanuta's authors include Yael Frankel, Sol
Undurraga, Mercè Galí, Ana Suárez, Maya Hanisch, Andrés López, Dani Scharf, Maguma
and Paloma Valdivia. Original language: Spanish. Represented worldwide exclusively.

APILA EDICIONES is a publishing house based in Spain founded in 2007. Committed to
the quality of text and illustrations, their mission is to create stories that make a light
shine inside children and wake up the child that is still inside adults. Their books address
topics such as diversity, SEL, equality and friendship, with joy and optimism. They work
with established and bestselling authors, including Olga de Dios, Canizales, Pato Mena
and Roger Olmos, and are committed to publishing talented debut authors. Original
language: Spanish. Represented worldwide exclusively.

EDICIONS BROMERA (Rocio Bonilla and Pablo Pino) is a publishing house based in Spain
with almost forty years of history. They aim to encourage reading by offering high-
quality and entertaining works that match children's interests. MARINA Books only
represents Rocio Bonilla and Pablo Pino's works. Original languages: Catalan & Spanish.
Represented non-exclusively in Finland, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia,
Norway, the Philippines, Sweden, Thailand, United Kingdom, USA and Vietnam.

PERIPLO EDICIONES is a publishing house based in Argentina, founded in 2009.  
Committed to opening new horizons to readers, they publish stimulating, thought-
provoking and timeless picture books. Their catalogue includes works by some of the
most talented authors and illustrators in Latin America and beyond, such as Patricia
Strauch, Yael Frankel, Dylan Hewitt, Mariana Ruiz Johnson and Nella Gatica. Original
language: Spanish. Represented worldwide exclusively.

Foreign Rights Represented

EDICIONS DEL PIRATA is a publishing house based in Spain founded in 2004. They
publish engaging and educational picture books, board books and middle grade
fiction. Their catalogue includes works by award-winning authors, including Subi and
Cristina Losantos, and the popular Ot the Wizard Series by the renowned artist
Picanyol. Original languages: Spanish & Catalan. Represented worldwide exclusively
(World English excluded).

About

ANAYA, BARCANOVA, BRUÑO & LAROUSSE under the umbrella of Hachette have
trusted their children’s and YA catalogues to MARINA Books. They are a well stablished
group of imprints traditionally focused on educative materials. Along the years they
have incorporated many best-selling picture book authors and many successful
chapter book series. Original language: Spanish. Represented worldwide non-
exclusively.

MTM EDITORES is a publishing house based in Spain founded in 1998. Their varied
catalogue, characterized by striking and inspiring illustrations, includes interactive
books and games for children and adults alike. They publish board books, coloring
books, picture books, activity and novelty books that are an enticing invitation to play,
practice, think, get dirty and feel emotions. Original languages: Spanish & Catalan.
Represented worldwide exclusively.

INUK & LITTLE  SAPIENS IMPRINTS (ABACUS GROUP) is a recently-created publishing
house based in Spain. Mindful that children and YA will build the future, they are
committed to creating books that are attentive to diversity and inclusivity and promote
positive values and SEL. Their catalogue also includes an award-winning biography
series of renowned historical characters. Original languages: Catalan & Spanish.
Represented worldwide exclusively.

A2MIMO is a publishing house based in France founded in 2016. They publish meaningful
picture books that blend contemporary themes and powerful illustrations to ignite the
curiosity and sense of wonder in young readers, connecting them to the fascinating world
around them. Original language: French. Represented worldwide exclusively (excluding
Italian).

TRIQUETA EDITORA  is a publishing house based in Spain founded in 2010. With a
catalogue that stands out for the high quality of texts and illustrations alike, they are
committed to publishing books that inspire, promote universal values, and encourage
environmental awareness. Their books have been awarded nationally and internationally
and are by celebrated artists, including Dani Torrent, Malota, Mariona Tolosa Sisteré, El
Hematocrítico. Original language: Spanish & Galician. Represented worldwide
exclusively.

VOCE VERSO is a publishing house based in France founded in 2015. They create books
that speak to the imagination and emotions of children through powerful texts and
evocative illustrations. Besides a varied and thorough selection of illustrated novels for
early readers, they also publish picture books, silent books and interactive game books
by some of the best French authors and illustrators. Original language: French.
Represented worldwide exclusively.

https://abcmelody.com/
https://www.editorialelpirata.com/
https://www.amanuta.cl/
https://www.apilaediciones.com/
https://periploediciones.com/
https://www.anayainfantilyjuvenil.com/
https://www.grupoanaya.es/editoriales/larousse
https://www.brunolibros.es/
https://mtm-editor.es/contacto/
https://a2mimo.fr/
https://www.triquetaverde.com/en/books/
https://www.voceverso.com/
https://inukbooks.com/es/
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About MARINA Books 
MARINA BOOKS is a children's and YA books agency founded in 2023. The agency represents internationally renowned and
award-winning catalogues from both sides of the Atlantic Ocean. 

The agency is run by Marina Huguet, former Foreign Rights Manager at Flamboyant. With a background in literary translation and
international sales, Marina is committed to making high-quality and engaging picture books travel across languages and
countries (she has sold books to 35 languages). She was Shortlisted for the LBF International Excellence Awards 2021 in the
The Rights Professional Award for her accomplishments in rights sales. 



Picture books

NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!

Dipacho

When We Are Frogs

5 6

A fun and playful consideration on
the meaning of growing up.

When we are frogs... What will happen? What will we do? What will
we feel? Growing is always a discovery. Join these playful frogs to

give an answer to one of the most common questions kids ask:
What is it like to grow up? Perhaps growing up is not always an

easy road...

Ages: 3+
Pages: 44
Format: Hardcover
Size: 29x24 cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: Apila Ediciones
Rights sold to: Spanish

Dipacho is a widely celebrated author and
illustrator born in Colombia with a career in
children’s books spanning two decades.
His books have been published in several
countries and his work has been awarded
many national and international awards by
the most prestigious institutions. He has
been invited as a lecturer and workshop
leader in Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay,
Ecuador, Mexico and in several festivals
and events in Colombia.

Picture books

A Rainy Afternoon
Aining Wen

Aining Wen is a promising young
illustrator from Beijing. After
graduating from our MA Children's
Book Illustration in Cambridge (UK),
Aining returned to Beijing to work as
a children's book editor. She has
published several picturebooks of
her own, including the Bologna-
shortlisted Cello Swan.

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 32x22 cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: Apila Ediciones

Rights sold to: Spanish

Do you believe in the magic of music?

In a dull and rainy afternoon, Emma is bored and annoyed because
she has to stay home with his grandpa. Suddenly, Emma begins to

turn the whole room upside down... and finds an old celo in his
grandpa’s wardrobe. As soon as he starts playing the celo, an

marvelous world unfolds in her imagination. What if music helps us
discover something long forgotten?

SELLING POINTS
A heart-warming and awe-inspiring
tale about the transformative
power and charm of art.
A wonderful coupling of a poetic
and synesthetic text and warm and
evocative illustrations by a young
promising artist.
Includes a recording of the cello
song featured in the book — ideal
for an atmospheric read!

SELLING POINTS
A cheerful and a fun way to address
what children will encounter when
they grow up and to reflect on what
it means to live with others.
Dazzling and vivid illustrations by an
internationally renowned illustrator.
Ideal to share in class and with the
whole family!

AUTHOR'S AWARDS
✷ 2023 BCBF Illustrators Exhibition Winner

✷ Bologna Children's Book Fair ’23, ‘22, ‘15

catalogues

✷ 3 x White Ravens Selections

✷ 3 x Selected for the Biennial of

Illustration Bratislava

✷ 2 x Cuatrogatos Foundation Selection

✷ 2 x Kirkus Starred Reviews

✷ Shortlisted Best Books of the Year by

the New York Public Library

✷ 3 x Highly Recommended Book by

Fundalectura (IBBY Colombia)

✷ Best Non-fiction Book Award by Banco

del Libro de Venezuela

✷ Shortlisted Nami Concours 2018

AUTHOR'S AWARDS

✷ Selected for 2021 Bologna

Children’s Book Fair Exhibition

ALSO AVAILABLE:
CELLO SONG FEATURED IN

THE BOOK



Picture books

Marina Sáez

The Lost Museum

NEW!NEW!

Spy at the Window
Marina Sáez

NEW!NEW!

Which binoculars do you see the
world through?

When you’ve got a broken leg you can’t run, you can’t jump, and you
can’t climb. Bored as she was, Julia finally came up with an idea: she

would spy on everyone with her binoculars! Luckily, the building in front
hers is full of life and the day flies by while she watches the goings-on in
the nursery, Cris’ hair salon, Ares’ bedroom, and in many other windows...

Ages: 
Pages: 44
Format: Hardcover
Size: 16x34 cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: MTM

Rights sold to: Catalan,
Spanish.

7 8

Picture books

You are now invited for a visit to the
museum where everything lost is

displayed!

Wouldn't it be amazing to be able to find everything we have lost? In
1995, a little girl lost her left-hand glove. When she was looking for it,

she stumbled upon the place where everything lost goes: the Lost
Museum. It has a lot of floors and is full of cool rooms and junk you

never thought you'd see again. Go ahead, and don't get lost!

Ages: 
Pages: 44
Format: Hardcover
Size: 22x31.4 cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: MTM
Rights sold to: Catalan, Spanish,
Korean.

Marina Sáez is an award-winning illustrator. She
has studies in architecture, fine arts and
illustration and currently combines her work as a
freelance illustrator and teacher. Her work has
been exhibited in Barcelona, Athens, Berlin and
Chicago.

AUTHOR'S AWARDS

BOOK AWARDS

✷ Shortlisted The Illustrators Exhibition

at 2023 Bologna Children’s Book Fair

✷ Winner 2024 Junceda Award -

Fiction Children’s Book

✷ Selected 2023 Best Catalan Books

edited in Spain by the Spanish

Association of Children’s and YA Books

✷ Shortlisted 2024 Atrapallibres Award

✷ Special Mention 2021 International

Picture Book Award by the Insular

Library of Gran Canaria

✷ Special Mention 2022 Finestres

Award for Comics in Catalan

SELLING POINTS
Dynamic, colourful and captivating
illustrations by a celebrated young
illustrator.
A extremely original—fun yet moving—
way to talk about loss and how it
changes our lives. 
Highly acclaimed picture book, nationally
and internationally. 

SELLING POINTS
Ideal to talk about gender
stereotypes on how they
mould our expectations and
possibilities of personal
development, as well as how
we see others.
A companion guide on gender
and sexuality is included at
the end of the book—perfect to
address these topics in an
original way.
Vivid and dazzling comic-like
illustrations and spreads by
internationally acclaimed
artist.

READ READER’S REPORTREAD READER’S REPORT

BOOK AWARDS

✷ Shortlisted OEPLI Spanish Best

Children’s & YA Edited Books 2023

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umPKtVCf9iM
https://www.newspanishbooks.com/report/suky-taylor


Picture books

NEW!NEW!
A hen who's never laid eggs

starts laying chocolate eggs... 
A bit quirky, isn’t it?

In her barnyard, Célestine has seven beautiful hens pecking
happily and freely: Brigitte, Agathe, Bernadette, Capucine, Odette,
Charlotte and Salomé. One morning, surprise! Little Arthur finds a
strange egg under the feathers of Salomé, who had never laid an
egg before. A CHOCOLATE EGG! The news went round the village

and made the front page of the TV news... 

NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!

Nadine Brun-Cosme is the author of almost
100 novels and picture books for children and
youngsters. She is the author of a best-seller
which has sold 50,000 copies worldwide Big
Wolf and Little Wolf.

Sébastien Pelon holds a degree in Applied
Arts. As a graphic designer and illustrator, he
has illustrated various picture books and
classic tales. In 2018, he published his first
picture book, which was highly acclaimed.

Nadine Brun-Cosme & Sébastien Pelon

9 10

SELLING POINTS
A heartwarming and amusing story
about community, helping others,
goodwill, and the power of love in all its
forms.
Rhythmic and onomatopoeic texts—
ideal to be read aloud and to be shared
with the whole family!
Artsy and bright illustrations by a
celebrated artist.

Corentin, the Postman with the Big Heart

A fine tribute to 
all the world's postmen...

Every morning, Corentin the postman sets off on his rounds. Hop! A
small bump, he's in front of Odette's house. Hop, hop! Two small
bumps further on, it's Léon's house. Hop, hop, hop! Three bumps

further on, it's Martin's stable. Hop, hop, hop, hop! The last house is
Gaston's. A perfumed letter, a little surprise package... Corentin has
work to do. One day, two days, three days, no package for Gaston,

no letter for Odette. But what will Corentin do?

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x29cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: ABC Melody
Rights sold: French.

Picture books

Salomé, the Chocolate Chook
Davide Cali & Anna Aparicio Català

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x29cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: ABC Melody
Rights sold: French.

SELLING POINTS
An enthralling and courageous farmer
who has to face a complicated decision.
A beautiful surprise for Easter by an
internationally celebrated author-
illustrator pair: a chicken that lays
chocolate eggs!
A joyous ending that celebrates life in
the countryside.
A wonderful combination of humor and
tenderness: an homage to love for
animals!

Davide Cali is a prolific and multiawarded
Italian author. He has published around 100
books, especially picture books and comics,
and has been translated to over 30
languages. Humour, rythm and an amazing
imagination are always present in his texts. 

Anna Aparicio Català holds a degree in Fine
Arts and in Illustration and has been
awarded international prizes for many of her
works.

ILLUSTRATOR'S AWARDSAUTHOR'S AWARDS

✷ 4x selected for White Ravens

✷ Shortlisted Les Incorruptibles

2024 Award

✷ Prix Baobab 2005

✷ Warsaw International Book Fair

Award

✷ 3x selected International Illustration

catalogue 'Iberoamérica Ilustra'

✷ 3x Golden Pinwheel Young

Illustrators Competition

✷  White Ravens Catalogue 2019

✷ Bologna Children's Book Fair ‘21, ’23

& ‘24 catalogue

ILLUSTRATOR'S AWARDSAUTHOR'S AWARDS
✷ Prix jeunesse des libraires du

Québec 2016

✷ Nati per Leggere 2014 Award

✷ Shortlisted Les Incorruptibles 2023

✷ Landerneau Album Jeunesse 2021

Award

✷ Shortlisted Les Incorruptibles 2023 &

2024

✷ Landerneau Album Jeunesse 2021

Award



Picture books

NEW!NEW!

11 12

Picture books

Forest Croc
Salomé Morilleau

Salomé Morilleau is a French
illustrator. Trained as a graphic
designer, she turned to
illustration and writing out of a
love for stories, graduating
from the École Supérieure d'Art
d'Épinal in 2020. This is her
first picture book as both
author and illustrator.

Ages: 3+
Pages: 42
Format: Hardcover
Size: 17x24 cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: A2MIMO

Rights sold to: French.

What if monsters are not what
they  seem?

Hedgehog, Squirrel, Owl, Boar and Grizzly prepare for their annual
picnic. But on the way, frightened by a frightful GRRRRRRRRRR,

they all go into hiding.
Where is this terrible growling coming from? A terrifying monster?

Simply from the belly of a nice, hungry monster. The fragility of
this monster will move the other animals in the forest, who will

then share the provisions of this spring picnic.

SELLING POINTS
An entertaining ecological fiction
about an endangered forest.
Highlights the importance of
appearances and stereotypes.
Lively and rhythmic text, perfect to
be read aloud and shared with the
whole family.
Colourful and expressive illustrations
with endearing characters.

NEW!NEW!

SELLING POINTS
Messages of joy, laughter and
optimism in the text and the artwork
High-quality and vivid illustrations by
an internationally celebrated author.
Topics such as creativity, work,
immigration, and social integration
are addressed.
A celebration of the magic of
creativity and the power of humor.

Ages: 4+
Pages: 44
Format: Hardcover
Size: 29 x 21 cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Spanish (Latam).

Diego Bianki

Laugh for Real

An ordinary day in a family
culminates in an unexpected twist on
the humorous nature of everyday life
Two girls play in the house while one of their fathers gets ready
to go to work. It is known that the girls are scheming something

quietly. Something clever and fun that will not only change
Roberto’s day but also everyone who sees him along the way.

Diego Bianki is an art teacher, designer,  
internationally celebrated illustrator and
editor. His work has received national and
international awards by the most prestigious
institutions and has been published in 9
countries.

AUTHOR'S AWARDS
✷ Winner of 58th Illustrators Exhibition of

the 2024 BCBF

✷ 3 x White Ravens Selections

✷ Shortlisted Hans Christian Andersen

2016 Award

✷ Bologna Ragazzi Award for Disabilities

(2016)

✷ Bologna Ragazzi Award New Horizons

(2015)

✷ Cuatrogatos Foundation List

✷ IBBY Honour List Outstanding Books for

People with Disabilities (2015)

✷ 2 x Special Mention Award by Banco del

Libro de Venezuela

✷ Shortlisted Bienal ILUSTRARTE

✷ Konex Career Illustration Prize (2002–

2012)

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the Year

2023 - BCBF



Picture books

NEW!NEW!
NEW!NEW!

Vera Galindo

Lila and Lola

13 14

Would a city tigress manage to
survive in the jungle?

Lola is a city tigress. She loves the city! That’s why I take her out
for a walk or for breakfast and I bath her every day. With this
wonderful life, she definitely doesn’t to go back to the jungle.
But what if one day she starts wondering how she would she

cope in the jungle? 

Ages: 3+
Pages: 36
Format: Hardcover
Size: 32x22 cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Apila Ediciones
Rights sold to: Spanish.

Vera Galindo is a freelance illustrator and
graphic designer. She has published six
picture books for children and she has also
illustrated all kinds of media, including
magazines, brochures and walls. She has also
designed digital and physical, static and
animated advertising campaigns.

Picture books

SELLING POINTS
A fun and smart story that invites
readers to reflect on animals, ourselves
and our relationship with them.
Vivid and striking illustrations that will
easily get readers’ attention.
An engrossing read for the whole family
—ideal to welcome a new pet into home!

AUTHOR'S AWARDS

✷ 2020 Apila Award

✷ Best Books of 2020 by the

New York Public Library

NEW!NEW!

What if adopting a dog is no easy task?

Patricia Strauch, Mauro Zoladz & Lu Paul

SELLING POINTS
A wonderfully humorous story
that will delight the whole family.
Bright, attention-grabbing and
jovial illustrations that provide the
story with dynamism. 
An engaging read that also
tackles themes about community,
family and pets.

Bear

It's the most boring vacation in the world. Until Johann and his
brother Amadeo get permission to play outside on their own. There,

behind a bush, they discover something strange. Something
adorable. Something that at home IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED.

Ages: 6+
Pages: 80
Format: TBD
Size: TBD
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: Periplo
Rights sold: Spanish
(Latam).

Patricia Strauch is a profesional translator although when she started writing stories for children she
couldn't stop and now she has published many books. 

Mauro Zoladz is an economist but now he focuses on writing. He attends Silvia Schujer's workshops and
has published many picture books. He also collaborates writing contents for TV. 

Lu Paul is an illustrator and graphic designer from Buenos Aires. Her illustrations have appeared in picture
books and other media. Her clients include Facebook, Mc Donalds, Coca-Cola, and Google.



Picture books

NEW!NEW!

Marjorie Béal

Mimo

NEW!NEW!
NEW!NEW!

Cécile Elma Roger & Marjorie Béal 

NEW!NEW!

15 16

A delicate picture book about
friendship, mutual aid and sharing. 

Little people live on islets in the middle of the sea. Each inhabitant
looks after his own island, sowing, planting and harvesting

flowers, trees, fruit... All except Mimo, who can't manage to grow a
single plant on his island. Until the wind blows in a beautiful

flower...

Ages: 3+
Pages: 28
Format: Hardcover
Size: 17x24 cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: A2MIMO
Rights sold to: French

Ages: 6+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 17x24 cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: A2MIMO
Rights sold to: French

Marjorie Béal is an author and illustrator for young people living in the Bordeaux region. After
university studies and a career in administration, she decided to devote all her time to drawing
and writing, her passion. She has published ten picture books.

Cécile Elma Roger is a French writer and actress. She has published several children’s books and her
books have been translated into Korean, Turkish, Italian and English.

Marjorie Béal is an author and illustrator for young people living in the Bordeaux region. After university
studies and a career in administration, she decided to devote all her time to drawing and writing, her
passion. She has published ten picture books.

Picture books

SELLING POINTS
An album of minimalist characters
set against a backdrop of colorful
nature.
An inspiring picture book about
believing in yourself to see your
dreams blossom.
Vibrant and playful illustrations.
Highlights the importance of the
community and sharing: mutual
aid is stronger than individualism
& opening up to others and
learning to build together.

SELLING POINTS
A thought-provoking
tale that will encourage
us to reconsider our
relationship with animals
and how we share our
world with them.
Perfect to discuss topics
related to ecology,
particularly pollution.
Dynamic strokes and
vivid colors reflect a
world that needs to be
shaken up and
reimagined.

Bear, Whale and Us

A funny and ironic tale about about
the co-habitation between humans

and animals

A bear falls overboard for lack of space on an ice floe as small as
an icicle... In the middle of the already busy ocean, he finally finds
refuge in the belly of a whale...! What a strange place to move into!

There's plenty of room for everyone, isn't there?

AUTHOR’S AWARDS

BOOK AWARDS ✷ Tatoulu 2022 Award

✷ Les P’tits Loups 2022 Award

✷ Shortlisted Les Incorruptibles 2022

Award

✷  Danielle Grondein 2021 Award

✷  Jérôme Main 2021 Award

✷ Shortlisted Children’s Bookshops

of Québec 2023 Award

✷ Lire et faire lire 2022 Award

✷ Danielle Grondein 2024 Award



Picture books

NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!

Cristina Oleby & Mariona Tolosa Sisteré

Mission: Bug Rescue

NEW!NEW!

17 18

Do you dare following these insects
and their crazy adventures without

laughing once?

The Special Insects are a secret, high-performance group
specialising in rescuing other insects. They possess skills that
make them invincible. These insects have been called for an
important mission: in the Gonzalez's kitchen there is an ant

kidnapped by a bird. Mosca is the one who raised the alarm. He
spotted it during one of his reconnaissance flights. Will they be

able to save it?

Ages: 
Pages: 36
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x27 cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Triqueta
Rights sold to: Catalan, Galician
& Spanish.

Cristina Oleby is an award-winning
author that has published over
twenty books for children.

Mariona Tolosa Sisteré studied
illustration in Barcelona. She has
illustrated picture books, articles and
posters and has worked designing
lettering and fabrics. Her books have
been published in more than 18
languages.

Picture books

The Cave Girl
Paula Merlán & Gómez

Paula Merlán is a primary school
teacher and award-winning writer. She
has published more than twenty books
for children, many of which have been
translated into several languages.

Gómez is a best-selling and award-
winning illustrator. She studied Fine Arts
and has worked for several European
publishers. Her books have been
published in more than 10 languages.

Ages: 5+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x25 cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Triqueta
Rights sold to: Spanish, 
Galician.

A funny book to discover curious
facts about prehistoy

When Alicia sees an advertisement in The Prehistoric Times
of the day requesting an illustrator and painter, she does

not hesitate to send her application to Cave Paintings LLC.
Her biggest dream is to paint prehistoric caves.

SELLING POINTS
A daring and funny main character
that children will love.
Allows children to enter the
wonderful world of prehistory in an
attractive and motivating way.
Facilitates the learning of certain
contents, such as: the concept of
nomads, type of food of Paleolithic
men and women, cave painting, etc.
Addresses the topic of gender
equality.

SELLING POINTS
A book with HUMOUR in capital
letters in which many children will
find themselves involved in this
rescue story in the purest "Mission
Impossible" style.
An absurd and hilarious insect
story to make you laugh out loud.
Lively and striking illustrations by a
multi-awarded illustrator.

ILLUSTRATOR'S AWARDSAUTHOR'S AWARDS
✷ 3 x Selected by the Cuatrogatos

Foundation

✷ International Enric Solbes Award for

Picture Book

✷ Best Books of 2021 - New York Public

Library

AUTHOR’S AWARDS
✷ International Latino Book Awards 2018 & 2022

✷ Selected Best Books of 2022 by the OEPLI

ILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS
✷ International Latino Book Awards

✷ Bank Street College of Education – 2019



Picture books

NEW!NEW!
NEW!NEW!

Christophe Gillet has been a teacher since
2002. He has written a lot of school books and
he is engaged in various education projects.
He also writes children's books.

Jean-Luc Englebert started illustrating
children's books and press works after his
studies. His technique using watercolour and
ink results in tender and intimate scenes.

Christophe Gillet & Jean-Luc Englebert 

19 20

SELLING POINTS
A hilarious inventory of original talents,
hobbies, and jobs.
Ideal to open discussion about talents
that make us special and unique and
boost young readers' self-esteem.
A tribute to teachers and parents. 
Tender, comforting, and funny
illustrations that depict children's
universes.

An Extraordinary Day at School

Parents will make sure that the first day of
school won't be easy to forget!

Marcel's teacher always has great ideas. One day, she informs that
children can invite their parents to school and spend the day there
showing their talent. Anna's dad collects car number plates, Pablo's

mum holds the record of throwing crêpes in the air, Carmen's parents
will turn up on a Harley-Davidson... Marcel is sure that his dad will show

up too as he is the best chocolate artisan in the city! The day comes
and there are many surprises awaiting, even for Marcel.

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x29cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: ABC Melody
Rights sold: French.

Picture books

Théophile, the Book Lover
Davide Cali & Lorenzo Sangiò 

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x29cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: ABC Melody
Rights sold: French.

A marvelous book for any bibliophile
who keeps accumulating books...

Does this ring a bell?
Théophile has a magnificent personal library, with tons and tons of

books about many different topics. One day, his friends ask him
about the name of Napoleon’s dog. He rummages his library in

search of the book that might have the answer... but it has
disappeared! Where might it be? Perhaps he has too many books.

Maybe it’s time to take a drastic decision.

SELLING POINTS
An exhilarating hommage to
books, reading, literature and
community.
Ideal to be read with the whole
family at bedtime and a perfect
gift to any book lover.
Two great names of children's
literature meet again to bring a
heartening story for all ages.
Warm and tender watercolour
illustrations by an internationally
celebrated illustrator.

Davide Cali is a prolific and multiawarded Italian author.
He has published around 100 books, especially picture
books and comics, and has been translated to over 30
languages. Humour, rythm and an amazing imagination
are always present in his texts.

Lorenzo  Sangiò holds a degree in Fine Arts and a MA in
Illustration. He is a keen observer of life as it goes by,
sketching endearing characters with tender
brushstrokes teeming with detail. Lorenzo has teamed
up with author Didier Lévy to create best-seller The
Superpower of Stories. Lorenzo lives near Milan.

ILLUSTRATOR'S AWARDSAUTHOR'S AWARDS

✷ Battello a vapore 2016 Award as Best

Illustrator

✷ Bologna Children's Bookfair 2023

Illustrators Exhibition 

✷ 4x selected for White Ravens

✷ Shortlisted Les Incorruptibles

2024 Award

✷ Prix Baobab 2005

✷ Warsaw International Book Fair

Award



Picture books

NEW!NEW!
NEW!NEW!

NEW!NEW!

A fun and amusing collection of
tricks to get rid of bedtime fears

Our protagonist has a big, nice and spacious room with a
large window. A room with lots of toys but also with a lot of

monsters that sleep there with him every day. From the
monster of darkness, the one with glowing eyes, the ghost

monster, the monster of silence and even the
bogeyman....Do they scare you?

Eva Mejuto & Fernando Martín

The Great Circus of Words

21 22

Abracadabra! Welcome to the Great
Circus of Words

Welcome to a fascinating circus. A circus of storytelling, a new
one every day. A circus with library, music, dance and theater. It

must be a poet's circus!
Leo was old and toothless. He didn't growl, he didn't hunt. He

liked to sing more than to scare.... One day he received the
message: "Go pack your luggage, there is no place for you in the

Circus of the Whoopee". He took his suitcase and left. "Well,
that’s for better, I wasn't happy here!".

Ages: 5+
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Triqueta
Rights sold to: Spanish,
Galician.

Eva Mejuto has devoted her career to
children’s books, as an editor, coordinator of
a children’s book fair and cultural manager.
She is the author of various adaptations of
traditional stories to illustrated albums,
translated into more than ten languages.

Fernando Martín studied media and audio-
visual communication, but drawing is what
he loves the most. He has published over
ten picture books for children by various
publishing houses in Spain in the the UK,
including PRH and S&S.

Picture books

A Room Full of Monsters
María Canosa & Dani Padrón

María Canosa is a celebrated
Galician author. She has published
over 50 books in different genres,
mostly of them for children.

Dani Padrón is a multi-awarded
Galician illustrator. He began his
career as a children's illustrator in
2011 and since then he has
illustrated more than thirty books.

SELLING POINTS
A beautiful rhymed text to face
the fears that many children have.
A fun way to be able to talk
about, express and face fears
through the storytelling.
A real catalog of endearing
monsters that many children are
afraid of and solves the way to
face them with grace.

SELLING POINTS
A joyful tribute inventing stories,
pursuing dreams, making every
day a new adventure.
Stylish and quirky illustrations
that fill every page with colour.

Ages: 5+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 22x24 cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: Triqueta

Rights sold to: Spanish, G
alician.

ILLUSTRATOR'S AWARDS

✷ 2015 Biennal of Bratislava - Selected

✷ 2011 Pura y Dora Vázquez Award

✷ 2014 Isaac Díaz Pardo Award for Best

Illustrated Book



Picture books

NEW!NEW!

Mireia Olivé Obradors & Anastasia Wessex

The Most Wonderful Gift in the World

23 24

Picture books

Always Christmas
Desirée Acevedo & Sara Sánchez

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x27 cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: Triqueta Editora

Rights sold to: Spanish (Spain),
Galician, French (Canada),
Japanese, Greek, Spanish
(Argentina).

Why is not always Christmas? Love
must shine every day.

At Pepín's house, the whole family is happy at dawn and they are
eagerly preparing everything they need to celebrate Christmas

together, but Pepín has an important question. If on that day the
house is so beautiful, they are all together, they smile more than

ever, there are presents for everyone, they eat delicacies and
generosity shines in every corner, why isn't it always Christmas.

Desirée Acevedo is a Spanish author
and illustrator of over 35 children’s
books. She graduated as a teacher
and she has taken many workshops
about creative writing, illustration,
and children’s literature.

Sara Sánchez is a Spanish illustrator
and designer. Her books have been
published by national and
international publishing houses.

A universal tale about tenderness
and unconditional love that will thrill

the whole family

The little mouse searches and searches the forest for the most
wonderful gift for his mother: What could he give his mother to
show her how much he loves her? Perhaps a pine cone full of

pine nuts? Or a beautiful flower? Or an eye-catching feather? But
when the day of the birthday arrives, nothing turns out as he

expects... How will the little mouse show his love?

Ages: 4+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23.5x25.5cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: Inuk
Rights sold to: Catalan, Spanish.

Mireia Olivé Obradors is a
biologist and high school
teacher. An avid reader,
passionate about good stories,
and a nature lover, she is
enthusiastic about telling
stories to people of all ages.

Anastasia Wessex is a
freelance illustrator based in
the UK. Her work has also
appeared in cards and prints
and been published in Spain
and France. It has over 95K on
Instagram.

SELLING POINTS
With simple and heart-
warming phrases, the text
captures the purest emotions
of children's hearts.
Tender, delightful
illustrations by a young
promising illustrator.

SELLING POINTS
Understand Christmas from
another point of view where
kindness, joy and generosity have
a place every day.
A fully illustrated book with
tender and endearing characters
ideal for early readers.
Perfect for children who enjoy
Christmas time with family and
friends.



Picture books

María Elina Mendez holds a degree in the Design of
Image and Sound, and complementary studies
related to photography, plastic arts, scenery and
illustration. For four years, she was part of the set
design team at the Theatre Gral. St Martin. After
that, she focused on her workshop and entirely
dedicated to drawing and creating different
illustrated objects. She collaborates nowadays in
different media outlets. Her illustrations have been
published in children's books in Argentina, Mexico,
Chile, Spain, France, and Portugal.

NEW!NEW!

Tokyo Laundry
María Victoria Ramos & María ElinaMaría Elina Mendez 
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SELLING POINTS
A sweet and tender story about
memory loss from a child's
point of view.
Intimate and lovely relationship
between a child and his
grandmother.
Delicate and intimate
illustrations by an award-
winning author.

NEW!NEW!

My Grandma Has a Lion

What would you rather forget: someone's
name or that you had a lion?

Leon’s grandmother is not the same as always. His mother warned him
before his visit and Leon realizes this once he is with her. They are small
gestures, nothing too obvious. But for him, this grandmother who laughs

out loud, gets her hands and feet dirty and tells all kinds of incredible stories
is not strange, she’s fantastic! This is a touching story which talks about

memory loss and confusion associated with old age; about how we
perceive the changes and about a child’s ability to receive life's challenges

with love and joy: not with prejudice, but with affection. 
Ages: 5+
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 20x26cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: Periplo

Rights sold: Spanish
(Latam), French (France,
Belgium & Switzerland) 

Ages: 5+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 20x26cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: Periplo

Rights sold: Spanish (Latam).

Picture books

Perhaps everything we need is
adding a bit of poetry in our lives...

Mr. Tokujo finds stains inspiring. He works at Tokyo Laundry and is
an expert at making clothes appear new and composing haikus,
something his customers don't seem to notice. But the arrival of

Adelina will change everything...

SELLING POINTS
A poetic text that celebrates the
power of literature and that will
inspire readers to look at small
details from a different angle,
from a poetic gaze.
Delicate and sweet watercolour
illustrations by an award-winning
illustrator.
With a double spread on haikus—
ideal to inspire young readers to
write some.

 ILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS
✷ Fundación Cuatrogatos 2022 Award

✷ Selected for the inaugural edition of Latin

American Illustration

✷ Selected for Iberoamérica Ilustra  

Catalog by Grupo SM

✷  International Illustrators' 2023

exhibition - Bologna Children's Bookfair

 ILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS
✷ Fundación Cuatrogatos 2022 Award

✷ Selected for the inaugural edition of Latin American Illustration

✷ Selected for Iberoamérica Ilustra  Catalog by Grupo SM

✷  International Illustrators' 2023 exhibition - Bologna Children's

Bookfair

 BOOK AWARDS
✷ Fundación Cuatrogatos 2022 Award



Picture books

Ages: 6+
Pages: 44
Format: Hardcover
Size: 24x32 cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: A2MIMO

Rights sold to: French, Italian.

NEW!NEW!

Nicolas Pechmezac &  Jennifer Yerkes

Let’s say...

27 28

Where do we hold our childhood
memories? Can we live them again?

At the beach, two brothers play in the sand, hunting for shells...
The two children let their imaginations run wild: they improvise

themselves as sailors and gaze at mermaids in the distance. Ten
years later, the eldest returns to trace back the footsteps of that

day, accompanied by his younger brother. In the mild autumn
weather, they revisit the places of their childhood.

Ages: 6+
Pages: 36
Format: Hardcover
Size: 18x26 cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: A2MIMO
Rights sold to: French.

 Nicolas Pechmezac is an author and reading
promoter. He  runs a wide range of events to
promote living culture and imagination and
sharing it with children, teenagers and adults.

Jennifer Yerkes studied Design and Art History
at universities in the U.S, Hungary, Austria and
Scotland, and she now works as an illustrator
and graphic designer, teaches, and gives
workshops to groups of all ages. Her books have
been translated into eight languages,

Picture books

Sensational Reunion
Estelle Vonfeldt & Giulia Pintus

Estelle Vonfeldt is a French author,
illustrator and screenwriter. She likes to
create stories in a variety of forms
(novel, comic strip, audiovisual script...)
and genres, from horror to comedy to
documentary.

Giulia Pintus is an Italian illustrator.
While attending art high school, she
won a scholarship to the International
School of Comics in Reggio Emilia,
where she fell hopelessly in love with
illustration. She has published over 15
books.

A magical encounter will change the
lives of a man and a little bird

unlike any other

Imagine a world where everyone lived with a plant on their head.
Everyone, that is, except Mr. D. Zert. Mr. D. Zert is lonely in his store.

He's not sure what to do with himself. Except work. Customers come
to buy what they love: birds to decorate their heads. Until the day he

receives a bird that's very different from the others...

SELLING POINTS
A moving and original story
about accepting difference,  
freedom and friendship, ending in
a positive note.
Delicate and tender illustrations
that vividly capture the
character’s emotions.

SELLING POINTS
A minimalistic and poetic book that
makes readers ponder on our childhood—
an enjoyable read for readers of all ages.
Delicate and soothing illustrations
combined with a gentle storyline.
A sweet celebration of the strength and
pricelessness of our childhood memories
and family time, as well as our first
encounter with the sea.

ILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS

✷ Society of Illustrators’ 2013 Original Art

exhibit

✷ Finalist for the Opera Prima 2012 Award

- Bologna Children’s Book Fair

NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!



Picture books
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Cecilia Moreno is an illustrator
and graphic designer. She has
illustrated textbooks and
children's picture books published
by publishers in several countries.
Her work has been awarded
national and international prizes.

Picture books

Cecilia Moreno

Up and Down

Ages: 4+
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 22x24cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Triqueta Editora
Rights sold: Spanish, Galician.

A complete gamebook with lots of
challenges to have fun and learn in a

creative way.

From a distant island to the planet Mars. From a boat ride to the
pyramids of Egypt, "UP AND DOWN" divides the scenery into two fun

perspectives that will fascinate our little explorers.

SELLING POINTS
Over 200 tagged words in
context across 20
beautifully illustrated
scenes—ideal to build
children’s vocabulary.
Perfect to develop an eye
for detail and have fun,
with vivid illustrations by an
internationally celebrated
illustrator.
Helps understand the
multipicity of
perspectives.

ILLUSTRATOR'S AWARDS

✷ ILUSTRARTE 2016 Award

✷ The Golden Pinwheel Young

Illustrators Competition 2016

✷ Best Books of 2017 - Banco del Libro

de Venezuela

✷ CICLA Illustration Exhibition of Chen

Bochui International Children’s Literature

2019 Award en 2019

✷ 2 x Cuatrogatos Foundation Award

NEW!NEW!

Rodrigo Mattioli

The Magician and the Tree

Magic sometimes depends on us.

ADAAAAAM!
The performance of the world’s greatest magician is about to begin!

Although it seems that, first, Magician P will have to solve a small
problem. Do you want to find out about the power of his magic?

Learning to draw is going to become a fun adventure.

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x25cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Apila Ediciones
Rights sold:  Spanish
(World)

SELLING POINTS
A funny tale with a
very special
protagonist.
A story full of magic
and good humor by a
bestselling author.
An invitation to be
cheerful and to reject
negative thoughts.

Rodrigo Mattioli is Brazilian artist living in Barcelona, hold a degree in Social Communication. After
becoming a parent, he started in the children's universe.

AUTHOR’S AWARDS

✷ Apila 2019 Award

✷ Keycolours 2018 Awards

NEW!NEW!



NEW!NEW!

WATCH THE BOOKTRAILERWATCH THE BOOKTRAILER

WATCH THE BOOKTRAILERWATCH THE BOOKTRAILER

ABOUT THE SERIES 
Hilarious, surrealist and rhythmic stories with various
animals as characters.
An endearing human-animal friendship: ideal for pet-
lovers!
Ideal to address topics such as bullying, fear, mocking
other people and standing up against abuse or to
overcome anxiety on the first day of school. 
Adorable characters with delightful energy and
humour.
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Picture books

Virgine Costa is a talented young author and illustrator who
gives life to adorable characters with delightful energy and
humour. These are her first picture books!

Timmy & Patoche Series
Virginie Costa

Everyone is afraid of the wolf and this fascinates
Timmy...  HE will be a wolf today! He puts on his costume
and sets off to frighten his cat Patoche, chickens, pigs
and even Little Red Riding Hood... But there is ONLY ONE
big bad wolf, and that one’s not happy... A book that
turns the themes of bullying by giving children’s
favourite characters unexpected roles.

Growl! I'm the Big Bad Wolf!

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 17x24cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: ABC Melody
Rights sold: French.

Timmy and Patoche will take part in a sledge race. To
secure winning, they need to get the best equipment. But
the shop assistant has only one sledge... Fortunately, he
offers Patoche a flamingo rubber ring as a solution! And
off they go. At the race, other competitors mock this
unusual sledge, but Patoche will prove them wrong!

Kings of the Mountain

It's Timmy's first day of school and he's a bit worried: it
feels as if his stomach is in knots and his heart is
pounding. So he decides to take his friend Patoche with
him. What could go wrong? In the playground, Timmy
makes a friend and he forgets about Patoche, who is
hidden in his school bag. Once he arrives at class, Patoche
can’t stay still... Chaos assured!

A Cat at School

Following the sporting achievements of Patoche
(Kings of Sliding), Timmy has a genius idea: to
register his cat for the Athletic Games. Training
begins, but it's clear that the feline has no talent for
sport. With Timmy's support and perseverance,
Patoche makes progress. D-day arrives. Some
competitors have stage fright. And that's when
Patoche shows all his qualities: he encourages
others and takes care of them, even if it means
forgetting his athletic performance.

Everyone on the
Podium!

Pub. year: 2022
Rights sold: French, Simpl. & Compl. Chinese.

Pub. year: 2023
Rights sold: French.

Pub. year: 2024
Rights sold: French, Korean.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umPKtVCf9iM
https://abcmelody.com/site/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Patoche-et-Timmy_rois-de-la-glisse_video.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umPKtVCf9iM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wog38D2vx8c


Nadine Brun-Cosme
& Anna Aparicio Català 

NEW!NEW!

21

Nico & Ouistiti Explore the Seabed

Co-edition
dates

available!
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Picture books6th title of this dreamy-trip series

ABOUT THE SERIES
Absolutely wonderful adventures await on each title, which
will surely become a favourite for young readers.
Quick-paced, easy to read and funny adventures with
endearing characters.
Vividly illustrated spreads teeming with a multitude of
details and magic—Anna Aparicio's dreamy and alluring
style at its best!

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 24x31cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: ABC Melody
Rights sold: French.

Nico & Ouistiti
Explore the Jungle

In their new camel-shaped machine, Nico and Ouistiti set off to
explore the vast desert. On the program: a meeting with the
Tuaregs, the famous "blue men", and a family of fennecs, a
night in a tent in the dunes, a stay in an oasis filled with fruit
trees, a trip on a flying carpet... the palace of the Enfant-
Soleil. This 6th adventure promises to be wonderful!

Nadine Brun-Cosme is the author of almost 100 novels and
picture books for children and youngsters. She is the author of a
best-seller which has sold 50,000 copies worldwide Big Wolf
and Little Wolf.

Anna Aparicio Català holds a degree in Fine Arts and in
Illustration and has been awarded international prizes for many
of her works.

Nico & Ouistiti Series
Nadine Brun-Cosme & Anna Aparicio Català

Nico & Ouistiti Explore the North Pole

On a ship that rolls, sails and glides over the ice, the pair head to the North Pole!
A night in an igloo, the beautiful spectacle of the northern lights, encounters
with polar bears and foxes, white rabbits, an Inuit boy and a wise old walrus...
Let's not forget the ice sculptor penguins, who are having a hard time as their
works of art begin to melt...

Pub. year: 2021 · Rights sold: French, Simpl. Chinese, Polish, Italian, Vietnamese.

Nico & Ouistiti Explore the Sky and Space

When Nico enters the Machine Shed, Ouistiti is already at the controls of the big
Balloon that will take them to the sky and space. Between surprising encounters
with cloud sheep, a funny little green man, the Great Princesses of the Sky and a
touring Santa Claus, the adventure continues with a new acrobatic mission on
the Sugar Planet!

Pub. year: 2020 · Rights sold: French, Simpl. Chinese, Polish, Italian, Vietnamese.

Nico & Ouistiti Explore the Forest

In this second adventure, Nico and Ouistiti have invented a new flying  machine,
ready for take-off. Watch out for the turbulence! Head for the forest, which hides
many surprises including a lot of new friends who all seem in a hurry... to
disappear underground. Where do they go? They have a new mystery to solve,
with unusual encounters and underground galleries.

Pub. year: 2020 · Rights sold: French, Simpl. Chinese, Polish, Italian, Vietnamese.

Every evening, Nico heads for his secret spot: the Machine Shed, where he
meets Ouistiti. A new submarine is ready to explore the ocean depths. Nico and
Ouistiti are in for a thrilling journey of encounters and exciting  adventures,
including a dreamy swim with mermaids and turtles with an urgent mission:
reach the shore on time for laying their eggs!

Pub. year: 2019 · Rights sold: French, Simpl. Chinese, Polish, Italian, Vietnamese.

ALL TITLES WITH PANORAMIC
UNFOLDING PAGES!

ALSO AVAILABLE:
AUDIO NARRATION BY THE
AUTHOR WITH SPECIAL EFFECTS!

Nico & Ouistiti Explore the Jungle
On board of their magnificent lion-headed boat, Nico and Ouistiti set off for the
Land of Masks where a big party is being prepared. But once they arrive to the
jungle, they are taken away by a group of masked men and introduced to the
Great Wizard who entrusts them with a mission: to find the Mask that brings
the Rain, just stolen by a terrible witch... 

Pub. year: 2023 · Rights sold: French, Simpl. Chinese, Polish.

AUTHOR'S AWARDS ILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS
✷ Prix jeunesse des libraires du

Québec 2016 

✷ Premio nazionale Nati per

Leggere 2014

✷ Shortlisted Les Incorruptibles

2023 Award

✷ Landerneau Album Jeunesse

2021 Award

✷ Shortlisted 58th Illustrators

Exhibition 2024 BCBF

✷ 3x selected International Illustration

catalogue 'Iberoamérica Ilustra'

✷ 3x Golden Pinwheel Young

Illustrators Competition

✷  White Ravens Catalogue 2019

✷ Bologna Children's Bookfair 2021 &

2023 catalogue

33
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SOONSOON
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Picture books

Didier Lévy & Lorenzo Sangiò

Second title in the series!

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 24x31cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: ABC Melody
Rights sold: French, Compl. Chinese,
World English.

The Superpower 
of Songs

Robert the wolf, a rocker in search of success, dreams
of starting a wolves band. He puts out an ad and to his
great surprise, Max the bunny, a fellow rocker with a
divine voice, appears. The Honky-Tonkies band is born.
Fans flock from everywhere in the forest resulting in an
instant success. But Robert’s natural instinct and
hunger is never far away...

Didier Lévy is a former journalist and he has now written
over 200 books for children. From 2022 he started
creating best-selling books with Lorenzo Sangiò.

Lorenzo Sangiò holds a degree in Fine Arts and a MA in
Illustration. He is a keen observer of life as it goes by,
sketching endearing characters with tender brushstrokes
teeming with detail. Lorenzo has teamed up with author
Didier Lévy to create this series. Lorenzo lives near Milan.

The Superpowers Series
Didier Lévy & Lorenzo Sangiò

The Superpower of Stories

Maurice is a cat with a clever plan. Instead of chasing
mice, he’s going to make them come to him. And how
will he do that? By reading them STORIES. 
But little does Morris know that his brilliant scheme
won’t work out quite the way he expects...

Rights sold: Catalan, Simpl. & Compl. Chinese, World English,
French, Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Polish and World
Spanish.Pub. year: 2019

ABOUT THE SERIES
Two tender and timeless picture books that bring
out the power of music and literature to bridge
divides, bring people together and create
community.
A joyful celebration of friendship beyond
differences and conflicting interests. 
Delightful encounters of lovable animal duos that
forge unlikely friendships.
Didier Lévy's gentle and funny writing meets
Lorenzo Sangiò's warm and detailed illustrations.

“Perhaps stories ARE
just like magic?"

The Superpower 
of Colours

AUTHOR'S AWARDS

✷ Landerneau Album Jeunesse 2017 Award 

✷ Les Incorruptibles 2020-2021 Award

ILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS
✷ Battello a vapore 2016 Award as Best Illustrator

BOOK AWARDS

✷ Bologna Children's Bookfair 2023 Illustrators Exhibition



Picture books

AUTHOR'S AWARDS
✷ Les Incorruptibles 1992 & 1994 Award

ILLUSTRATOR'S AWARDS

✷ Battello a vapore 2016 Award as Best Illustrator

✷ Bologna Children's Book Fair 2023 Illustrators Exhibition 

WATCH THE TEASERWATCH THE TEASER  
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Picture books

Bébert's Amazing TripAround the World
Fanny Joly & Lorenzo Sangiò 

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x29cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: ABC Melody
Rights sold: French, Estonian,
Korean, Simpl. & Complex Chinese,
Italian.

A must for cat lovers, or travel lovers,
or good-story lovers... for everyone!

Bébert lives on the streets, rummaging through rubbish bins with
his cat buddies.  It's a perfectly normal life for an alley cat... but it

lacks a bit of pizzazz. One day, thanks to an unexpected raffle ticket,
Bébert's life is about to be turned upside down. And off he goes on a
trip around the world discovering fascinating countries inhabited...

by cats!

SELLING POINTS
Incredibly beautiful and detailed illustrations of
landscapes, cities and buildings around the
world, with cultural descriptions.
Perfect to share with others and find small
details on each spread. Can you count the over
1,000 cats featured?
Funny and thrilling texts that will instill in young
readers a thirst for travelling and discovering new
places.

Fanny Joly worked for publicity, television, cinema,
etc. for twenty years before dedicating herself to
writing children stories. She has written more than
200 books translated in 25 languages, many of which
have received awards.

Lorenzo  Sangiò holds a degree in Fine Arts and a MA
in Illustration. He is a keen observer of life as it goes
by, sketching endearing characters with tender
brushstrokes teeming with detail. Lorenzo has teamed
up with author Didier Lévy to create best-seller The
Superpower of Stories. Lorenzo lives near Milan.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umPKtVCf9iM
https://abcmelody.com/site/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/Bebert_Book-flip_FINAL.mp4?_=2
https://abcmelody.com/site/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/Bebert_Book-flip_FINAL.mp4?_=2


COMPILATION

My Brother-monkey

A Dog
A humorous tale about the right to be
different.
Moncho sleeps in a doghouse, likes to gnaw
bones and eat fodder. Moncho is a sheepdog,
even if some people don't want to admit it.

Rights sold to: Spanish.

Pub. year: 2021

A humorous story about the different ways of seeing
the world.
Marta's brother is very strange: he is covered with hair,
he always wants to be naked and he eats lice. Marta
doesn't have a brother, she has a brother-monkey!

Rights sold to: Spanish.

Pub. year: 2021

Panda Bear

A humorous tale about friendship.
The bear gang only likes black and white
things. Or so it seems...

Rights sold to: Spanish.

Pub. year: 2022

Gourmet Seagull

A humorous story about how we feed
ourselves.
Mori the seagull always loves to eat at the same
restaurant: the schoolyard!

Rights sold to: Spanish.

Pub. year: 2022
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Picture books

ABOUT THE SERIES
Original and witty stories with unexpected endings by a
late best-selling author.
Hilarious stories with cute animals as main characters.
Ideal to talk about friendship and diversity in an original
way.
Rounded corners.

A compilation of the hilarious
four stories in The Hematites
collection for the little ones

Los Hematitos
El Hematocrítico & Alberto Vázquez

BOOK AWARDS
✷ OEPLI 2021

Selection

Ages: 3+
Pages: 104
Format: Hardcover
Size: 16x16cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: Anaya

The Hematites
El Hematocrítico &
Alberto Vázquez

Rights sold: Spanish.

El Hematocrítico was a teacher of Early Childhood, English
and Primary Education, he had signed several successful
children's titles, a collection of children's comics, books for
pre-readers; a collective anthology... He was also the author
of humor projects on the Internet.

Alberto Vázquez has a degree in Fine Arts. An artist in
general, and comics in particular, his books have been
published in Spain, France, Italy and Brazil. He illustrates in a
multitude of national and international magazines. He
directed the short film Birdboy, based on his comic
Psiconauts, awarded the Goya for best animated short film
and awarded at more than 30 international festivals.



Pub. year: 2014

Ages: 5+
Pages: 80
Format: Hardcover
Size: 17x25.5 cm
Publisher: Anaya
Rights sold to: Catalan,
Korean, Spanish, Polish, and
Turkish.

Happy Ferocious
with Alberto Vázquez

Pub. year: 2016
Pages: 56
Rights sold to: Korean, Italian.

Agent Goldilocks
with Alberto Vázquez

Wolf with Boots
with Alberto Vázquez

Pub. year: 2018
Pages: 72
Rights sold to: Galician,
Korean, Italian.

Your Excellency, Little
Red Riding Hood
with Mar Villar

Pub. year: 2020

Pages: 72
Rights sold to: Catalan,
Korean.

Rapunzel with Lice
with Mar Villar

Pub. year: 2019

Pages: 72
Rights sold to: Galician,
Korean.

Mission Princess
with Mar Villar

Starving
with Mar Villar

BOOK AWARDS
✷ Cuatrogatos Foundation 2015

Award 

✷ White Ravens 2015

Subversive Classics Series
El Hematocrítico
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Picture books

What a Goat!
with Mar Villar

Pub. year: 2021

Pages: 72
Rights sold to: Galician,
Korean, Italian.

Pub. year: 2022

Pages: 72
Rights sold to: 

Pub. year: 2023

Pages: 72
Rights sold to: 

El Hematocrítico was a teacher of Early Childhood, English and
Primary Education, he had signed several successful children's
titles, a collection of children's comics, books for pre-readers; a
collective anthology... He was also the author of humor projects on
the Internet.

Alberto Vázquez has a degree in Fine Arts. An artist in general, and
comics in particular, his books have been published in Spain,
France, Italy and Brazil. He illustrates in a multitude of national and
international magazines. He directed the short film Birdboy, based
on his comic Psiconauts, awarded the Goya for best animated short
film and awarded at more than 30 international festivals.

Mar Villar studied Fine Arts. In 2009 he won an Accésit in the
INJUVE awards. Since then, she has worked mainly for children's
books, textbooks and teaching materials, and since 2014 she has
been dedicated exclusively to illustration.

Back to the Forest
of Stories
with Mar Villar

Pub. year: 2022

Ages: 6+
Pages: 208
Format: Hardcover
Size: 16,5×25,5cm
Publisher: Anaya
Rights sold to: Spanish.

SELLING POINTS
Well-plotted and hilarious stories that draw on classic characters, but
break with the reader’s expectations by a late best-selling author.
Original and witty stories with unexpected endings.
Ideal to talk about re-imaginings of classic tales and observing life
from opposite points of view.
Expressive and plain illustrations that create unique universes.

The Forest of Stories
with Alberto Vázquez

Pub. year: 2020

Ages: 6+
Pages: 200
Format: Hardcover
Size: 16,5×25,5cm
Publisher: Anaya
Rights sold to: Spanish.

COMPILATION
COMPILATION

+75,000
COPIES
SOLD!



Picture books
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Picture books

An internationally celebrated
picture book about self-knowledge

and female empowerment
Clementina had given up her last penny in exchange for a silk
dress and a year's pass to travel on first-class trains. In their

exclusive cars, with no distractions, the distinguished
passengers used to chat to cope with the long journeys. So
now Clementina would have twelve months to socialize with

the most distinguished gentlemen in the country...

Travelling on First Class Trains 
Dani Torrent

Ages: 14+
Pages: 72
Format: Hardcover
Size: 28x22cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: Triqueta
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan,
Galician, Korean.

SELLING POINTS
Dazzling, evocative and
powerful illustrations with
melancholic undertones by an
internationally celebrated author
—Dani Torrent’s work at its best.
A moving story of self-
knowledge and female
empowerment and of the
effects of war.

Dani Torrent is an award-winning illustrator,
painter and writer based in Barcelona. He
graduated in Art History at the University of
Barcelona and specialized in Illustration. He
also has some background in cinema, which
is clearly reflected in his work. As an author
and illustrator, he has mainly published
picture books, which have been translated
into more than 10 languages and have won
several awards.

BOOK AWARDS
✷ 4Golden Apple Prize Bratislava 2023

✷ Fundación Cuatrogatos 2023 Award

✷ Bologna Children's Books Fair Award 2023

✷ Hiiibrand Winner

✷ World Illustration Awards 2023 - Finalist

✷ Premis Junceda - Finalist

✷ Muestra del Libro Infantil y Juvenil de Madrid - Finalist

NEW!NEW!

Benoît Reiss & Pierre-Emmanuel Lyet

Bliss

Why does this town cheerfully
celebrate for a whole year-round?

At school, at the factory, in the barracks, at the grocery, sounds of a
great celebration can be heard all year long, though no one really

knows how it all began. The winds of freedom are blowing through
the dances, music, and songs that overflow the town. What’s
happening this year? Why all the dancing, music, and song? A

musical flight, a colorful whirlwind that takes us into a huge and
crazy party that finally doesn’t need to justify itself to exist.

Ages: 6+
Pages: 36
Format: Hardcover
Size: 24x24 cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: A2MIMO
Rights sold to: French.

Benoît Reiss is a French writer and editor. He studied literature in Lyon and Paris and lived in
Japan for some years. He has published a novel and short stories and poetry books.

Pierre-Emmanuel Lyet is an animated film director, illustrator, and art director.
His films have won awards at numerous film festivals, including Annecy, Berlin, and Zagreb. His
drawings are regularly published in magazines and newspapers in France and abroad, featured in
youth literature, and shown at galleries. In 2019, his graphic design work was shown at the Saison
Graphique festival and at the Centre Pompidou in Paris.

SELLING POINTS
A delightful and vibrant burst of
colour on every spread that
creates a lively and cheerful
atmosphere.
A brilliant homage to the power of
the community, with a hopeful
note to change the world.
A powerful coupling of text and
illustrations that will make readers
of all ages feel engrossed.



Picture books

WATCH THE BOOKTRAILERWATCH THE BOOKTRAILER
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You and I
Carmen Olivari & Paloma Valdivia 

Picture books

Why seeing differences where
sometimes there aren't?

This book invites the reader to think about and reflect on gender,
development and the dreams of boys and girls. The simple yet eloquent

text, accompanied by the stunning illustrations show us that early
childhood should be a happy time of exploration and broadening of

horizons, in a world bursting with opportunities. 

SELLING POINTS
A clever invitation to talk about
gender and imagine possibilities
beyond gender stereotypes. 
Ideal to invite young readers to
reflect on freedom in relation to
gender: a book to live in the
present and dream of the future. 
Colourful illustrations by an
award-winning illustrator with
meanings behind many elements
—let's discover them with the
whole family!

Carmen Olivari Piña is a clinical
psychologist, children & YA and family
therapist. She is PhD in Gender and Culture
Studies and her main interest is educating
young inclusive therapists with a gender
perspective and developing creative
techniques and tools for inclusivity, gender
issues, and against violence. 

Paloma Valdivia is an author, illustrator and
editor with lots of experience. Her main
passion is using her knowledge and skills
for children. 

Ages: 8+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 18x18cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: Amanuta

Rights sold: Spanish (Latam)

PUBLISHER'S AWARDSILLUSTRATOR'S AWARDS
✷ Cover artist for the 58th Illustrator’s

Exhibition 2024 BCBF

✷ Cuatrogatos Foundation

2018 Award

✷ Bologna Children's Bookfair 2014

Special Mention

✷ Best Children's Publisher of the Year

2023

Txabi Arnal & MALOTA

My Louse and I

What can you expect from a famous
louse?

How strange! A louse, a bug so small, so annoying, so parasitic, such a
scourge of mothers, fathers and teachers... turned into the protagonist

and hero of a children's album. And no, he is not the bad guy in this
movie. If he had been one, our work would have another title such as ‘ME

AGAINST THE LICE’ or ‘DUEL ON MY HEAD’. But this is not the case...

Ages: +4
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 25 x 30 cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: Triqueta Editora
Rights sold to: Spanish,
Galician, Korean

Txabi Arnal is a teacher of Children’s Literature at the University in Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain, and taught Early
Childhood Education for more than ten years. His books have been awarded nationally and internationally.

MALOTA is a is a professional illustrator with a PhD in Fine Arts. With more than 15 years of experience, she
has clients all over the world: Scottish Opera, The New Yorker, Mailchimp, Usborne and The New York Times.
She enjoys developing projects in different media.

SELLING POINTS
A great special visual experience through the
book with an amazing design and Pantone
colours by award-winning illustrator.
A fresh, modern, amusing and ironic story
about a simple louse.
A book that children will read and re-read—
ideal to enjoy with the whole family!

ILLUSTRATOR'S AWARDS

AUTHOR’S AWARDS
✷ Best Books of 2010 - Banco del Libro

de Venezuela

✷ White Ravens 2011 Selection

✷ Vittoria Samarelli 2012 Award

✷ Best Edited Books in Spain (2015)

✷ Best Books of 2023 - OEPLI Selection

✷ Advertising Illustration 2018 Award at

the APIM Awards

✷ 2018 Winner at the Communication

Arts Awards 2018 (USA)

✷ Nominated for the AOI Word

Illustration 2018 Awards (UK)

✷ Winner of the Communications Arts

Design Annual Awards (2017, USA)

BOOK AWARDS
✷ Recommended 2022 List -

Cuatrogatos Foundation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umPKtVCf9iM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umPKtVCf9iM
https://www.amanuta.cl/blogs/autores/carmen-olivari
https://www.amanuta.cl/blogs/autores/paloma-valdivia


Picture books

NEW!NEW!

Raquel Bonita

The Afternoon Snack

47 48

Skunk is always willing to help his
friends, but are they worth his help?

Skunk doesn't mind giving his friends a ride home, or even sharing
his afternoon snack, but what happens if his friends take his help
and friendship for granted? He will have to enjoy what is left after
meeting them and enjoying the feast. Will his friends enjoy it too?

Ages: 3+
Pages: 44
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x25 cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Apila Ediciones
Rights sold to: Spanish, French
(France & North America).

Raquel Bonita is a publicist and designer
who turned to children's illustration and
publishing, setting up her own
publishing house Cuento a la Vista. She
has publisehd many titles in various
languages, for which has been awarded
in multiple occasions.

Picture books

The Last Hunt 
Hadi Baghdadi

Hadi Baghdadi is a graphic designer and illustrator working for publicity and has started illustrating children's books.
Acrylic is his favourite painting technique.

Ages: 5+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x25 cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Apila Ediciones

Rights sold to: Spanish

A gorgeous silent book to reconsider our
purpose in life

At dawn, animals come out of their nests and burrows. They are
confident because the sun illuminates every corner of the forest.

However, someone is watching their movements carefully. Be careful!
The safari has begun.

Sometimes there is no need for words to talk about important things.

SELLING POINTS
Simple yet emotional silent story
in which not only the characters
have the leading role.
Frames and landscapes in simple
and clean lines.
Avant-garde and impeccable
graphic language.
A story about giving up violence
touching our hearts and leaving a
smile on our lips.

SELLING POINTS
A playful and hilarious cumulative
story with repetition.
A perfect choice to talk about
empathy and communication.
Warm and cheerful illustrations by
an internationally acclaimed artist
who has been awarded
international prizes by the most
prestigious institutions.

AUTHOR'S AWARDS

✷ “Landscapes & Portraits" Award

BCBF 2023

✷ Selected BCBF Illustrators Exhibition

2021

✷ Selected Sharjah Children's Reading

Festival 2021

✷ Shortlisted BIBF Ananas Illustration

Exhibitions 2020

✷ Shortlisted Nami Island Illustration

Korea 2018

✷ Special Mention Golden Pinwheel

2018

AUTHOR’S AWARDS

✷ Apila 2023 Award

✷ Shortlisted BIBF Ananas Illustration Exhibition 2022

✷ Winner Image of the Moscow Book Festival 2021

✷ Shortlisted Bologna Children Book Fair 2020



Picture books

NEW!NEW!

Patricia Fernández Bieberach & Tania Recio

Emotions to Share

49 50

Humans can express emotions by
telling others how we feel—but what

about animals?

This book contains several micro-stories, in which children will be
able to recognize the body signals of each emotion and thus

express them more comfortably.
Each story exemplifies an emotion and how animals react to it,
which will inspire the reader to identify with personal situations.

Ages: +3
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 29.5x21cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold to: Spanish (Latam),
Korean

Patricia Fernández Bieberach is a Chilean author and child and adolescent psychologist. She has
published widely about the emotional well-being of children and adolescents, including many
books, in addition to maintaining her psychotherapy practice.

Tania Recio is a Mexican children's book illustrator, with a degree in Graphic Design from the
Faculty of Arts and Design at UNAM. She has worked for several publishers in her country,
Colombia and Chile. 

Picture books

SELLING POINTS
An original approach to SEL that will
help children identify their own emotions
through empathy and recognition.
A fascinating celebration of human-
animal relationships.
20 different emotions with a charming
and tender tale each.

Meritxell Blay & Genie Espinosa

The Odissey 

Ages: 12+
Pages: 264
Format: Hardcover
Size: 21x24cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Inuk
Rights sold: Catalan and
Spanish (World).

Homer's Odyssey as it has never
been explained to you before!

I have traveled to unknown lands, I have gone to the end
of the world, I have gone down to Hades, from where no

living man has ever returned, I have seen marvelous
creatures, wild monsters, cannibals, giants, and

unimaginable beings. And I have lost everything. Let me
explain how I got here, after such a long time lost at sea. I
want to begin by telling you my name: I am Ulysses, son

of Laertes, from the island of Ithaca.
And this is my story.

Meritxell Baly holds a degree in Classical Philology and is a PhD candidate in Hispanic and Romance
Studies. She combines her teaching and scientific work as a researcher attached to the Catalan
Institute of Classical Archaeology (ICAC) and also works for the dissemination of classical culture, in
addition to directing the Association of Teachers of Classics of Catalonia (APLEC).

Genie Espinosa is an illustrator, comic book author and muralist. Combining digital style and
paintbrush, she works both for editorial publications and for different clients, such as Apple, Sony,
Nike, Spotify, etc. Her style is characterized by a strong color palette, exaggerated perspectives and
overly large non-normative characters.

SELLING POINTS
The definitive adaptation to get
youngsters passionate about the
classics.
A fresh take on the classic with a
contemporary look.
Visually attractive, with a great
component of graphic spectacularity by
a celebrated young talent.
Text adapted to enhance amenity and
emotion and to facilitate an easy and
truly entertaining reading.

ILLUSTRATOR'S AWARDS

✷ Ojo Crítico Comic  Award 2021

✷ Barcelona Comic Miguel Gallardo

Newcomer Award 2022

ILLUSTRATOR'S AWARDSPUBLISHER'S AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the Year

2023

✷ Mexican Illustrators of Children and

YA Publications Selection 

✷ USA Hispanic International Childrens

Arts Exhibition



Picture books

SELLING POINTS
A fully illustrated book ideal
for early readers.
Ideal for children who start
school, specially for the first
time.
An original and hilarious take
on belonging to the school
community is reinforced.

Jose Carlos Román & Leire Martín

The Big Tribe

51 52

Do you want to join this special tribe?

Big Chief Braveworlf is sending out smoke signals: it's time to get
ready to go to the Enchanted Land! There Chief TodoloKnow-it-all
will teach her TRIBE new ways to communicate with other distant

tribes, fun dances and songs, to paint tattoos and to explore
unknown lands.

Ages: +3
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x27cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: Triqueta Editora
Rights sold to: Spanish,
Galician.

José Carlos Román García is a Spanish teacher and avid reader of children’s books. Gradually he
began to write stories for children and in 2016 he published his first illustrated album and has
become one of the most prolific authors of children’s books in the national scene. He has written
over 40 books, which have been translated into several languages.

Leire Martín was born in Spain and studied Fine Arts and then a master in Visual Effects. Her  
work has been published by publishing houses in Span, the US and the UK. She  has also
illustrated several puzzles and games for children. 

Picture books

Jose Carlos Román & Leire Martín

School Superheroes

Ages: +3
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x27cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: Triqueta Editora
Rights sold: Spanish, Galician,
French (France & Canada).

Discover your superpower and
join this great TRIBE of school

superheroes.

As every morning, after recharging her energy with a
healthy breakfast, our superheroine heads to a top-

secret location to meet with other superheroes. Find out
what your superpower is and join this great tribe of

superheroes!

SELLING POINTS
A fully illustrated book ideal
for early readers.
Ideal for children who start
school, specially for the first
time.
An original and hilarious
book to learn about school
rules and values: always
work as a team, help others,
fight against injustice or
always tell the truth... 



Picture books

NEW!NEW!

Eugenia Perrella & Angela Salerno 
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SELLING POINTS
A brilliant and poetic reflection on
migration and the idea of home and refuge.
With magic sensibility, the text offers the
innocent and profound perspective of a
child having to flee with her family.
Delicate and suggestive illustrations that
tenderly depict the human side of this
journey and the landscapes they
encounter.

My Special House

A story for everyone
about migrations

Clara and her family start a long journey. It will be the
magical look of this girl and her loyal dog, who will
show us that a complex journey can become an

adventure. While they travel through jungles, rivers
and difficult paths, Clara discovers that her treasures
travel with her and that there are things that neither

time nor place can change or leave behind, even what
we call home.Ages: 8+

Pages: 36
Format: Hardcover
Size: 18x28cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Amanuta

Rights sold: Spanish (Latam),
English (World)

Eugenia Perrella is a journalist and has worked in the media for over 15 years, especially in the
main Argentinian newspapers, specializing in international news. Then she also focused in
children's and YA literature. 

Angela Salerno is a graphic designer and later on, she discovered her passion for illustration. She
gets inspired by her trips to other countries and by different cultures.

Picture books

"A house can be many things, but it is mainly
formed by everything we love the most. No

matter where we are or how much time passes.
We can take it with us.”

Paulina Jara has developed a career as a
reading promoter and oral narrator, which
has led her to work as an expert in advising
school libraries. She has published more
than 15 titles with various publishers.

Maguma is the pseudonym of the Spanish
illustrator Marcos Guardiola. He studied
architecture, but soon discovered his
vocation in image and illustration. He has
worked as a regular contributor to a
newspaper, where he began his career as
an illustrator for various publishers.

NEW!NEW!

Paulina Jara & Maguma 

Roots of the Forest

Poetry can be found
in the woods.

The forest holds a great mystery, a silent communication, wisdom
for planning its growth, and a generous intelligence that alerts

other species to potential danger. This book invites you to explore
the innermost workings of the forest through poetic language and

dreamlike illustrations.

PUBLISHER’S AWARDS

✷ Best Children's Publisher of the Year

2023

SELLING POINTS
Evocative and spellbinding
illustrations by an internationally
celebrated artist that delightfully
confer the text a touch of magic
and fantasy.
A brilliant lesson on cooperation
and interdependence as well as the
circularity of nature. 
Poetry meets biology.
A book to enjoy with the whole
family reading aloud the rhymed
short poems.

Ages: 8+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 25x25cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: Amanuta

Rights sold: Spanish
(Latam)

ILLUSTRATOR'S AWARDSBOOK AWARDS
✷ 2021 LINC Award from Chilean

bookshop for the Best Children's Book

✷ Bologna Children's Bookfair 2023

Illustrators Exhibition 

✷ Selected for the 2023 Catalogue by

the Chilean CRA

✷ Selected in illustrators catalogue

Bologna 2022

✷  White Ravens 2019

✷ Nami Island Illustration Korea 2019

✷ Selected in the catalogue LatAm

Illustration 2016 to 2019

✷ Selected in BIB 2017PUBLISHER'S AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the Year

2023



Picture books

Marina Rodríguez Bailo
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SELLING POINTS
Bold and colourful illustrations
with relatable characters.
Makes children familiar with
and relaxed about future
changes.
Insight into environmental  
damage and the need to flee
from home because of this.

NEW!NEW!

Mona

Changes are scary,
but also challenging... 

Mona receives some unexpected news that makes her feel very
scared... What will she do to get over it?

A tender story, an album full of color and optimism.
The importance of believing in yourself to overcome fears

and difficulties.

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 26x22cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Apila Ediciones

Rights sold to: Spanish.

Marina Rodríguez Bailo holds a degree
in Art and Illustration. For the past few
years, she has been awarded various
illustration and design contests. She
currently works as an illustrator and
graphic designer in her studio. 

The Ear Cleaner
Patricia Strauch & Diego de Arena 

Patricia Strauch is a professional translator,
although when she started writing stories for
children, she couldn't stop. She has now published
many books.

Diego de Arena is a multifaceted person. His work
encompasses different disciplines of visual
communication, and he focuses on illustration for
many sectors and kinds of projects.

Ages: 5+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 16x22 cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Periplo Ediciones

Rights sold to: Spanish (Latam)

Picture books

A sweet story about how one
can help others 

Olak is an ear cleaner. He travels the streets with his suitcase,
calling out for customers who need their ears cleaned or
"fixed". He is used to all sorts of strange cases. We come

across a girl who falls asleep anywhere and at any time, a boy
with a constant trumpeting in his ear... Olak affirms that there’s
nothing that has no solution. That is, until he meets Nino, who
comes to see him about a problem so intriguing that even he
doesn’t know what to do. Luckily, Nino’s friends come to the

rescue.
A sweet and fun story about the effects bullying can have on

children, but also about friendship and support.

SELLING POINTS
Narrative remindful of Gianni Rodari's
stories
A sweet and tender story tackling the
topic of bullying from a new perspective.
A surreal and delightful story with an
educational note. 
An original invitation to play with our
imagination and to go beyond our limits.



Picture books

Didier Lévy & Lorenzo Sangiò
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SELLING POINTS
An enthralling and heartening story
about paying attention to the small
details and the wonders we encounter
in our daily life.  
Vivid and detailed watercolour spreads
that guide the reader to diverse
Japanese landscapes, full of anime and
other cultural references.   

NEW!NEW!

Satoshi's Sweet Little Treasures

Hop on Satoshi's minibus and
discover Tokyo's hidden secrets!

Satoshi is a minibus driver in Tokyo. To spice up his journeys, he
doesn’t hesitate to leave his official itinerary to go into backstreets
and show the delighted passengers some little treasures far from

the hustle and bustle of the city… But the company’s director
doesn’t seem too keen on his eccentric ideas…

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x29cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: ABC Melody

Rights sold: French, Polish,
Simpl. & Compl. Chinese.

Didier Lévy is a former journalist and now he
has now written over 200 books for children.
From 2022 he started creating best-selling
books with Lorenzo Sangiò.

Lorenzo Sangiò holds a degree in Fine Arts
and a master in Illustration. He is a keen
observer of life as it goes by, sketching
endearing characters with tender
brushstrokes teeming with detail. Lorenzo has
teamed up with author Didier Lévy to create
best-seller The Superpower of Stories.

Welcome aboard the Loch Ness Bus!
Didier Lévy & Lorenzo Sangiò

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x29cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: ABC Melody

Rights sold: French, Polish, Simpl.
Chinese.

Picture books

Let's hop on this crazy bus and
have a ball with Nessie!

After many years as a hairdresser in Glasgow, Joanna is about
to fulfil her dream: travelling around her native Scotland by bus

and perform her show in the villages. She buys an old bus,
refurbishes it and sets off! 

SELLING POINTS
A heart-warming tribute to imagination
and inventiveness and the power of oral
storytelling to create connections in a
digital world.  
An introduction to Scottish culture and
folklore, with a glossary at the end.

Didier Lévy is a former journalist and now he
has now written over 200 books for children.
From 2022 he started creating best-selling
books with Lorenzo Sangiò.

Lorenzo Sangiò holds a degree in Fine Arts
and a MA in Illustration. He is a keen observer
of life as it goes by, sketching endearing
characters with tender brushstrokes teeming
with detail. Lorenzo has teamed up with
author Didier Lévy to create the best-seller
picture book The Superpower of Stories.

“In the villages, they now tell the legend of Joanna Spalding, the
woman who went on the road in an extraordinary bus to bring a

little Scottish madness to the four corners of the world.”

AUTHOR'S AWARDS
✷ Landerneau Album Jeunesse

2017 Award

✷ Les Incorruptibles 2020-2021

Award

ILLUSTRATOR'S AWARDS
✷ Battello a vapore 2016 Award

as Best Illustrator

✷ Bologna Children's Bookfair

2023 Illustrators Exhibition 

ILLUSTRATOR'S AWARDSAUTHOR’S AWARDS
✷ Landerneau Album Jeunesse 2017

Award

✷ Les Incorruptibles 2020-2021 Award

✷ Battello a vapore 2016 Award as Best

Illustrator

✷ Bologna Children's Bookfair 2023

Illustrators Exhibition 



Picture books

Nadine Brun-Cosme is the author of almost 100
novels and picture books for children and YA. She
is the author of a best-seller which has sold
50,000 copies worldwide Big Wolf and Little Wolf.

Sébastien Pelon holds a degree in Applied Arts.
As a graphic designer and illustrator, he has
illustrated various picture books and classic tales.
In 2018, he published his first picture book, which
was highly acclaimed.

NEW!NEW!

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x29cm
Publication year: 2020
Publisher: ABC Melody

A tender and beautiful story that
celebrates the power of books

and solidarity.

Nadine Brun-Cosme & Sébastien Pelon
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SELLING POINTS
Friendship and the exploration of unknown
lands lie at the heart of this moving story.
A cumulative tale with an unexpected
ending and enthralling illustrations.
Serendipity leads to adventures and
friendship on the Arctic that encourage the
thirst of discovery!

Big Bear's Journey

Will Big Bear find a colourful world
beyond his native white landscape?

Big Bear is getting bored in his white icy world. One morning
while fishing, he notices a tiny colourful thing on a chunk of ice
passing by... How strange! Where can this extraordinary thing

come from? Without hesitation, Big Bear hops onto the floating
piece of ice and starts drifting away, holding his red, green and

blue treasure. Here begins Big Bear’s fantastic journey to a
world of colours and encounters.

Rights sold: Simpl. & Compl.
Chinese, Danish, French,
Italian and Polish.

Picture books

Orazio's Library on Wheels
Davide Cali & Sébastien Pelon

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x29cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: ABC Melody

Rights sold: Catalan, French,
Greek, Polish, Simpl. Chinese and
Spanish.

In the hills of Sicily, in southern Italy, it’s nap time. Everything is
quiet. All you can hear is the crickets calling. But if you listen

carefully, you can make out a buzzing sound coming from far away...
It’s Orazio’s library on wheels, who travels through the hillside

villages on a mission: to reach out to isolated populations and bring
them wonderful books.

SELLING POINTS
Celebrates kindness, solidarity and
the power of reading to bring
together and share with the
community.
Diverse characters and an endearing
main character.
Warm and colourful illustrations that
accurately depict Sicily's climate,
culture and society.
Ideal to share with the whole family
and encourage children to slow down.

Davide Cali is a prolific and multiawarded Italian
author. He has published around 100 books, especially
picture books and comics, and has been translated to
over 30 languages. Humour, rythm and an amazing
imagination are always present in his texts. 

Sébastien Pelon holds a degree in Applied Arts. As a
graphic designer and illustrator, he has illustrated
various picture books and classic tales. In 2018, he
published his first picture book, which was highly
acclaimed.

AUTHOR'S AWARDS
✷ Prix Baobab 2005

✷ Warsaw International Book Fair Award

✷ 4 x White Ravens Selection

✷ Prix Chronos Voyage 2018

✷ Paille-en-queue 2018 Award

✷ Kilitou Award 2018

BOOK AWARDS
✷ Shortlisted for Les

Incorruptibles 2024 Award

AUTHOR'S AWARDSBOOK AWARDS
✷ Shortlisted Les Incorruptibles 2023

Award

✷ Landerneau Album Jeunesse 2021

Award

✷ Prix jeunesse des libraires du Québec

2016

✷ Premio nazionale Nati per Leggere

2014



Picture books

Davide Cali & Magali Le Huche
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SELLING POINTS
A heart-warming and joyful story by a world-
renowned writer.
An original consideration on love and
generosity in our daily lives with tender and
funny characters.
Cheerful and colourful illustrations that get
the atmosphere of the streets of Lisbon.

Eléctrico 28

This tram driver's purpose is helping
shy lovers... but who will help him when

he retires?
Amadeo is a tram driver in Lisbon, but not your everyday driver. In
his Eléctrico 28, everyone is happy thanks to Amadeo’s unusual

driving and funny tricks. Today is Amadeo’s last day at work before
retirement... and he’s in for a big surprise! 

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x29cm
Publication year: 2017
Publisher: ABC Melody
Rights sold: Catalan, French,
German, Greek, Italian,
Portuguese (Portugal) and
World Spanish.

Davide Cali s is a prolific and multiawarded Italian
author. He has published around 100 books, especially
picture books and comics, which have been translated
to over 30 languages. Humour, rhythm and an
amazing imagination are always present in his texts.

Magali Le Huche studied decorative arts, specializing
in illustration. Since then, she's been working regularly
and prolifically as an author and illustrator for the
press and children's publishing. Her books have been
translated into more than 22 languages.

Tuk Tuk Express
Didier Lévy & Sébastien Mourrain

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x29cm
Publication year: 2018
Publisher: ABC Melody
Rights sold: French, Italian and
Korean.

Picture books

Will Mrs Crumble manage to beat the
Bangkok traffic jams and get to the

airport on time?

Tham-Boon is a friendly tuk-tuk driver in Bangkok. He loves his
tuk-tuk, even if it’s all patched up! Today, his challenge is to take

Miss Crumble to the airport as she’s very late and the traffic is
very heavy! At the sight of the rickety old machine, the old lady

looks like she is going to fall apart. But with a little song and
Tham-Boon’s fun tricks, Miss Crumble should get home safely!

SELLING POINTS
A fresh and hilarious read with
accessible and sonorous text by a
prolific award-winning author.
Colourful and dynamic illustrations
that reproduce hectic Bangkok.
Two very different characters that
forge a tender friendship and highlight
the importance of solidarity and
helping the elders.
Perfect to be read aloud and to share
with young readers' loved ones.

Didier Lévy is a former journalist and now he
has now written over 200 books for children.
From 2022 he started creating best-selling
books with Lorenzo Sangiò.

Sébastien Mourrain studied art at the Emile
Cohl School. When he graduated in 2000, he
went on to work as an illustrator for different
children's publishers and media outlets. His
books have been translated into many
languages.

BOOK AWARDS
✷ Les Incorruptibles 2021 Award

AUTHOR'S AWARDS
✷ Landerneau Album Jeunesse

2017 Award

ILLUSTRATOR'S AWARDS
✷ The BRAW Amazing

Bookshelf 2023

AUTHOR'S AWARDSBOOK AWARDS
✷ Prix Chronos Voyage 2018

✷ Shortlisted Les Incorruptibles 2019

Award

✷ Kilitou Award 2018

✷ Paille-en-queue 2018 Award

✷ 4x selected for White Ravens

✷ Prix Baobab 2005

✷ Warsaw International Book Fair Award

✷ Shortlisted Les Incorruptibles 2024

Award



Picture books

NEW!NEW!

Olga de Dios 
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Leotolda

Colourful and fun afternoon at the
mysterious Leotolda's home

Tuto, Catalina and Kasper are Leotolda’s friends. But, as they arrive at
her home to spend the afternoon together, she is nowhere to be

found. While they start to look for her, a journey full of fantasy and
discoveries starts. But where can Leotolda be and what will

she look like? 

Ages: 3+
Pages: 44
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x25 cm
Publication year: 2022 (4th ed.)
Publisher: Apila Ediciones
Rights sold to: Spanish, Catalan,
French, Portuguese (Brazil),
Slovak, Korean, and Basque.

Olga de Dios holds a degree in Art. She has become a reference for children's illustration in Spain
and Latin America and her books have been translated into over 15 languages. Her work focuses
on illustration as a tool for education and transmitting solidarity values. 

Picture books

Hey Fredo!
Elena Hormiga

Elena Hormiga focuses on the conceptual value of
illustrations and ability to communicate metaphors.
She has been awarded the International Edelvives
Picture Book Award 2013 and the Silver Laus from
the Association of Art Directors and Graphic
Designers. Her work has been selected twice in the
Korean Nami Illustration Awards.

Ages: 3+
Pages: 52
Format: Hardcover
Size: 26x22cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: Apila Ediciones

Rights sold: Spanish, K orean

Would you give your garbage 
a second chance? 

What would happen if the garbage you got rid of came home
to stay with you?

Fredo threw his garbage away, but the next morning it was
there again and, what’s more, he was talking to him! 

Probably garbage deserves recycling rather than discarding it
in the first place...

Rights sold: Spanish, Korean

Blas!
Blas is a normal dog, but there is
something that makes him different,
a strange habit. Do you want to find
out why he is so special? 

Pub. year: 2020

WITH NEONWITH NEON
INK THATINK THAT

GLOWS IN THEGLOWS IN THE
DARK!DARK!

SELLING POINTS
An amusing story to educate
children on ecological awareness
and footprint and waste
generation.
Bursts of colour on every spread!
A fun and colourful informative
poster about recycling for kids.

SELLING POINTS
Eye-catching and energetic art to
appreciate how colours are
combined to create new ones!
The ideal combination for a child's
favourite: dinosaurs, mermaids,
animals and fun adventures!
With impressive unfolding spreads!

PUBLISHER’S AWARDS

✷ Aurelio Blanco 2013 Award

✷ Apila 2013 Award

✷ Golden Pinwheel 2013 Award

AUTHOR'S AWARDS
✷ Destino Infantil-Apel·les Mestres 2024 Award

✷ Shortlisted 58th Illustrator’s Exhibition at BCBF 2024

✷ 1 x Iberomérica Ilustra Honorable Mention & 2 x

Shortlisted

✷ 2 x Shortlisted Nami Island International Illustration

Concours

✷ Winner Edelvives International Prize for Picture

Books

✷ Silver Laus Award (Students Category)

✷ Winner Absolut Awards (Special Jury Award)



Picture books

Pub. year: 2021

Canizales 
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The Last Page Was That a Fart?
Sandra Alonso & Cristina Losantos

Ages: 3+
Pages: 36
Format: Hardcover
Size: 12x26cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: El Pirata

Rights sold: English (World),
Spanish, Catalan

Picture books

In how many ways one can fart?

Flora loved to fart with her butt in the air, or lifting one leg up...
Her favorite farts were the ones that popped up at bath time.

Yuck! Disgusting! Those have an unbearable
smell!

Hilarious story that is impossible not to laugh at, which also
includes a search-and-find game.

In this story, we learn that everybody farts, but that it is best to
do it when nobody is around.

SELLING POINTS
With a seek-and-find game that
guarantees rereading the story
multiple times. 
Colorful and hilarious illustrations
explain a psychological event.
Humor helps explain good
manners.

Sandra Alonso is a vocational teacher
amazed by the magic of stories. In 2015,
she created “Mis cuentos infantiles” on
social media. In 2018, she she became an
author. Her books have been translated
into English, Euskera, and Catalan.

Cristina Losantos holds a Degree in Fine
Arts and taught Art for four years and,
after that, she worked as an illustrator for
the most important publishing houses in
the country.

Canizales holds a degree in Fine Arts in Colombia, where he exhibited in art
galleries in museums. He got the scholarship for the Master in Animation for young
Latin American artists in Spain. He won the Apila Award 2016 for Pretty, the first of
a 4-title series, and which has been translated to seven languages. It got the
Cuatrogatos 2018 Fundation Award 2018. His other title The Best Book Ever got
the Cuatrogatos Foundation Award 2019, and The page above got the Cuatrogatos
Fundation Award 2021.

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x25cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: Apila Ediciones

Rights sold: Spanish.

Would you give your garbage 
a second chance? 

Liberto the elephant is very happy to be the protagonist of this
book and wants to enjoy it to the fullest until his curiosity leads
him to look at what happens on the last page and realizes that

it will be the end!
Liberto has to think of something quickly to get that changed

before we finish the story... 

The lion on the page above is very satisfied with the
pleasant life he has there. On the other hand, the animals
on the page below are not so happy... All of them must
attend to the lion’s whims, including carrying his weight as
he walks. What will happen if we turn the book upside
down and the page above becomes the page below? 

Rights sold: Spanish, Korean, French, Portuguese
(Brazil), Slovenian, Thai.

The Page Above 

ILLUSTRATOR'S AWARDS
✷ Secon place at the National Illustration

1998 Award

✷ Graphic Sports Humor 2007 Award

BOOK AWARDS

✷ Cuatrogatos

Foundation 2022 Award -

Shortlisted



Picture books

NEW!NEW!

Ages: 8+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 18x18cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Spanish (Latam),
Japanese WATCH THE BOOKTRAILERWATCH THE BOOKTRAILER

Carmen Olivari & Paloma Valdivia 
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SELLING POINTS
An autobiographical book about
visual impairment, with a lot of
tenderness and humour.
An excellent book to talk about
disability, aging, the senses,
inclusivity and overcoming
obstacles and to foster
children's empathy.
With die-cut circles on pages
that mirror Adela's progressive
loss of sight.
Informative educational back
matter ideal to address sight
loss and some advice on how to
support visually-impaired
people with respect and
consideration.

Adela and the Lost Socks

Little by little, Adela starts seeing
less things. Something is happening

and she doesn’t know why.
Have you ever been lost? Have you had a hard time finding your

shoes or your favorite toy? Have you felt confused?
Adela does not find her socks in the closet. Adela does not

recognize her neighbors. Many things around her are
disappearing. But it’s not that things aren’t there, she just can

not see them. Step by step she starts using more her other
senses. 

Picture books

Carmen Olivari Piña is a clinical psychologist, children & YA and family therapist. She is PhD in Gender and
Culture Studies and her main interest is educating young inclusive therapists with a gender perspective
and developing creative techniques and tools for inclusivity, gender issues, and against violence. 

Paloma Valdivia is an author, illustrator and editor with lots of experience. Her main passion is using her
knowledge and skills to help children. 

PUBLISHER AWARDSILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS
✷ Cover artist for the 58th Illustrator’s

Exhibition 2024 BCBF

✷ Cuatrogatos Foundation 2018 Award

✷ Bologna Children's Bookfair 2014

Special Mention 

✷ Best Children's Publisher of the Year

2023

Blue
Marie-France Zerolo & Céline Azorin

Ages: 5+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23 x 15,5 cm
Publication year: 2019
Publisher: Voce Verso

Rights sold: French.

A beautiful picture book that
addresses the needs of a child’s

freedom and security.
Through the open window, a child escapes, flying. For a few hours,

he tastes the freedom of being a bird. When he returns, a blue
feather in his hand suggests that it might not have been just a

dream !

SELLING POINTS
A moving celebration of
freedom, nature and
imagination.
Evocative illustrations
with mixed technique
with cut-outs.

Marie-France Zerolo not
only writes children's
books, but is also a
storyteller,  children's
theater workshop leader
and psychomotor
therapist.

Céline Azorin is freelance
illustrator. She has
collaborated on publishing
projects, shows,
serigraphy, textiles,
exhibitions...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qwyREI23yVc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qwyREI23yVc
https://www.amanuta.cl/blogs/autores/carmen-olivari
https://www.amanuta.cl/blogs/autores/paloma-valdivia
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A Princess on a Motorcycle
Raquel Garrido & Héctor Borlasca

Ages: 3+
Pages: 44
Format: Hardcover
Size: 26x22cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: Apila Ediciones

Rights sold: Spanish.

Picture books

Who will ride a motorcycle
after crashing into a bookshelf? 

An out-of-control scooter without a rider crashed into a bookshelf.
All the books were scattered... some open, others closed… 

This book is a tribute to stories and, at the same time, an
opportunity to change classic roles and traditional perspectives.

SELLING POINTS
Classic tales revisited with a hint
of humour.
Girl's empowerment and
unexpected ending.

Raquel Garrido lectures at the Art & Design School of Zaragoza and is one of the co-founders of Apila.
After her PhD in children's picture books, she has published many illustrated books herself. 

Héctor Borlasca published his first works in commercials, magazines, newspapers, and books in
Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay and Mexico. Afterwards, he started receiving many jobs from Scholastic,
Houghton Mifflin, Random House, McGraw-Hill, Scott Foresman, Publications International, and he
currently collaborates with children's magazines Ladybug and Babybug, and has also been published in
Spain and Mexico.

BOOK AWARDS

✷ Cuatrogatos Foundation 2023

Award - Recommended

Thump Thump
Paco Sordo

Ages: 3+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 24.5x24.5 cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: Anaya

Rights sold to: Spanish

A story to learn how friendship
can break down barriers 

Pong is a happy robot. He lives in the countryside, and
Camila, his very best friend, is always close by. There is

only one thing he doesn’t like: he has no heart, so his chest
doesn’t go “thump, thump”. 

Paco Sordo is an illustrator, comic book artist, scriptwriter and background artist. He has worked for TV,
advertising, on web platforms, in satirical magazines and newspapers... Some time ago he decided to
focus on the activity that gives him the most pleasure: illustration. Working in animation and comic
strips all those years has influenced him, defining his personal style and enriching it.

AUTHOR'S AWARDS
✷ 2022 National Comic Award



Picture books

Bérengère Mariller-Gobber studied at the Beaux-Arts in Besançon, then at the Arts Décoratifs in
Strasbourg. Since then, she has illustrated several children’s books and has facilitated illustration
workshops.

Bérengère Mariller-Gobber
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SELLING POINTS
A delightful invitation to see our
surroundings in a different way, to
add a bit of fantasy in our lives and
to find your own way.
A celebration of imagination and
childhood and of different points of
view.
Silent book with evocative
illustrations that make the readers
wonder how much is imaginary.
Reading guide available on PDF.

NEW!NEW!

The Fooling

Silent book where life is funnier and
more poetic without glasses!

On his way home from school, a child can't believe his eyes.
Birds seem to be hanging from tree branches as if from a
mobile, and a man has a dog's head. But that's not all! At

home, a whale is taking a bath, his father walks a tapir in the
garden and the cat unravels his grandmother. Animals of all

kinds populate the little boy's bedroom, and his bed even
seems to be home to a wild jungle... He can’t believe his

eyes... Life is surprising today! 
Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23 x 15,5 cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: VoceVerso

Rights sold: French

Picture books

Ève Gentilhomme is a French illustrator and graphic designer who lives in Paris. After studying visual
communication, fine arts and finally an MA in Art Direction, she chose to work mainly as a graphic
designer for children's literature and illustrator. Her books have been published in Italy, France,
Australia and the US. 

Ève Gentilhomme

SELLING POINTS
Ideal to explore personal limits
and space and to foster SEL.
Bright and expressive
illustrations that convey the
character’s inner feelings.
A silent book about the inner
world, imagination and the ties
that bind us together.
Reading guide available on PDF.

At Home

A silent book concerning the
respect of intimacy

What can be done to calm a storm of emotions that is
gradually becoming overwhelming? On the verge of
exploding, a little girl decides to get some fresh air.

Nature is not only a refuge for the child: she learns to find
the key to her inner home, where she feels good...

Ages: 4+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23 x 15,5 cm
Publication year: 2019
Publisher: VoceVerso

Rights sold: French.



Picture books

NEW!NEW!

Esteban Cabezas is a writer, journalist and
film and food critic. His work - which includes
several novels and stories for children - is
known for having a 'sharp, poignant and
intelligent humor'.

Dani Scharf, Illustrator and Art Director,
navigates the publishing world and creative
universes. He makes illustrations for books,
magazines, posters and records. His style
combines the resignification of engraving and
an essential appreciation for the concept.

 Esteban Cabezas & Dani Scharf 
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SELLING POINTS
Funny and entertaining rhymes— ideal
to enjoy by reading aloud!
Break stereotypes by discovering
these unusual women pirates'
habilities.
A perfect read before going to bed
and empower young girls!

10 Pirate Girls

Girls also dream about being
deadly pirates.

This book talks about 10 girls who decided to be pirates and break
stereotypes. Through the entertaining verses and the colorful

illustrations we will meet these ten dangerous pirates who dream of
being masters of the sea. When mum calls at night, it is time to

come back...

Ages: 8+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 20x20cm
Publication year: 2019
Publisher: Amanuta

Rights sold: Spanish
(Latam)

Picture books

 PUBLISHER AWARDSILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS
✷ 200 Best Illustrators by Lüerzer's

Archive

✷ Best Children's Publisher of the Year

2023

Marie Halleux is a young promising illustrator from Belgium.

Afraid of Dark
Marie Halleux

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23 x 15,5 cm
Publication year: 2016
Publisher: VoceVerso

Rights sold: French.

A captivating silent book to
overcome your demons

Fear, dread, nightmare? What is this shape that grows,
grows and pursues this little girl? How can she escape
it? She resists, struggles, tricks and eventually draws

enough strength and courage from herself to smash it
to bits.

SELLING POINTS
Ideal to work on
children’s night terrors
and fears and promote
courage.
Simple, effective, and
powerful illustrations
that encourage children
to make their own way.
Reading guide available
on PDF.

https://amanuta.myshopify.com/blogs/autores/dani-scharf
https://amanuta.myshopify.com/blogs/autores/dani-scharf
https://amanuta.myshopify.com/blogs/autores/dani-scharf
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Yael Frankel is an author and illustrator born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, who has published in
France, Italy, Spain, the United States, China, South Korea, Colombia, Chile and Argentina and has
been multi-awarded for her splendid work.

Yael Frankel
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Looking for you

Why is it that mums know where we
keep all things? All?

This book is sure to ring bells in many homes. The little girl in the story
asks her mother where she can find her gloves, then her scarf, her

rain boots and ear muffs too... Her mom’s answer is always the same.
In the drawer, where everything is always kept. What will happen

next?
A simple and sweet story by the award-winning author Yael Frankel. 

Ages: 3+
Pages: 36
Format: Hardcover
Size: 19x19cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: Periplo Ediciones
Rights sold: Korean and
Spanish (Latam)

Elena Too
Yael Frankel

Ages: 3+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 18.5x18.5cm
Publication year: 2019
Publisher: Periplo Ediciones

Rights sold: Portuguese (Brazil), and
Spanish (Latam)

Picture books

Will Elena let her neighbour make
friends with her?

Anna and Elena are neighbors.
 One day, Anna invites Elena out to play. A story about how

friendship transcends differences and how we value the same
things.

SELLING POINTS
A heart-warming story ideal for
mother-son relationships with a
sweet unexpected ending.
A  simple yet universal story with
gentle humour and grace that will
appeal to early readers.
Minimalist black and white pencil
drawings with colour notes that draw
attention to details and make the
story come alive.

AUTHOR'S AWARDS
✷ Winner 58th Illustrator's Exhibition 2024 BCBF

✷  White Ravens Catalogue 2015 and 2020

✷ Cuatrogatos Foundation 2016 Award

✷ ALIJA IBBY Argentina 2017

✷ Nami Island Illustration Korea Award 2019

✷ 2019 Sharjah Children's Reading Festival 

✷ Bologna Children's Bookfair 2022 Special Mention



Picture books

Yael Frankel is an author and illustrator born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, who has published in
France, Italy, Spain, the United States, China, South Korea, Colombia, Chile and Argentina and has
been multi-awarded for her splendid work.

Yael Frankel
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One Step at a Time

“I’m really bad at numbers
 but it as easy as this saying:

 I have lots of parts, and I am part of
each of them.” 

We are the sum of all of our small parts. And they don’t
always agree. That is when we explore our own daily

contradictions. Do I listen to this part or the other? Both talk
to us... at the same time! And so many times we ask

ourselves, ‘Which should I listen to?’ 

Ages: 3+
Pages: 28
Format: Hardcover
Size: 20x20cm
Publication year: 2017
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Italian,
Spanish (Latam),
Portuguese (Brazil).

At Simple Glance
Yael Frankel

Picture books

Best friends are always there
for everybody. Only it has to be

chosen. 

Every child has a friend, real or imaginary, someone who
is always there for them, a part of them, a playmate and

a confidant. A friend with whom a simple glance says
more than words. 

This book is about the friendship between a girl and a
bear and the special bond they build through their

adventures together. 

BOOK AWARDS
✷  White Ravens Catalogue 2015

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of

the Year 2023

Ages: 3+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 20x20cm
Publication year: 2017
Publisher: Amanuta

Rights sold: Italian, Portuguese
(Brazil), Spanish (Latam), Sweden.

PUBLISHER’S AWARDS

✷ Best Children's Publisher of the Year 2023

AUTHOR'S AWARDS
✷ Winner 58th Illustrator's Exhibition 2024 BCBF

✷  White Ravens Catalogue 2015 and 2020

✷ Cuatrogatos Foundation 2016 Award

✷ ALIJA IBBY Argentina 2017

✷ Nami Island Illustration Korea Award 2019

✷ 2019 Sharjah Children's Reading Festival 

✷ Bologna Children's Bookfair 2022 Special Mention



Picture books

Pato Mena has published many illustrated books, mainly in Spain and Chile, but also in USA, France, Italy,
South Korea, China, Japan, and Macedonia. In 2020 he received the Chile National Award for Children
Literature 2020, Marta Brunet. In 2019 he got the Torre del Agua Award and in 2016 he is selected by the
Junior Library Guild.

Pato Mena
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NEW!NEW!

A Crocodile in my Pocket

What a crocodile would do in a
classroom?

Tina has a big, ferocious reptile in her pocket. They are meant to
bring their favourite animal to school, but a classroom is not the
right place for wild animals! With her friend they will work out a
secret plan that only requires imagination to let their favourite

animals live and be happy in their natural habitat.

Ages: 3+
Pages: 44
Format: Hardcover
Size: 26x22cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: Apila Ediciones

Rights sold: Spanish,
Greek

I Have Never Ever Seen a Witch 
Luciana De Luca & Francisco Cunha

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 16x22cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: Periplo Ediciones

Rights sold: Spanish (Latam),
Portuguese (Brazil)

Picture books

Magical or not, wise grannies may be
the first witch one can find

The protagonist of this story is a curious
 and attentive little girl who affirms that she has never seen a

witch. Whilst visiting her granny (who is definitely magical, even
mysterious), she experiences things that are unique to this place.
This is a tender story about childhood myths, about nature, about
ancestral knowledge and the beauty in seeing and experiencing
the every-day in a new light. The book closes with a game that
invites the reader to find out if they have come across a witch. 

Luciana De Luca has taken part in many story anthologies. She writes stories for children and YA
and currently she focused on editing and writing, also as a ghost writer. 

Francisco Cunha is a cartoonist, illustrator and graphic designer. He studied illustration and
animation. His work has been exhibited in Montevideo, Buenos Aires, Porto Alegre, Bogotá and
New York. He is co-founder of the Club de Dibujo de Montevideo and of the study Mundial.uy
which is specialized in illustrated design.

SELLING POINTS
An original story that celebrates love for
animals, friendship, our imagination
and freedom to build our future.
A tender book to discover that it is
possible to think out of the box.
Luminous pencil and watercolour
illustrations.

SELLING POINTS
A enthralling and tender
story that breaks with the
traditional understanding of
witches and brings to the
fore their contributions and
wisdom.
Perfect to address the topic
of stereotypes, myths, our
gaze and Otherness.
Fun quiz on endpages.
Delightful and soft
watercolor-and–graphite
pencil illustrations.   

 AUTHOR’S AWARDS

BOOK AWARDS
✷ Cuatrogatos Foundation 2022 Award

- Recommended

✷ Marta Brunet 2022 National Award

(early childhood category)

✷ 2017 Best Picture Book Apila Award

✷ Best 25 Iberoamerican Picture Book

Authors
✷ Shortlisted 58th Illustrator’s Exhibition

2024 BCBF AUTHOR’S AWARDS
✷ 1st National Prize of Children's

and YA Illustration 2015



Picture books

Mauro Zoladz is an economist but now he focuses on writing. He attends Silvia Schujer's workshops and
has published many picture books. He also collaborates writing contents for TV. 

Nella Gatica studied Graphic Design and she lectures in the area of Visual Design and Industrial Design.
She also teaches illustration for adults and children. http://nellagatica.com/

Mauro Zoladz & Nella Gatica 
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NEW!NEW!

An Elephant of my Own

A girl with a sad elephant. What will she
do to cheer him up?

The little girl in this story has an elephant. But it is not just any
elephant. It’s called Thought and it lives in her head. When she is

told that she cannot have a little bird, Thought becomes sad and, as
we know, it is very difficult not to notice when a thought is sad. So
the girl decides to find all kinds of creative ways to cheer him up.

She tries and tries until she finds the solution. 
A beautiful story about desire, the search for happiness and the

power of imagination. Ages: 4+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 18x22cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: Periplo Ediciones

Rights sold: Spanish
(Latam), Portuguese (Brazil)

Toad's Yawn
Sandra Siemens & Pablo Elías

Ages: 3+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 17x21cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: Periplo Ediciones

Rights sold: Korean, Spanish
(Latam), and Portuguese (Brazil).

Picture books

Will yawning help Toad
get to sleep?

Do toads yawn when they’re sleepy? What is
 a toad’s dream like? Can dreams escape through an open mouth?
This is a tender story that observes that threshold in which we are

half awake or half asleep or simply very, very sleepy. It explores
with a pinch of humor that magical window of time in which one’s

imagination cradles us so that we can finally rest and dream. 

Sandra Siemens published her first novel in 1992. She has received many awards, such as Norma-
Fundalectura 2008. She has published in Argentina, Mexico and Spain a great deal of successful titles. 

Pablo Elías studied Graphic Design and Illustration. He is part of the collective La Vuelta al Mes en 30
Ilustradores.

SELLING POINTS
A sweet and playful readaloud
for bedtime, ideal for children
who are afraid of the dark and
other creatures.
Bright and dreamy illustrations.

SELLING POINTS
An innocent and cheerful celebration
of the power of our imagination
encouraging children to deal with
worries and intrusive thoughts.
Stylish and colourful illustrations
combining different techniques.

ILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS
✷ 1st Prize for Original Illustration

Exhibition 2019

 ✷ Silent Book Contest 2019 Award

✷ 1st Prize for SJDM International Illustration

Festival in 2014 & 2017

✷ Finalist in the 1st Biennial of Solidarity

Ajudaris 2017

 ILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDSAUTHOR’S AWARDS
✷ Norma-Fundalectura 2008 Award

✷ Barco de Vapor Children's and YA

Award 2009

✷ White Ravens 2010 Selection

✷ Special Mention by El Libro

Foundation

✷ 2013 Sample of Illustrators about

Latin American poetry



Picture books

Patricia Strauch is a profesional translator although when she started writing stories for children
she couldn't stop and now she has published many books. 

Natalia Aguerre is an illustrator and graphic designer with many books published. 
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There's a Monster in the Kitchen
Particia Strauch & Natalia Aguerre

Ages: 4+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 18x25cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: Periplo Ediciones

Rights sold: Spanish (Latam),
English (US & Canada)

Picture books

Are monsters the only scary thing?

Nobody expects to see a monster when they wake up in the
morning, hungry for breakfast. But that’s exactly what happens to

Matias. He finds a scary gray, furry monster with a yellow crest,
pink tail, and orange claws.

 So what does he do? He calls his mom who sees it too, but not in
the same way. And then the father arrives. “There’s a monster in
the kitchen” shows us how each of us can see things in different
ways. The ending, tender and funny, turns the story around: the

poor monster who was caught, red-handed, with a spoon
describes the terrifying human family to his parents. 

The Unsinkable Submarine
Anna Obiols & Subi

Ages: 3+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 22x25cm
Publication year: 2019
Publisher: El Pirata 

Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan

Will 7 elephants help
invent the submarine?

Hilarious illustrations by Subi depict how seven elephants
allegedly helped Narcís Monturiol come up with the great

invention of the submarine.
It includes a foldable spread.

Anna Obiols holds a Degree in Art History. She studied in Bologna (Italy) for one year, where she
met Joan Subirana. Together, they won multiple children’s literature awards, such as Apel·les
Mestres (2008), Parcir Awards (2004), or Lactància i criança (2008 and 2012). 

Joan Subirana "Subi" studied drawing, comic, graphic design and art. He won the Tombatossals
Picture Book Award 2000, and ever since, he has worked as a
children’s literature illustrator. He published over 150 titles, many of which translated into Hebrew,
Dutch, English, Chinese, Korean, or French. 

SELLING POINTS
A surrealist rhythmic tale make a good
read-aloud choice.
A monster as a main character that
thanks to the fun text and colourful
illustrations will appeal to young readers.
Expressive and bold illustrations to enjoy
with the whole family.



Author with
400,000

copies sold!

NEW!NEW!

Ages: 4+
Pages: 54
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x30cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: Bromera

Rights available in: Finland, Iceland,
India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia,
Norway, Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA,
and Vietnam.

WATCH HOW IT WASWATCH HOW IT WAS
CREATEDCREATED
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Bonilla Series

The writer of the worldwide success
What Colour is a Kiss? is back with a

terrifyingly fun story in which
appearances... can be deceiving!

Who says baking can’t be dangerous? One Saturday, while
shopping at the market, Theodora and I discovered

something that left us petrified. Right there, among the
stalls, there was a secret hiding... A monstrous one!

“You’ll be wondering how we got
ourselves into this sticky situation.
Good question... Let me explain it

from the beginning.”

SELLING POINTS
Grant available for all titles.
Author selected to represent Spain at FBF 2022.
Perfect combination of elements for a captivating
book: a wild and hilarious horror story with a bit of
mystery.
Two enthralling and quirky twins who love baking
Expressive and dynamic illustrations that combine
watercolor and pencil illustrations and collage—Rocio
Bonilla at her best!
With professional videos of the creative process and
interview with the author.
Award-winning and best-selling illustrator published
in more than 20 languages.

A Monster Story
Rocio Bonilla

AUTHOR'S AWARDS

✷ Junior Library Guild Selection 2023

✷ California Young Readers Golden

Medal Finalist 2019

✷ Fundación Cuatrogatos Selection

2018

✷ Prix du Livre Vivant 2018

✷  Tas lu, ça t’a plu? 2018 Prize

✷ Little Hakka Awards Finalist 2017

✷ LibràNous Finalist 2017

✷ Serra d’Or Children's Critic Award

2017

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SIdjN5ivQHg
https://www.instagram.com/p/C2us4FjNHh2/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C2us4FjNHh2/


Author with
400,000

copies sold!

Pub. year: 2015
Publisher: Bromera

Are You Bored, Minimoni?
A picture book to highlight the possibilities of
boredom, that will appeal to the imagination of
children.

Pub. year: 2019
Publisher: Bromera

Rocio Bonilla holds a Fine Arts degree and a PhD in
Education. She is one of the most prominent and
successful Spanish authors. Her unique and inspiring style,
her touching stories full of charming and tender characters
has conquered hundreds of thousands of readers around
the world. Nowadays, her books are published in more than
20 languages from different cultures, giving readers the
key to a powerful universe of imagination.
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Bonilla Series

What Is Love About,
Mini Moni?
Rocio Bonilla

Minimoni has come back to share
with us her perspective on love.

Minimoni loves walking with her dog Max. They get along
very well, but sometimes she doesn’t understand adults.
Especially when they talk about love. They say that it can
move mountains, but at the same time, we can find it in
the smallest things. If love cannot be seen, touched or
painted... how do they know what it is?
Minimoni gives us a tender look at the meaning of love.

Pub. year: 2019
Publisher: Bromera

Ages: 4+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 24x30cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Bromera

Rights available in: Finland, Iceland,
India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia,
Norway, Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA,
and Vietnam.

ABOUT THE SERIES 
Grant available for all titles.
Author selected to represent Spain at FBF 2022.
An enthralling character that dazzles with her
simplicity, tender innocence and inexhaustible
curiosity about some of the great questions of the
world.
Suggestive illustrations full of tiny details, with a
powerful visual narrative, highly attractive for readers
of all ages.

Ages: 5+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 29x21cm

Rights available in: Finland, Iceland, India, Indonesia,
Japan, Malaysia, Norway, Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA,
and Vietnam.

What Colour is a Kiss?
Minimoni, the charming character of this best-
seller, wants to find out the colour of a kiss. Red
like a delicious tomato sauce? Is it green like the
nice crocodiles? Mom that knows the answer!

Ages: 5+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 29x21cm

Rights available in: Finland, Iceland, India, Indonesia,
Japan, Malaysia, Norway, Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA,
and Vietnam.

Let's Play with Minimoni
A fun activity book with games to test your
ingenuity, cards to refine your skills with a pencil
and tricks to develop your imagination and learn to
nourish it.

Ages: 4+
Pages: 80
Format: Paperback
Size: 29,7x21cm

Rights available in: Finland, Iceland, India, Indonesia,
Japan, Malaysia, Norway, Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA,
and Vietnam.

WATCH THE BOOKTRAILERWATCH THE BOOKTRAILER

AUTHOR'S AWARDS

✷ Junior Library Guild Selection 2023

✷ California Young Readers Golden

Medal Finalist 2019

✷ Fundación Cuatrogatos Selection

2018

✷ Prix du Livre Vivant 2018

✷  Tas lu, ça t’a plu? 2018 Prize

✷ Little Hakka Awards Finalist 2017

✷ LibràNous Finalist 2017

✷ Serra d’Or Children's Critic Award

2017

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SIdjN5ivQHg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SIdjN5ivQHg


Rocio Bonilla selection

WATCH THEWATCH THE
BOOKTRAILERBOOKTRAILER

WATCH THEWATCH THE
BOOKTRAILERBOOKTRAILER

Rocio Bonilla
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Picture books

The Highest Mountain
of Books in the World

Max and the Superheroes
with Oriol Malet

A beautifully illustrated
picture book that pays
homage to the classic titles
and the passion for reading. 

A powerful and exhilarating
illustrated book that combines
different styles to show the
superpowers of mums. 

Pub. year: 2015 Pub. year: 2018
Ages: 6+
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 21,5×29cm
Publisher: Bromera

Ages: 6+
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 24×30cm
Publisher: Bromera

Rocio Bonilla holds a Fine Arts degree and a
PhD in Education. She is one of the most
prominent and successful Spanish authors.
Her unique and inspiring style, her touching
stories full of charming and tender
characters has conquered hundreds of
thousands of readers around the world.
Nowadays, her books are published in more
than 20 languages from different cultures,
giving readers the key to a powerful
universe of imagination.

AUTHOR WITH 400,000 COPIES
SOLD!

Rights available in: Finland, Iceland, India,
Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Norway, Sweden,
Thailand, UK, USA, and Vietnam.

Grandpas, Piranhas
and Other Stories

Thank You. The Story
of a Neighbourhood

The Gang of the
Eleven

A tribute to all grandparents
and the wisdom they pass
on to us. 

A story about coexistence
and human relationships. A
story about all of us.

Because in a true gang,
everybody counts and all
should have their place. 

Pub. year: 2020 Pub. year: 2021 Pub. year: 2022

Ages: 6+
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 30×24cm
Publisher: Bromera

Ages: 6+
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23×29cm
Publisher: Bromera

Ages: 4+
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 21,5 × 29cm
Publisher: Bromera

WATCH THEWATCH THE
BOOKTRAILERBOOKTRAILER

Siblings!
Ghosts Don't Knock on
the Door
with Eulàlia CanalA witty, imaginative and

appealing picture book about
being siblings. 

A deliciously funny book
about the power of
friendship, rom an engaging
and adorable perspective. Pub. year: 2018

Pub. year: 2018Ages: 6+
Pages: 56
Format: Hardcover
Size: 24×26,5cm
Publisher: Bromera
Rights sold to: Finnish.

Ages: 6+
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 24×27cm
Publisher: Bromera

Aren't You a
Strange Bird!

Updated edition of the first
picture book in Rocio Bonilla’s
career. A book that shows the
main lines that have created
her magic universe. 

Pub. year: 2020 (2014)
Ages: 6+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 29 × 21,5cm
Publisher: Bromera

Let's Play?
with Ilan Brenman

An original picture book to
think about children’s use of
technology. 

Pub. year: 2018

Ages: 6+
Pages: 24
Format: Hardcover
Size: 24×26,5cm
Publisher: Bromera

AUTHOR'S AWARDS
✷ Junior Library Guild Selection 2023

✷ California Young Readers Golden Medal Finalist 2019

✷ Fundación Cuatrogatos Selection 2018 

✷ Prix du Livre Vivant 2018

✷ Tas lu, ça t’a plu? 2018 Prize

✷ Little Hakka Awards Finalist 2017

✷ LibràNous Finalist 2017

✷ Serra d’Or Children's Critic Award 2017

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJ8k_nNYDOo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJ8k_nNYDOo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJ8k_nNYDOo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FfWvLLyD2Bw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VMnKABrtIFI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VMnKABrtIFI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VMnKABrtIFI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FfWvLLyD2Bw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FfWvLLyD2Bw


NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!

Tuntun
There is a big problem in
the jungle, a REALLY BIG
PROBLEM! But the animals
are too scared to find out
who is the mysterious
being that terrifies them
every day. However thanks
to a courageous wasp,
everything changes
unexpectedly. A funny
story that reminds us that
often things are not as we
first thought...

Pub. year: 2018

Ages: 3+
Pages: 64
Format: Hardcover
Size: 26×26cm
Publisher: Bromera
Rights available in: Finland,
Iceland, India, Indonesia,
Japan, Malaysia, Norway,
Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA,
and Vietnam.

Superkids invites to always
look for the good side in
others. With a funny story it
teaches children about
inclusion, showing the
wonderful abilities that
people with special needs
can develop, rather than
what they cannot do. An
enthralling story that
supports integration and
celebrates diversity.

Superkids

Pub. year: 2018

Ages: 6+
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 24×25cm
Publisher: Bromera
Rights available in: Finland,
Iceland, India, Indonesia,
Japan, Malaysia, Norway,
Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA,
and Vietnam.

I’m Fierce
Milo, a mischievous and
adventurous little wolf,
grows up thinking that one
day he will become a fierce
wolf. When he discovers this
won't happen by magic but
by training hard, Milo
wonders: will I have to stop
being the way I am to
become fierce? Milo's friends
know he won't be happy
training like the others, so
they decide to help him. 

Pub. year: 2021

Ages: 6+
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 24×25cm
Publisher: Bromera
Rights available in: Finland,
Iceland, India, Indonesia,
Japan, Malaysia, Norway,
Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA,
and Vietnam.

Pablo Pino 
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Pablo Pino selection Picture books

Pablo Pino is a prolific Argentinian
illustrator who has illustrated over
40 books for children and YA in
Europe and America.
Anya Damiron is a Dominican
author of children's books and a
cultural activist. She has written
over 35 books.
Cristina Oleby is an award-winning
author of children's books.

By Anya Damirón & Pablo Pino By Cristina Oleby & Pablo Pino

The Escape
Roland had been performing the
same circus number for one
thousand eight hundred and
twenty-five days. However, he
was not going to do it one more
day. He had one goal: running
away. Nevertheless, all his plans
to escape ended up being
frustrated. His determination was
firm. Not another day would
pass... although the days went
by with each new failed plan.

Pub. year: 2022

Ages: 3+
Pages: 64
Format: Hardcover
Size: 26×26cm
Publisher: Bromera
Rights available in: Finland, Iceland, India,
Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Norway,
Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA, and Vietnam.

Clip-Clop!
Horse has woken up early today. He
wants to go to the new market to
try the freshest fruit. But he’s not
the only one who has had the same
idea. Will he be able to get to the
market? Will there be enough fruit
for everyone?

Pub. year: 2022
Ages: 3+
Pages: 64
Format: Hardcover
Size: 26×26cm
Publisher: Bromera
Rights available in: 

BOOK AWARDS

BOOK AWARDS

✷ 2015 Gold Medal Moonbeam Award

✷ 2016 Gold Mom’s Choice Award

✷ 2016 Independent Publisher Book

Awards - Silver Medal

✷ 2016 Elit Awards - Two Gold Medals

✷ International Enric Solbes Award - Picture

Book

PINO'S AWARDS
✷ 3 times Cuatrogatos Foundation Award -

Recommended

PINO'S AWARDS
✷ 3 times awarded Moonbeam Children's Book

Awards



BOOK AWARDS
✷ Apila 2013 Award

✷ Golden Pinkwheel 2013 Award

✷ Aurelio Blanco 2014 Award

✷ JUUL Award 2018

✷ Cultural Triangle 2014 Award

MORE THANMORE THAN
500,000500,000

COPIES SOLDCOPIES SOLD

Pub. year: 2015 (7th ed.)

Pub. year: 2017 (7th ed.)

Pub. year: 2013 (23rd ed.)

Pub. year: 2020 (7th ed)

Pink Monster Series
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Olga de Dios holds a degree in Art. She has become a
reference for children illustration in Spain and Latin
America and her books have been translated into over 15
languages. Her work focuses on the illustration as a tool
for education and transmitting solidarity values. 

Yellow Bird

A story about the value of sharing. It invites us to take care of the
planet on which we live and to set our ideas free for
the sake of humanity.

Rights sold: Basque, Basque, Catalan, Galician, Greek, Japanese,
Korean, Portuguese (Brazil & Portugal), Spanish, Simpl. Chinese,
Turkish.

Three-Eyed Frog

Frog grew up in a polluted place. She jumped up high to find out what
was going on. She soon discovered she wanted to change THINGS...

Rights sold: Basque, Basque, Catalan, Galician, Greek, Japanese,
Korean, Portuguese (Brazil & Portugal), Spanish, Simpl. Chinese,
Turkish.

Pink Monster

Pink Monster is a story about the
value of difference, diversity as an
enriching element of our society. 

Rights sold: Catalan, Basque,
Galician, Greek, Italian, Japanese,
Korean, Portuguese (Brazil &
Portugal), Spanish, Simpl. Chinese,
Turkish. 

Blue Monster 

A group of friends grew up believing that they could play without
thinking about the consequences of their actions. Will they learn to
have fun without harming their environment?

Rights sold: Basque, Basque, Catalan, Galician, Greek, Japanese,
Korean, Portuguese (Brazil & Portugal), Spanish, Greek, Simpl.
Chinese, Turkish.

Picture books

Olga de Dios

Ages: 3+ 
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x25cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Apila Ediciones
Rights sold: Basque, Galician,
Greek, Korean, Japanese,
Portuguese (Brazil), Spanish,
Simpl. Chinese, Turkish.

Ball Bug
Olga de Dios 

Last character from Olga de
Dios's universe

The latest and most anticipated album from the Pink
Monster Series.
A story with which to meet an infinity of critters... A fun
and  sweet story that will touch your heart: Ball Bug
decided who he was and what he wanted to be named. 

"Olga De Dios is one of the Spanish
big names in children's literature,
particularly in picture books."
El País



A Tree
Alina decided to plant a tree and everything
changed... 

Pages: 36 pages
Rights sold to: Spanish (Spain, Latam and
USA), Catalan, Turkish, Italian, Portuguese (PT
& BR), Korean, Polish, Simpl. & Compl. Chinese,
Vietnamese, English (China & Taiwan)

Pub. year: 2019

A Box
At last a package arrives that Alina has been
so looking forward to receiving. But things are
not as she had expected... 

Pages: 36
Rights sold to: Spanish, Catalan, Turkish,
Simpl. & Compl. Chinese, Vietnamese.

Pub. year: 2019
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Picture books

Rodrigo Mattioli

4th book of Alina series where
author breaks the 4th wall!

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 26x22cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Apila Ediciones

A Drawing

Alina wants to draw a picture of her unicorn. But it’s not as
simple as it seems. Fortunately, she can count on the help
of someone very special to teach her some tricks .
Learning to draw is going to become a fun adventure .

Rodrigo Mattioli is Brazilian artist living in Barcelona, hold
a degree in Social Communication. After becoming a
parent, he started in the children's universe.

Alina Series
Rodrigo Mattioli

One More Little Toy
Alina had loads of toys, but she thought one
more would do... A story about the love of
family and the importance of friends...

Pages: 36
Rights sold to: Spanish, Catalan, Turkish,
Simpl. & Compl. Chinese, Vietnamese.

Pub. year: 2021

Rights sold to: Spanish, Catalan.

AUTHOR'S AWARDS
✷ Apila 2019 Award

✷ Keycolours 2018 Awards

BOOK AWARDS
✷ Apila 2019 Award

BOOK AWARDS
✷ Cuatrogatos

Foundation 2021 Award

- Recommended



Cool

Pretty
Hi, I’m the Witch. I am very happy because I
have a date and I look very pretty, but not
everyone thinks the same... Is it possible to
please others and feel good at the same
time?

Rights sold to: Spanish, French (Canada &
USA), Spanish (Mexico), Italian, Portuguese
(Portugal), German, Thai.Pub. year: 2016 (7th ed.)

Hi, I’m the cool girl from the woods. I’m very
happy because this I’m having a party at my
house. Everyone’s invited. You can come too.
There’s only one condition: you have to be
COOL. Are you up for it? We’ll have a great
time.

Rights sold to: Spanish, Spanish (Mexico),
Italian, German.

Pub. year: 2017

Big
A stone can seem quite insignificant. But
things can change and what was once small
turn into something very big. A picture book to
understand how not to judge others on
appearances.

Rights sold to: Spanish.

Pub. year: 2018

Magic
Hi, I’m Coralina, the cool girl. I’m sad because I
can’t do anything right.
The plasticine figure I made for the ogre turned
out horrible. The little forest animals want me to
fix it with magic. But I don’t know how to do
magic. What would you do in my shoes?

Rights sold to: Spanish.

Pub. year: 2020
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Picture books

ABOUT THE SERIES
Hilarious plot-twists and unexpected, lighthearted
endings in every book.
Colourful and amusing illustrations by an
internationally acclaimed artist.
Perfect series for families and educators to provide
comfort and guidance to children trying to fit in and to  
raise awareness about diversity and empathy.

Canizales creates a unique and dreamy universe in this
series drawing from popular folklore characters (the witch,
the ogre,  Little Red Riding Hood, etc.) and other animal
characters. A bestselling series that addresses
contemporary topics such as prejudices, self-esteem,
friendship and community.

Canizales holds a degree in Fine Arts in Colombia, where
he exhibited in art galleries in museums. He got the
scholarship for the Master in Animation for young Latin
American artists in Spain. He won the Apila Award 2016 for
Pretty, the first of a 4-title series, and which has been
translated to seven languages. It got the Cuatrogatos 2018
Fundation Award 2018. His other title The best book ever
got the Cuatrogatos Fundation Award 2019, and The page
above got the Cuatrogatos Fundation Award 2021.

Pretty Series
Canizales 

Ages: 3+
Pages: 36
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x25cm
Publisher: Apila Ediciones

MORE THANMORE THAN
45,00045,000

COPIES SOLDCOPIES SOLD
WORLDWIDEWORLDWIDE

BOOK AWARDS
✷ Apila 2016 Award

✷ Cuatrogatos

Foundation 2018

Award



MORE THANMORE THAN
400,000400,000

COPIES SOLDCOPIES SOLD
WORLDWIDEWORLDWIDE
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Picture books

Dulce Gamoral & Lorenzo Sangiò

13th title of this internationally
best-selling series!

A colourful series of 13 picture books featuring children from
cities around the world who invite us into their home and school.

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 22x22cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: ABC Melody
Rights sold: French

Pancho from Mexico
Discover Mexico City with Pancho, an 8-year-old
Mexican boy. He introduces us to his home, his
family, his school, the Zócalo square and its
cathedral, Chapultepec Park, the Xochimilco canals,
Mexican cuisine... Ready for the visit? Welcome to
Mexico City! 

ABOUT THE AUTHORS OF PANCHO FROM MEXICO
Dulce Gamonal holds a degree in Philology. She has
pursued a career in publishing and she currently works as
an editor, proofreader and author for some publishing
houses in Berlin and France.

Lorenzo Sangiò holds a degree in Fine Arts and a MA in
Illustration. He is a keen observer of life as it goes by,
sketching endearing characters with tender brushstrokes
teeming with detail. Lorenzo has teamed up with author
Didier Lévy to create best-seller The Superpower of Stories.

Come and See My City
Various authors

Marcel from
Brussels

Charlie from
London

Diego from
Madrid

Navani from
Delhi

Felix from
Berlin

Lily from
New York

Ping Ping from
Beijing

Eva from
Stockholm

Paolo from
Rome

Noah from
Montreal

Miyako from
Tokyo

Marie from
Paris

ABOUT THE SERIES
Beautiful and rich illustrations, amusing details and
plenty of humour on each title.
A fascinating invitation to explore the world
through the lenses of children. 
The perfect gift for children: each book includes
basic phrases and an illustrated landmarks list
inside each book.
Special edition with stickers also available.

Rights sold: Simpl. Chinese, US English,
French, Korean, Polish and Vietnamese.

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR EACH TITLE:
AUDIO NARRATION WITH MUSIC
AND SOUNDS FROM THE CITIES.



Learn English with Cat & Mouse

A series of 13 titles featuring two fun characters to learn English
in both real and dreamy situations.

MORE THANMORE THAN
100,000100,000

COPIES SOLDCOPIES SOLD
(UE + CHINA)(UE + CHINA)
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Picture books

Ages: 3+
Pages: 40
Format: Hardcover
Size: 24x24cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: ABC Melody

Halloween

Stéphane Husar is an author and composer, French
teacher, theater actor, jazz band singer, radio collaborator,
founder of MusicFest in Australia, and founder of ABC
MELODY Productions in Sydney before returning to native
Paris and stablish ABC MELODY to transmit his passion for
language, music, and different cultures. 

Loïc Méhée holds a degree in Applied Arts and had worked
in publicity before working as an illustrator for the press
and the publishing sector. 

Stéphane Husar & Loïc Méhée 

ABOUT THE SERIES
3 levels for children from age 4.
Fun dialogues with music.
Including a word and phrase list or a fun game to
speak with Cat and Mouse at the end of each book

Stéphane Husar & Loïc Méhée 

Cat & Mouse
Happy Birthday!

Cat & Mouse
Got to Space!

Cat & Mouse
Go Under the Sea

Cat & Mouse 
Go to London

Cat & Mouse
Go around the World

Cat & Mouse
Feelings

Cat & Mouse
Go to School!

Cat & Mouse
Eat Good Food!

Cat & Mouse
Meet My Family!

Cat & Mouse
Let's Go Shopping!

Cat & Mouse
Learn the Colours!

Cat & Mouse
Meet the Animals!

Rights sold: France, Italy, Spain & Latin
America, Mainland China, USA.

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR EACH TITLE:
DIALOGUES, MUSIC AND SOUND
EFFECTS.

Cat & Mouse invite us to spend a spooky (and fun)
evening with them celebrating the scariest night of the
year while we learn all the expressions and customs in
English.

13th adventure of this fun pair
learning English in Halloween!

Rights sold: France.



NEW!NEW!
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Picture books

Picanyol

Ages: 5+
Pages: 204
Format: Paperback with flaps
Size: 12.7x20.3cm
Publisher: El Pirata 
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan

Ot, the Wizard

3 titles including 200 comic
strips each already edited and
available

SELLING POINTS
Vertical comic strips
Full collection of Ot: 1,200 strips 
B/W .bmp illustrations, but option with colour is
available. 
3 books with 200 comic strips available and edited so
far.

New edition of the Catalan classic comic strips by
Picanyol. With the addition of a magic trick and an
arts and crafts activity in each book. These activities
get progressively more difficult in each book.

Picanyol is an illustrator with over 50 years' experience,
being one of the main references in the Spanish comic
scene. His drawings show a great irony and his work is
methodic and neat.

Ot, the Wizard Series
Picanyol

Ot the Wizard
and the Rain

Ot wants to go grocery
shopping but it’s raining,
so he decides to change
the weather. 

Ot the Wizard
and the Dragon

Ot and Bertha are waiting
for Mr. Tadeu’s visit. Mr.
Tadeu is very scaredy, so
when he starts to meet
Ot’s friends, he is not very
happy. 

Ot the Wizard
and the Magic
Cloak

Rose has lost her puppy
and she is very sad. Ot will
help her find him with his
magic cloak. 

Ot the Wizard Plays
a Joke

Ot and Bertha are on a
walk when Ot decides to
play a joke and become a
chicken. Oh no! He cannot
use magic now! 

Ot the Wizard
Reads a Story

Ot comes back from the
library with a new book.
The surprise comes when
he starts to read it. 

Ot the Wizard
and the
Bumblebee

Ot and Bertha are riding
their magic broom when,
suddenly, a bumblebee
gets tangled in the broom. 

Ages: 5+
Pages: 44
Format: Hardcover
Size: 25x20cm
Publisher: El Pirata 
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan

Bilingual Series
Comic strips
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Picture books

Picanyol

Ages: 6+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 24x34cm
Publication year: 2016
Publisher: El Pirata 
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan

The Big Book of
Seven DifferencesPlay looking for the seven differences between the

magnificent full-color illustrations while discovering why
all the main characters are running after a goose.
 

The story starts when, suddenly, a wild pursuit breaks out
in a quiet coffee shop. Is that a goose? Why are they
chasing that poor animal? And who will finally catch it?

Picanyol is an illustrator with over 50 years' experience,
being one of the main references in the Spanish comic
scene. His drawings show a great irony and his work is
methodic and neat.

Picanyol's Drawings Series
Picanyol

Generic humoristic comic strips
SELLING POINTS

Vertical or horizontal comic strips
1, 2 or 3 frames per comic strip. 
Full collection of Ot: 1,000 strips 
B/W .bmp illustrations, but colour is available. 
Little or no text at all.

Spot-the-difference comic strips

SELLING POINTS
Vertical or horizontal comic strips
1, 2 or 3 frames per comic strip. 
Full collection of Ot: 1,000 strips 
B/W .bmp illustrations, but colour is available. 
Little or no text at all.

Ages: 6+
Pages: 37
Format: Paperback
Size: 15.24x22.86cm
Publisher: El Pirata 
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan, French (World)

1 title including 200 spot-the-difference pairs
already edited and available



NEW!NEW! NEW!NEW!

Ages: 12+
Pages: 168
Format: Paperback with flaps
Size: 15x21 cm
Publication year: Feb. 2024
Publisher: Inuk
Rights sold: Catalan, Spanish
(World)

SELLING POINTS
A flip-book, with two points of
view of the same story, that of
the victim and that of the bully
—you can start reading from
the beginning or the end!
Each chapter contains a novel
part and a manga-style comic
part, illustrated by national
talent Nil Lopez.
Perfect to address bullying
with teenagers.

Sugar
Marina Tena
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Middle grade
Silence
Fernando Llor & Nil López

Ages: 14+
Pages: 224
Format: Hardcover
Size: 14.8 x 21 cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: Inuk
Rights sold: Catalan, Spanish (World).

The first autobiographical comic
book about diabetes

When Marina is diagnosed with diabetes, she thinks everything will stay
the same. But from now on, nothing will be as it was. What is the real life
of a girl who has to worry every day about staying alive? From childhood

to adulthood, Marina Tena offers YA readers with an honest and
emotional take on own experience with diabetes, which could also be the
experience of many other boys and girls who have been diagnosed with a

chronic disease.

A powerful life lesson, where not only is illness important, but
also love for life, passion for the the small details of everyday

life and, above all, personal development.

Marina Tena is a graphic
designer and illustrator. This is
her first book both as an author
and illustrator.
https://www.marinatena.com/

Fernando Llor studied cinematographic arts.
He has worked as a content editor,
screenwriting teacher, and camera operator.
He has also been a screenwriter and director
of short films. He has published some comics,
published in Spain, France and the United
States.

Nil López is a self-taught freelance illustrator.
His illustrations play with contrasts and have a
youthful and fresh style very characteristic. 

SELLING POINTS
Deals with universal themes for YA
readers: mental health, friendship,
love and family.
A personal, optimist and hopeful
graphic novel full of colour and light,
by a promising young illustrator with
influence of artists like Marjane
Satrapi and Raina Telgemeier.

The two faces of bullying in schools
Julia just wants to be part of the team and have friends. But when

Marina, the team captain, cheats in a competition and wins, she knows
she can't keep quiet. After letting everyone know what has happened,

Julia suddenly stops being Julia and becomes a traitor, a snitch.
Marina just wants to win. To prove to everyone that she is the best. The
team is her life and taking advantage of a small mistake in the game to

win is not the same as cheating, everyone knows that... except for Julia,
who ruins everything. In the eyes of the coach, Marina becomes a liar,

and, from one day to the next, she loses everything. It's obvious that she
can't pretend as if nothing is going on.

AUTHOR’S AWARDS
✷ José Sanchis Grau 2019 Award for

Best National Screenwriter



First volume of this new superhero series
of this endearing duo

Dani has always dreamed of being a SUPERHERO. He has desired this
so much that he has finally achieved it. Would you like to know how?
Fortunately, Fani never leaves home without her pen and notebook,

ready to tell you everything that happens to her best friend.
In VOLUME 1 we would like to introduce our new superhero Dani

new superhero Dani. Or is it maybe Fani? In any case, the two friends
are going to live a thousand and one adventures together. Like all real
superheroes, they should start somewhere, there should be a way to

get the superpowers... Would you want to know it?

SELLING POINTS:
Two big names in Spanish
children’s literature come together
to celebrate the power of literature.
 A fresh and hilarious text that will
appeal to young readers.
Two-tone illustrations that create a
unique and quirky universe.

Ages: 8+
Pages: 160
Format: Softcover
Size: 15 x 21 cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: Triqueta 
Rights sold: Galician, Spanish.

The Story-Writing Machine
Ricardo Gómez & Emilio Urberuaga

Ramón D. Veiga is a Galician author and editor. He
has mainly authored books for children.

Ignacio Hernández studied at the Antonio Faílde
art school, in Ourense. He feels comfortable with
digital techniques, and colour is the protagonist in
his creations. From his beginnings, he has been
making illustrated novels, children’s picture
books, ads, board games, and textbooks.

Middle grade

Ramón D. Veiga & Ignacio Hernández
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Fani & Super Dani

Ages: 7+
Pages: 80
Format: Paperback
Size: 15 x 21cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: Triqueta 
Rights sold: Galician, Spanish.

Middle grade

An amusing reflection on the role
of literature and the risks of AI

A machine has arrived in the city capable of writing and illustrating
stories that suit the tastes and needs of young and old people alike.

But not everyone seems satisfied with the invention. Celeste, the
main character, is quick to anticipate some problems and soon
discovers that the machine hides a conspiracy that threatens

the country and the whole world. She will have to call on her friends
to stop... what looks like a monster!

Ricardo  Gómez is an internationally celebrated
author, particularly of children’s books. He has
authored over 50 books, translated into several
languages.

Emilio  Urberuaga is one of the most
internationally celebrated Spanish illustrators of
all time. Throughout his long career, he has
received numerous awards. He is the only
Spanish illustrator represented at the Chihiro
Art Museum in Tokyo.

AUTHOR'S AWARDS
✷ El Barco de Vapor 2006 Award

✷ Alandar YA Novel 2013 Award

✷ Cervantes Chico 2006 Award

✷ Gran Angular 2010 Award

ILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS
✷ Spanish National Illustration Award 

✷ 2009 The White Ravens Selection

✷ Ospite d’Onore Prize

✷ Crítica Serra d’Or AwardAUTHOR’S AWARDS
✷ Arume 2021 Award in Children’s Poetry

NEW!NEW! NEW!NEW!

SELLING POINTS:
A reversible book in which children will
be able to enjoy the first two volumes.
Book of adventures and superheroes
in a Marvel-like fashion, that will keep
early readers hooked.
Fully-illustrated novel, with bright and
comic-like illustrations.
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Middle grade

Solving a problem is way better
than having super powers!

Alba Castellví & Iru Expósito

Starry Night

Self-conclusive stories using an out-of-the-box
approach from a child's point of view to solve daily
problems, developing SEL and empathy in a very fresh
and comic-like easy-to-read new series. Luz's
solutions won't disappoint!!!
Always witty and fun, meet Luz, your best friend!

Luz Troublesetter Series
Alba Castellví & Iru Expósito

The Treasure Closet

Luz looks like any other kid... but she does one thing
that very few people know how to do: she solves
problems, and that's better than having superpowers!
Do Diego and Hugo fight because they want the same
toys? No one chooses Helios, Luz's best friend, to play
in the playground? Luz knows that a problem is an
opportunity to think a little, and she won't miss it to
help those she loves the most and solve all kinds of
misunderstandings and complicated situations.

Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan.
Pub. year: 2023

SELLING POINTS 
Narrative and comic in full color, with short
paragraphs and four self-conclusive stories for the
most reticent readers. 
Written by a sociologist and educator expert in
mediation.
Ideal for developing empathy and emotional
intelligence.

Alba Castellví is an educator and specialist in conflict management, in addition to writing for parents
and children and providing training for teachers and families. Teacher of all ages and teacher of
Didactics and has has already published books for adults and children with very good reception from
critics and the public.

Iru Expósito is a children's illustrator and, when she's not drawing and thinking up stories, she
prepares murals and does custom commissions. She has worked for Cartoon Network and
Redbubble, among other prominent clients.

Ages: 7+
Pages: 144
Format: Paperback with flaps
Size: 13,5x18cm
Publisher: Inuk
Rights sold: Catalan, Spanish
(World)

Alba Castellví & Iru Expósito

Book #3

ABOUT STARRY NIGHT 
The problems keep multiplying! From now on, Luz's
parents have told her that she must stay for lunch at
the school cafeteria, but she doesn't want to. As if that
weren't enough, the teacher says she's fed up with
teaching, that she wants to ritre and let them wake up
on their own. And that's just the beginning! But don't
worry, no matter how complicated they may seem, Luz
knows that problems are opportunities to think...

Pub. year: 2024

Ages: 7+
Pages: 144
Format: Paperback with flaps
Size: 13,5x18cm
Publisher: Inuk
Rights sold: Catalan, Spanish
(World)
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Middle gradeFrom New York to St. Petersburg, from
skyscrapers to the Tsar's palace... Join April
Eye and the two one-handed brothers in this
hilarious new series by best-selling author!

Diego Arboleda was born in Stockholm and graduated in
Hispanic Philology at the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid. He
is the author of various bestselling series and his work has
received national and international awards.

Mol is a Spanish cartoonist and creator based in Madrid. He
has worked as a cartoonist and illustrator in the publishing
world, in advertising and animation. He is also a character
designer, conceptual artist and creator of animated series.

April Eye Series
Diego Arboleda & Mol 

The race

The diamonds

April Eye is a good journalist, intelligent and tenacious. She
has an excellent EYE for news. Dex and Lex are expert
thieves, professional evils. They never leave a crime scene
with empty HANDS. Yes, April is one-eyed. Dex and Lex
are one hand each. And they live together with mouths,
feet, and many other body parts. All of them are going to
participate in a race. A pneumatic, problematic, and, above
all, fantastic race.

Ages: 8+
Pages: 114
Format: Paperback
Size: 14x20cm
Pub. year: 2024
Publisher: Anaya
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan.

Do you know April Eye? She's one-eyed. Do you know Dex
and Lex? Each is one hand. Are you going to read this
book? Well, a word of warning: be very careful with these
hands! In these pages, you will travel to New York and St.
Petersburg. You will meet thieves, goldsmiths, monsters,
jesters, and even a Tsar. All of them will take part in an
adventure. A mind-blowing, breathtaking, and, above all,
dazzling adventure.

Pages: 106
Pub. year: 2024

ABOUT THE SERIES
Original and quirky characters that readers will enjoy!
Ideal to foster creativity, self-esteem, initiative, and
bravery.
Humour, adventures, and detectives—the infallible
combination for a page-turner.
It includes stickers and an epilogue that explains, in a fun
way, the real inventions mentioned in the book.
Bestselling author: more than 150,000 copies sold!

AUTHOR'S AWARDS
✷ 2 x City of Badajoz Illustrated Short Story Prize

✷ 2012 Lazarillo Prize for Literary Creation

✷ 2014 National Children’s and YA Literature

Award

NEW!NEW!

SOONSOON



Ages: 6+
Pages: 32
Format: Paperback
Size: 14.8 x 21 cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: VoceVerso
Rights sold: French.
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Middle gradeGinko Early Readers Series
Various authors Dad has a new partner... but what if

I don’t really get along with her?

A series for early readers (6-8
y/o) with illustrations in black
and 2 colors, and stories full of
humor and emotions that speak
to children of today.

Héloïse & Stéphanie Marchal

My Dad and I

SELLING POINTS 
A simple yet touching story that recounts the journey
of embracing that your parents have new partners.
By bestselling author and media phenomenon: Héloïse.
Ideal to talk about how to navigate jealousy, anger, and
changes in the family.
Funny and endearing main character that will appeal
to young readers for her relatedness. 
Gentle and tender illustrations.

ABOUT MY DAD AND I
Dad has a new partner. When she’s here, Dad is not the
same: it seems that all that matters is to please her. Well, I
don’t like pleasing her. We’re fine, Dad and I. Doesn’t she
have another child to tie shoelaces to? A relatable story of
a little girl who becomes attached to her father’s new
companion.

Héloïse is a French nationally-renowned media phenomenon
and bestselling writer. Along with her numerous television
appearances and worldwide syndicated newspaper column,
she has a monthly feature in Good Housekeeping, and her
own website. 

Stéphanie Marchal studied art and design at university. After
working as an artistic facilitator in schools and associations,
she turned to teaching Applied Arts. At the age of 45, she felt
the need to blaze her own trail in illustration for children's
literature.

NEW!NEW! NEW!NEW!



Ages: 8+
Pages: 88
Format: Paperback
Size: 15x21 cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: VoceVerso
Rights sold: French

NEW!NEW!

Illustrated MG novels by VoceVerso
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Middle grade

The Parade

The day Grandpa marched at the head of the parade,
the youth festival became more real and my plastic rifle
became heavier. He’s indeed old, but I didn’t know he’d
fought in the war. That day I was proud when he took me by
the hand. Everyone respected him because a long time ago
he had left Cameroon to become a « tirailleur sénégalais ». I
also understood why he doesn’t like guns, even the plastic
ones I play with. Now we both prefer peace.
A novel about a touching relationship between a boy and
his great-grandfather and about memory and peace.

Rights sold: French.

With a Red Flower

A young girl stops running away from the bad news and
learns to channel her fears into concrete action. Make a
vermicompost, demonstrate, recycle, plant, pass on what
you know how to do, share convivial moments between
generations... Little by little, the young girl finds within
herself the strength to live better in this world where she
discovers that she is not alone and that each drop counts.
A rhythmic, poetic novel about eco-anxiety, featuring a
resilient little girl.

Rights sold: French.

Pages: 56
Publication year: 2023

Pages: 80
Publication year: 2023

Nadine Brun-Cosme
& Sarah Vehla

A powerful text that deals with
the absence of a parent through
the eyes of a child.

ABOUT THE TITLE
Fully illustrated novel in two colours with short chapters
—ideal for early readers.
A beautiful, moving story told through a child’s
innocence about missing a loved one and finding ways
to overcome it.
A moving and amusing character in search of self-
confidence. 
An emotive celebration of family ties.

Blue and Absolutely
Brilliant

Mum had just left for eight days. I was about to cry my eyes
out. Then I saw a little blue thread between my two toes. A
strand of wool from my socks, those Mum had given to me. It
suddenly calmed me down. Will my secret talisman allow me
to wait until Mummy returns? Apolline is great at coming up
with ideas. She and her father need great ideas while they
wait for the mother’s return...

Nadine Brun-Cosme is the author of almost 100 novels and
picture books for children and youngsters. She is the author
of a best-seller which has sold 50,000 copies worldwide Big
Wolf and Little Wolf.

Sarah Velha is an illustrator based in France. She studied art
and illustration in Italy. She has published 8 books for
children. 

My Lovely Mammoth

SOONSOON

Florence Medina & Bérengère
Mariller-Gobber

AUTHOR'S AWARDS
✷  Prix jeunesse des libraires du Québec 2016

✷ Nati per Leggere 2014 Award

✷ Shortlisted Les Incorruptibles 2023

✷ Landerneau Album Jeunesse 2021 Award

READ READER’S REPORTREAD READER’S REPORT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umPKtVCf9iM
https://worldkidlit.org/2024/03/05/seeking-a-publisher-2024-africa/


Jordi Ortiz has published more than 20 books and
received multiple awards: “Contarella” Award, “Vila de
Perpinyà” Award, “Mallorca” Award,and 5th Carlemany
Award.

Miguel Ángel Saura holds a Degree in Art History. He has
worked as a designer for many years and he has also
published and illustrated books for many Spanish
publishers.

Javier Chaler is a Spanish illustrator of comic and YA
books. 

Time Explorers MG Series

The Gold of the
Incas

Co-edition
dates

available!

READING GUIDES & ANSWER KEYS

INTERACTIVE TESTS

LITERARY GYMKHANA FOR SCHOOLS

The Olympic
Games of Greece

The Legions
of Rome
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Middle grade

What if time travel was possible
through time?

SELLING POINTS
With 3 extra sections in every book: Cool stuff, Stuff
to do, and Bibliochronohistories to know more
about each culture.
Linked to school curricula.
Explorer Test after reading each title; when the test
is passed, a token is given to start the following title. 
Poster available to collect tokens for the first 7 titles.
Teaching guide available for schools.
There is a title in the History for Kids series
matching the topic of each book.

In these fictionalized non-fiction titles, Christina, Victor,
Seldon, and Ibis travel back in time to accomplish the
last 21 missions that Professor Sockrates couldn't finish.
Use a shaped sand clock filter to solve the hidden
questions and learn about science, culture, architecture,
history, and technology, while traveling on this fantasy
trip!

Jordi Ortiz & Miguel Ángel Saura & Javier Chaler 

Pub. year: 2023

The Expeditions
of the Vikings

NEW!NEW!

SOONSOON

Ages: 10+
Pages: 202
Format: Paperback with flaps
Size: 14,5x20,4cm
Publisher: El Pirata 
Rights sold: English (World),
Spanish, Catalan, Greek

21-title series

The Legions of Rome
The Expeditions of the Vikings
The Olympic Games of Greece
The Gold of the Incas
The Arrows of the Sioux
The Swords of the Samurai
The Warriors of China
The Boomerangs of Australia
The Steppes of Mongolia
The Desert of Arabia
The Legends of India
The Giants of Easter Island
The Calendar of the Mayas
The Skins of the Inuit
The Forests of Botswana
The Towers of Mesopotamia
The Elephants of Carthage
The Caravans of Mali
The Pearls of Malaysia
The Slaves of Ethiopia
The Mummies of Egypt

Pub. year: 2023 Pub. year: 2024

TIME-TRAVELING CLOCK
to decipher the page number

hidden behind the red
background

ALSO A 
NON-FICTION SERIES

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xkx0sHcTs5V4deergArqERw2BZb9R5le/view
https://www.editorialelpirata.com/en/test-legions-rome/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvTpvk9A0Z3czfSl5-V9QjZgs_iaBkHk/view
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Middle grade

PAKITA is a teacher, but also a comedian. She is the author of a French long-time children book series. 

Joëlle Dreidemy holds a degree by the École Émile Cohl and focuses on children's illustrations. Two of her
books have been awarded. She keeps illustrating for English, American, French, and Korean publishers.

PAKITA & Joëlle Dreidemy
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Lily-Sue's Diary: My SUPER Dream

Can anyone get their dream with a mix
of novel and diary?

Sophie, AKA Lily-Sue, is 12, and has a overflowing imagination, tons
of energy and the greatest determination.

Her SUPER dream is becoming an English girl! 

To accomplish her dream, she decides to write a diary to show that
an English family MUST adopt her. Solid arguments, bullet-proof

sincerity, and loads of hilarious pcitures so nobody gets bored... She
has it all planned, but there are new events in her life that can make

the plan fall apart, so there is no time to lose!

Ages: 10+
Pages: 106
Format: Paperback
Size: 14x21.5cm
Publication year: 2018
Publisher: ABC Melody
Rights sold: French
Not available: Russian

Middle grade

AUTHOR’S AWARDS

✷ Winner of the Sheffield Children's Book Award 2009

✷ Shortlisted for the Red House Children's Book Award

✷ Shortlisted for the Red House Children's Book Award

Waiting for the End of the World
Francesc Puigpelat

Ages: 12+
Pages: 128
Format: Paperback
Size: 21 x 14.5 cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Barcanova
Rights sold: Catalan.

The frenetic countdown before
the end of the world has started!

Twelve-year-old Fiona misinterprets a fragment of an e-mail. This
finding coincides with a premonitory event: her father, a senior police

officer, has to attend a very important meeting in Brussels. There’s
no doubt: THE END OF THE WORLD IS AROUND THE CORNER! But

Fiona has a plan: as she cannot save the world from this catastrophe,
she will do only one thing—make the most of her time! She will jot
down everything she has to do before the apocalypse arrives: her

first kiss, skydiving, meeting the singer Rosalía...

AUTHOR'S AWARDS
✷ 2014 Ramon Muntaner Award

✷ 2015 Josep Maria Folch i Torres for

Middle Grade Fiction Award

✷ 2017 Carmesina Award

✷ 2017 Gran Angular Youth Literature

Award

✷ 2020 Children’s Novels Vicent Silvestre

Award

BOOK AWARDS
✷ 2023 Guillem Cifre de

Colonya Award

Francesc Puigpelat is a multi-awarded children’s and YA author. Graduate in Philosophy, he has
worked as a journalist for various national newspapers and teaches at university. His books have been
translated into several languages.

SELLING POINTS
A witty and hilarious novel
with a strong female lead that
tackles topics related to eco-
anxiety, the end of the world,  
climate change, etc.
Delirious situations, large
doses of humor and relatable
situations for teenagers: first
kiss, social media, relationship
with parents, climate change,
etc.

NEW!NEW!
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Mysteries on the Nile

Alex Moury's class won a cruise on the Nile. Boarding the Sobek, the children  
sail down the Nile from Luxor to Aswan, visiting temples and tombs. But the
voyage is not without its perils as pirates follow the boat's progress and
even attempt an attack. To top it all off, two tourists who have joined the
passengers are attacked in a temple, right in front of the students. What are
the bandits after? Could there be a secret on the Sobek?

Pub. year: 2020

Mysteries in Maya country
As part of a study of pre-Columbian people, Alex Moury's class travels to
Mayan country in Mexico. But during a trip by pirogue, some students get
lost in the jungle. Fleeing from a gang of traffickers, the children take refuge
with the Lacandons. But jaguar is also on the prowl. To escape their
pursuers, both beasts and traffickers, they enter a deep cavern that leads to
a perfectly preserved (and inhabited!) Mayan city. To preserve their secret,
will the Mayans let the children go?

Pub. year: 2020

123 124

Middle grade

Alain Surget & Louis Alloing

The 12th mystery of a series by
best-selling author Alain Surget!

ABOUT THE SERIES
A great series of globetrotting mysteries and
adventures, illustrated in the style of Hergé’s Tintin.
Photocopiable activities folder for schools.
Fully illustrated novels ideal for early readers readers
building up their autonomy!
An original and appealing way to encourage discovering
cultures and the richness of travelling: thrilling
adventures, fun and learning go hand in hand.

Ages: 7-9
Pages: 96
Format: Paperback
Size: 13x18cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: ABC Melody
Rights sold: French

Mysteries in Paris

Alex Moury's class is headed for the French Capital. Visits to
museums, walks in the city, strolls along the banks of the
Seine... But as soon as they arrive in the «City of Light»,
strange things happen: a finger, an ear and two eyes get
stolen from works of art in various places.
By a curious coincidence, the class systematically finds itself
at the scene of the crimes. This attracts the attention of the
police... Could there be a connection between the presence
of the class and these strange thefts?

Alain Surget is a successful writer who specializes in YA
literature. He started writing at 17 years old, he studied and
lectured in History, and combining both passions, he has
written more than 170 adventure novels for youngsters up to
date.

Louis Alloing holds a degree in Graphic Design and his work
has been on commercials, but he focuses on children's & YA
literature. He is one of the illustrators of the French comic
strip Marion Duval and various long-selling children's book
series.

Mysteries Series
Alain Surget & Louis Alloing

Mysteries in Rome
Alex Moury's class takes part in an archaeological course in Rome, where
they meet other Italian pupils under the guidance of a slightly mad teacher.
They discover an Etruscan tomb which, according to the indications
engraved on the sarcophagus, is that of an evil god. But isn't it dangerous to
awaken a god capable of hurling thunderbolts at the city? And what
happened to the professor whose body is found in the stone sarcophagus?

Pub. year: 2020

Mysteries in the Transsiberian

Alex Moury's class sets off to discover Russia, embarking on a long journey
to Irkutsk aboard the legendary Trans-Siberian Railway. But as they stop off
to visit monuments and learn about the history of the country and the
regions they pass through, the children notice that a spy is following in their
footsteps. More specifically, those of Alex Moury. But why? Is the master
hiding a secret? Is he in danger? His class is determined to find out...

Pub. year: 2021

Mysteries in Tokyo

Alex Moury's class has won a grant to travel to Japan and discover its
history, culture and traditions. On his first night at the hotel, Jasper is
unpleasantly surprised to find a dragon in samurai armor haunting the
premises. Is there a connection between this strange apparition, a yakuza
attack, a mysterious Mr. Izomu who keeps following the students and a
peculiar thief who is only interested in empty luggage?

Pub. year: 2021

Mysteries in the
Louvre

NEW!NEW!

Alain Surget & Louis Alloing



Pub. year: 2016 Pub. year: 2016

First Shivers in
Scotland

In this school trip where
the class will discover
Scotland's great folklore
and landscape, but also
haunted castles and a
jewelry robbery. 

Pub. year: 2015
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Middle gradeMysteries Series
Alain Surget & Louis Alloing

Mysteries in the Scottish Highlands 

The Secrets of
Glamis Castle

After some days in
Edimbourg, at the Glamis
Castle, the gang will face
scary ghosts, armors,
secret passageways... 

Panic at the Loch
Ness

The gang continues the
trip to the Highlands and
find disturbing creatures
such as the Monster of
the Loch Ness...

Pub. year: 2018Pub. year: 2017

Mysteries in London

Pub. year: 2017

The Thief of the
British Museum

Alex Moury finds a strange
and missing suitcase with
a manuscript signed by
William Shakespeare... 

The Pirates of
the Golden Hinde

Captain Kidd's
Treasure

After the first adventure in
London, the gang ends up
on a pirate ship while
trying to solve
Shakeapeare's mystery.

Right after
Shakespeare's mystery
is solved, Hugo and his
friends will discover the
treasure of a true
pirate! 

Ages: 7-9
Pages: 96
Format: Paperback
Size: 13x18cm
Publisher: ABC Melody
Rights sold: French
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El Hematocrítico & Albert Monteys

Recess Legends

127 128

Ages: 5+
Pages: 80

Format: Hardcover
Size: 17x25.5 cm

Publisher: Anaya
Rights sold to: Spanish

El Hematocrítico was a teacher of Early Childhood, English
and Primary Education, he had signed several successful
children's titles, a collection of children's comics, books for
pre-readers; a collective anthology... Together with Noel
Ceballos, he signed the novel for adults The Five Super
Detectives: Here We Didn't Drink Ginger Beer and created
his popular program Los Hermanos Podcast. He
collaborated with Cinemanía and GQ magazines, and as a
scriptwriter on Los Felices Veinte, a TV Show. He was also
the author of humor projects on the Internet with as much
impact as Drama en el Portal, El Hematocrítico de Arte or
Legends of Hemato.

Albert Monteys i Homar is a Spanish comic writer and
illustrator, mostly known for his work in the well-known
satirical weekly magazine El Jueves of which he was also
the director.

Recess with Heroes

Roberto is a five-grader boy with the ability to shoot soccer balls hard.
That’s why he has been grounded without playing football in the
playground for a week. But he soon meets a group of kids as special as
him that will make these breaks not as bring as he thought...

Pub. year: 2020

World Champions
The main characters of this story are having a great time playing hide
and seek during recess. They didn’t expect a man to come and interrupt
them to let them know that he is the Hide-and-Seek World Champion.

Pub. year: 2020

A Trip through Infinite Recesses
Sara climbs the tallest tree in the playground to try to get her little
brother’s ball back. But she didn’t expect to find a portal to the room of
the Recess Watcher, a strange being who observes all the playgrounds
of the multiverse at once.

Pub. year: 2021

Conspiracy in the Shadows
Marisa is fed up with the happy Chinki Plonkis, the fashionable toys.
Since she doesn't have any, her schoolmates ignore her. During
one of those boring breaks, the little one will discover that a secret
society is secretly working to get all the benefits for all children.
Pub. year: 2022

REAL superheroes are in the
school playground!

ABOUT THE SERIES
A hilarious series of recess adventures that break all
expectations by late best-selling author.
All the ingredients for an addictive read: a group of
friends, tons of humour, adventures, and surprises.
Comic illustrations full of dynamism and funny
details that readers of all ages will enjoy.
Unexpected twists and surprising endings—children
will want to read them over and over!

Legendary: The
Great Book of
Recess Legends

Ages: +6
Pages: 256
Format: Paperback
Size: 20x24cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Anaya
Rights sold: Spanish

COMPILATION OF
ALL FOUR COMICS



NEW!NEW!

SOONSOON
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A fully illustrated novel series for
any biggest basketball fan! The Mistery of the

Golden Youth
The Supper Hoopers is a hilarious middle-grade
basketball series with full-color illustrations in each
page that combines a fiction novel with a graphic novel. 

In this second title, the team is invited to participate in a
tournament organized by the richest family in town, and
the prize would solve many of their problems...

The Super Hoopers Series
Alberto Casamayor, Josep “Kako” Carrasco & Pepe Palma

The Tournament of our Dreams

Joel and Bermúdez want to create a basketball team
to participate in a tournament organized by a
restaurant. The winners will receive a very yummy
prize...
Follow Joel, Bermúdez, Laura, Patrick, and the rest of
The Super Hoopers team, and live the most
outlandish adventures on the court!

Rights sold: English (World), Spanish, Catalan.

Pub. year: 2024

SELLING POINTS:
Relatable main characters with well-defined
personalities, abilities, and physical traits.
Full of fun and vibrant illustrations.
With many dialogues for an easier and more
entertaining read.
Illustrations with text that points out important
details so readers don’t miss anything.

Alberto  Casamayor holds a Degree in Psychology, but
shortly after finishing his studies, he started to write
professionally. His children's books combine aventure,
action, and mystery, and they have been recommended
by libraries and the media.

Josep “Kako” Carrasco & Pepe Palma are a team formed
by a graphic designer and an illustrator. They have done
various commercials and projects for publishing houses.
They have made designs and illustrations for institutional
and environmental campaigns as well as educational
projects (comic books, board games) and worked on
several animation projects (movies and TV shows). 

The Profecy of the
Scorpion

Ages: 8+
Pages: 149
Format: Paperback
Size: 14x22cm
Pub. year: 2024
Publisher: El Pirata
Rights sold: English (World),
Spanish, Catalan

SOONSOON

#3 BESTSELLER ON AMAZON



An Enigmatic Announcement
Emma and Vic have just found, camouflaged between the pages of the
newspaper, a secret message. Full of determination, and with the
invaluable help of their friends Rober, Luna and, they will face a series of
tests to discover a mysterious conspiracy with unsuspected
consequences.
Pub. year: 2020
Pages: 184

Kidnapped Tinker Bell

In the first title of this series, the Escapists Club is founded by Emma, Vic,
Luna, Rober and the friendly squirrel Pistachios. The worst of tragedies
has just happened in Neverland. Taking advantage of Peter Pan's brief
absence, the perfidious Captain James Hook has captured Tinker Bell.
Two intrepid lost children will face a thousand dangers to rescue their
friend and prevent the evil pirate from getting hold of the magic dust.

Pub. year: 2020
Pages: 168

Espapists Series
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Ages: 10+
Format: Paperback
Size: 15x21.5cm
Publisher: Anaya
Rights sold: Catalan, Spanish

An ESCAPE BOOK in which you
will have to solve different
puzzles to continue the story.
And, to do this, you must put all
your skills to the test.

Ximo Cerdá is a Telecommunications engineer, PhD in
Electronics and Bachelor Degree in Physics. He works as a
professor at the Technical School of Telecommunications
Engineering of the Polytechnic University of Valencia, where
he alternates his teaching and research obligations. In
parallel to his technical and scientific work, he develops a
notable literary activity that covers different areas, from
narrative to theater, with special emphasis on children's and
youth narrative. 

Kike Ibáñez didn't have his own bicycle when he was a kid
and used his grandmother's, a bike so old and strange that
everyone made fun of him. So one day he told his secret: the
bicycle had belonged to his grandfather, a professional
cyclist. After hearing this story, everyone wanted to use his
grandmother's bike. Years later, Kike studied Graphic Arts,
Graphic Design and Illustration. He has been designing and
drawing at home for girls, boys, mothers, fathers,
grandmothers and grandfathers since 2008. 

Ximo Cerdá & Kike Ibáñez

The Tower of Secrets 
Nothing ever happens in Grandma Nana's town. For a few months now,
Carla's mother and her partner, Ramón, have been living there with their
children and, although Carla misses them, she is not very enthusiastic
about spending a few days there. Now we are about to see how they will
tackle their first real challenge as they attempt to trace the whereabouts
of Enzo Della Rovere and his Occults in the depths of a dark tower, where
danger and mystery lurk around every corner. 

Pub. year: 2023
Pages: 232

The Mansion of Horror  
When a stranger questions the local elders about the Bei house, he
encounters a wall of silence, suspicious glances and evasive answers.
Perhaps one of the old men will dare to mutter under his breath: “The
mansion of horror. If I were you, I would stay away from it". Soon you will
join Ana, Rubén, Estela and Samuel in the exploration of the old building.
Along the way, all their abilities will be tested if they want to emerge
unscathed.

Pub. year: 2021
Pages: 232

ILLUSTRATOR'S AWARDS
✷ 2016 Lazarillo Award

✷ 2020 selected BCBF

AUTHOR’S AWARDS
✷ Vicent Silvestre children's literature award 

✷ AELC critics' award

✷ Castelló Stage award



Pub. year: 2023

Pub. year: 2022
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Normal days of a green boy
who exchanged lives with his
green dog...

A green dog who thinks like a child, and a boy
whose new dog condition will put him through
situations and difficulties that will compromise his
mental health, his identity, his image, and what is
worse: his social status.

Ester Farran is a Fiction Writing teacher. She has
written multiple children’s
stories and novels and received awards such as the
Stories that Matter Award (2013) and the Women’s
Letters Award (2013).

Jordi Sales holds a Degree in Fine Arts. He owns an
illustration and design studio, where he works for
multiple publishers and focuses on children’s and YA
literature.

Green Dog Series
Alberto Díaz & Álvaro Núñez 

Every Dog Has its Day

Lolo is one of the most popular boys in the class. Until one day he
wakes up with his hair, green? And if that were not enough, his
dog, Colás, also appears magically dyed lettuce color. After the
inexplicable accident, Lolo and Colás begin to look more alike than
humanly possible... He even barks in class! Now it's time to figure
out what's going on and how to fix it before all his old friends
point him out as the new weirdo in class. Although maybe that's
not as bad as it seems...

Pages: 144

Urban Legends and Rhymes

It is not easy being a green dog, like Colás, and neither is it a
green-haired boy who looks more and more like a dog, like Lolo.
Even so, he has begun to get used to his new canine quirks. The
problem is Colás: he is also becoming more human, and has taken
to stuffing himself with pizza and soap operas holed up on the
couch and not talking to anyone. Their friendship is in danger!
Luckily, Lolo has the help of Abril, armed with her pencil and
skateboard. And maybe you'll also discover something interesting
about Villegas, that quiet classmate...

Pages: 120

My Family and Other Animals 

Hurricane Paquita is approaching, and it is not just about the
storm to be announced on the news, but about the fearsome
Aunt Paquita, who comes from town to spend a few days at Lolo
and Colás's house. And she is bringing her cat! As if that were not
enough, in class they have been assigned a project on "humans
as social animals." What the hell does that mean? On top of that,
Lolo and his friends have been foisted on the insufferable
Margarita as their co-worker. With any luck, she'll stay glued to her
new phone and leave them alone. Although Lolo is never lucky...
Pages: 154

Pub. year: 2022

Ages: 10+
Format: Paperback
Size: 21x27cm
Publisher: Anaya
Rights sold: Spanish



Jordi Sierra i Fabra has cultivated all
genres as a writer, from detective and
science fiction novels to children's and YA
narrative, poetry, humor, history, biography
and essays. He is an authority on rock
music, founder and director in Spain of
various music magazines. His work has
been translated into several languages   and
awarded with numerous awards.

Alberto Díaz, after studying drafting and
then cartoons, he ended up settling into
the world of editorial illustration. He has
since done a lot of things: graphic humor,
comics, animations for internet and
cinema, drawing workshops for kids,
illustrations for t-shirts or for wrapping
paper, brochures... He is co-author: the
adventures of Detective Owl and Carla and
Lettuce, series by Anaya that connect very
well with teachers and readers.

Words from Caramelo
Gonzalo Moure & María Girón

OVER
100,000
copies
sold!

Middle grade

Jordi Sierra i Fabra & Alberto Díaz

Escape Book

Only the best readers will be able to
escape...

Elisabet goes to the fair with her best friend, Alicia, and Bruno
and Iván. There they will enter an attraction called Escape Book
which, as its name suggests, is a literary-themed escape room.
At first, it doesn't seem like anything special: riddles about One
Thousand and One Nights, Robinson Crusoe, Peter Pan... the

typical stuff. Of course, the setting is amazing! Maybe too
much...

When the walls begin to appear and disappear, Elisabet and her
friends understand that the consequences of not finishing the

challenge in time could be much more dangerous than what one
would expect from a fairground attraction.

Ages: 12+
Pages: 120
Format: Paperback
Size: 114.5x21cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Anaya
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan

Ages: 10+
Pages: 80
Format: Hardcover
Size: 20.5x28.5 cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: Anaya
Rights sold: Catalan, Portuguese,
Korean, Italian, Spanish, Simpl.
Chinese, Turkish 

Middle grade

Special edition to celebrate
the 20th anniversary.

Kori is a deaf boy who lives in the Sahara refugee camps and goes
to school without understanding what reading and writing is for. In
his uncle's corral a little caramel-colored camel is born, which soon

becomes his friend. Kori is used to seeing words in mouth
movements; That's why, when the camel moves its lips, Kori thinks
it's talking. And this is how the need to learn to write is born in him,
to be able to capture the poetic words of his friend Caramelo. But

one day, one terrible day...

AUTHOR'S AWARDS
✷ Jaén Prize

✷ Barco de Vapor Prize

✷ 2017 Cervantes Chico Prize

ILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS
✷ 2010 selected BCBF
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Gonzalo Moure studied Political Science and worked in the press and radio from 1973 to 1989. Since
then he has dedicated himself to writing books for adults and for children and young people. He has
been awarded important prizes for children's and young people's literature.

María Girón studied Fine Arts at the University of Barcelona and the Academy of Fine Arts of Bologna,
and graduated from the University of Seville. In those years she fell in love with painting, drawing and
engraving, so she decided to specialize in illustration at the Llotja School of Arts and Crafts, in
Barcelona. She decided to dedicate herself professionally to illustration in 2010.

AUTHOR’S AWARDS

✷ Anaya Prize 2013

✷ SM Ibero-American Prize for Children's

Literature and Youth 2013

✷ 2012 Cervantes Chico Prize

✷ National Prize for Children's and Young

People's Literature in 2007

✷ Anaya Prize for Children's and

Young People's Literature



The Beginning

Carla’s father is worried about his daughter’s overactive imagination and
her eagerness to search for mysteries here, there, and everywhere. But
her grandfather Carlos, who was once an explorer and adventurer, has a
better understanding of his granddaughter, and gives her a very special
owl costume which lends her certain powers, including the ability to see
at night, to make short flights and to be resistant to knocks and bumps. 

Pub. year: 2014

Detective Owl Series Over
100,000

copies sold 

Operation Petroglyph
Summer vacation has finally arrived! Carla and her friend Ratón have
signed up for a camp in the Ancares forest, in Galicia. At night, Carla
takes advantage of the fact that everyone is asleep to go for walks in the
forest and put her new owl skills into practice.

Pub. year: 2014
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Ages: 9+
Pages: 144
Format: Hardcover
Size: 15x21.5cm
Publisher: Anaya
Rights sold: French, Catalan,
Spanish

A new superheroine? Not just
that, but a detective as well

Her name is Carla Ventura, and she describes herself as “the
best detective in the whole wide world”. Carla loves
investigating, solving mysteries, and reading comics. 
Within their pages, we can find narrative text, a large amount
of dialogue, and as is to be expected, given that the main
character is a big fan of comics, a great deal of comic art.
Comics are used as a narrative language combining literary
and graphic aspects and are also a fascinating aesthetic
reference for children with their fantasy, colour, great
adventures and intense feelings. 

Equipo Lechuza is formed by Miguel Can, Álvaro Núñez, and
Alberto Díaz. From a young age, all three felt a special
inclination for drawing. Infected by the universe of the
cartoons they saw on TV, the adventure comics and the
mystery books they read, they ended up studying Fine Arts,
Architecture and cartoons respectively. This passion ends up
becoming a profession, each working independently for
publishing houses and design and communication
companies; which makes possible their participation in
projects that range from comics, web design, animation,
textbooks, space decoration and many more projects on
such exciting topics as environmental education, food and
health, and humor. among many others.

Equipo Lechuza

The Disturbing Case of the Broken Egg
Nothing ever happens in Grandma Nana's town. For a few months now,
Carla's mother and her partner, Ramón, have been living there with their
children and, although Carla misses them, she is not very enthusiastic
about spending a few days there.

Pub. year: 2015

The Clown Menace

The funniest case of Detective Owl.

Pub. year: 2017

The Five Wild Ones

Detective Owl faces the most dangerous case of his career.

Pub. year: 2021



Pub. year: 2018

Pub. year: 2019
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Best-selling author Alain Surget
shows the dangers of changing
the course of history while time
traveling!

SELLING POINTS
Author of 13 title Mysteries series. 
Linked to school curricula.
Empowered protagonists and discovery of new
civilizations and believes. 
Suspense, quest, action and time travel: great
ingredients for a thrilling story! 
Full of historical and cultural references.

Nanie, Yann and Loup share a passion for History and
adventure. When Gaspard, their old scientist friend,
invents a fantastic time machine, they become the ‘Time
Explorers’. Mission: anything we can imagine BUT change
the course of History!

Alain Surget is a successful writer who specializes in YA
literature. He started writing at 17 years old, he studied and
lectured History, and combining both passions, he has
written more than 170 adventure novels for youngsters up
to date.

Time Explorers YA Novel Series
Alain Surget

Ages: 11+
Pages: 208
Format: Paperback
Size: 14x21.5cm
Publisher: ABC Melody
Rights sold: French

Looking for Pharaoh

Attack on Troy

Double Plot in Rome 

MEET THE GANG:

NANIE
Cheerful and curious, this girl has
a terrific sense of observation...
An essential asset as a Time
Explorer.

LOUP
Calm and thoughtful, this boy is
wary of hasty decisions... Time
travel? He can take it, but only for
a little while!

YANN
With joyful humour and
eloquence, the last (but not least!)
member of the trio is never at a
loss for words and loves
adventure above everything
else... no matter what it takes!

Sent by old inventor Gaspard to the heart of the Trojan War, Nanie,
Yann and Loup have a mission: to find King Priam's treasure. But
when they arrive, they discover a plot hatched by two Trojan
merchants and a high priest. Wishing to hasten the end of the war
to resume their activities, they kidnap Astyanax, son of Hector,
during a banquet. The child is freed on condition that the Trojans let
Helen return to Greece. Without delay, our three heroes set off in
search of the young boy. They take turns to infiltrate into the Greek
and Trojan camps, posing as envoys of the god Kronos. If they don't
find Astyanax, the outcome of the entire war is threatened...
But the Time Explorers are ready to brave any danger to restore the
course of history!

For this third travel in time, Gaspard invites Nanie, Loup and Yann to
immerse themselves in a major event in the history of Rome:
Caesar's Triumph. The teenagers are thrilled at the prospect of
attending the festivities alongside the Emperor and Cleopatra. The
only problem is that a plot, led by an as yet unknown enemy, is
being hatched against the Queen of Egypt. Once there, the three
friends find themselves drawn into the city's underworld, where
they discover the lively daily life of Roman people. In the middle of
the night, Nanie is kidnapped and sold the next day on the slave
market! Our heroes are disoriented in a city where events are out of
their control, but an unexpected encounter could change
everything.

Pub. year: 2018

Eager for adventure, Yann, Loup and Nanie love meeting up at
Gaspard's house. Today, this kind-hearted but slightly mad old
inventor has some great news: his time machine works, and the
three friends will be able to travel back in time! First trip? A day in
the Egypt of the pharaohs. But it seems that Anubis, god of the
dead, has decided otherwise... If our three heroes wish to return to
their own time, they must first save Khephren, heir to the Egyptian
throne! A perilous mission. Accompanied by Princess Meritites, the
three friends will criss-cross the country and cross paths with a
"Shadow Swallower", killer and henchman of Djedefre. Brother of
Khaphre and evil Pharaoh, he'll do anything to keep his place... 

BOOK AWARDS

✷  Shortlisted Prix Michel Tournier 2021

College Category

Double Plot in Rome
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A pirate series where granny is
the heroine!

Assumpta Mercader, Josep
“Kako” Carrasco & Pepe Palma

The Pirate Granny
and the Storm
Mantle 

There have been some terrible storms in the pirate
community, and it seems to be The Pirate Granny’s
crew fault. How will they stop these storms to help the
other pirates?

The Pirate Granny Series
Assumpta Mercader, Josep “Kako” Carrasco & Pepe Palma

The Pirate Granny

Marina and Ulysses are about to dive into an incredible
adventure. When they arrive to their granny’s mansion,
they discover the greatest kept secret in their family...
Granny is a pirate! And not only that; she was the most
legendary pirate of the seven seas and their grandad
was lost on an island that only emerges every 40 years!
The same night after grandad disappeared 40 years
ago, Ulysses is kidnapped by Captain Lobster. This will
be the start of an unforgettable trip with granny and
her weird crew!

Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan.

Pub. year: 2019

SELLING POINTS 
A mix of traditional pirates’ adventures and current
times. 
An introduction to legendary Mediterranean
mythology characters. 
Quality entertainment to promote children’s
imagination and creativity.
Teaching and reading guide available.
Booktrailer.
Bookmark.

Soon
on a streaming

platform!
EN, FR, DE, ES

Assumpta Mercader is a narrator, actress, and puppeteer.
She is one of the most active narrators in Catalonia and
has participated in many festivals and shows. She also
frequently collaborates in library activities. 

Josep “Kako” Carrasco & Pepe Palma are a team formed
by a graphic designer and an illustrator. They have done
various commercials and projects for publishing houses.
They have made designs and illustrations for institutional
and environmental campaigns as well as educational
projects (comic books, board games) and worked on
several animation projects (movies and TV shows). 

Ages: 10+
Pages: 264
Format: Paperback
Size: 14x22cm
Pub. year: 2023
Publisher: El Pirata

Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan

SOONSOON



Sustainable Development Goals:

End Poverty. 1.
Zero Hunger. 2.
Good Health and Well-Being. 3.
Quality Education. 4.
Gender Equality.5.
Clean Water and Sanitation.6.
Affordable and Clean Energy.7.
Decent Work and Economic Growth. 8.
Industry, innovación and Infrastructure. 9.
Reduce Inequalities.10.
Sustainable cities and communities. 11.
Responsible Consumption and Production. 12.
Climate Action.13.
Life Below Water.14.
Life On Land.15.
 Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions. 16.
Partnerships17.

Rubbish and more
Rubbish 

Discover ideas to reduce
consumption, reuse and
recycle better.
Goal tackled: #12
Pub. year: 2020
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Middle gradeMission: Planet Series
Alain Surget & Louis Alloing

Pub. year: 2020

What type of energy
do you use? 

Discover ideas to
consume energy in a
more sustainable way.
Goal tackled: #7 & #13

Pub. year: 2020

What do we eat? 

Dosciver ideas for a
healthy and sustainable
diet.
Goal tackled: #2

Pub. year: 2020

Saving the
oceans 

Discover ideas to protect
the oceans and make the
Earth a sustainable place.
Goal tackled: #14

Pub. year: 2021

Learn to be
Happy 

Discover ideas to reduce
consumption, reuse and
recycle better. 
Goal tackled: #4 & #8

Pub. year: 2021

A Healthy Body On
a Healthy Mind 

Discover ideas for
feeling good and being
happier.
Goal tackled: #3 Ages: 6+

Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 21x21cm
Publisher: Anaya
Rights sold: Spanish

A series that covers the
Objectives of the United Nations
2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development

In 2015, at the Sustainable Development Summit, the
countries that are members of the United Nations drew up
the 2030 Agenda, which contains the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals to ensure a better future for all with the
idea that all countries, regardless of their level of
development and wealth, commmit to take action to protect
the planet and ensure that by 2030 all people enjoy peace
and prosperity. Although these goals are not mandatory,
each country must take responsibility for working to ensure
that they are met. 

Lucía Serrano as a kid decided that
when she grew up she would be a
"storyteller", but one of those who tell
stories with words as well as with
images. So, when she turned eighteen,
she began to study Fine Arts. Since
then she has published over 30 stories,
learned from great masters of
illustration and she has received several
awards. 

AUTHOR’S AWARDS
✷ Cuatrogatos Foundation 2016 Award 

✷ Junceda 2012 Award

✷ Fondo de Cultura Económico 2009 Award

✷ Princesa de Éboli 2008 Award by Anaya



Pub. year: 2020

Pub. year: 2018
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Middle grade

Essential series to laugh out loud! 

SELLING POINTS
Magnificent illustrations that highlight the characters’
most outlandish moments. 
Hilarious stories told through the voices of children. 
They deal with moral values, such as social equality,
altruism, or self-reflection. 

Judith and Johan have a common goal: to be superheroes
and help others through the craziest and most outlandish
ideas! Besides the great reading time and the hilarious
situations, children can relate to their protagonists thanks
to values like social equality, altruism, or self-reflexion.

Ester Farran is a Fiction Writing teacher. She has written
multiple children’s
stories and novels and received awards such as the
Stories that Matter Award (2013) and the Women’s Letters
Award (2013).

Jordi Sales holds a Degree in Fine Arts. He owns an
illustration and design studio, where he works for multiple
publishers and focuses on children’s and YA literature.

Judith's & Johan's Troubles Series
Ester Farran & Jordi Sales 

Don't Mess with the Holidays! 

Don't Mess with School! 

Don't Mess with Chocolate!

This summer Judith and Johan have made an alliance that will
change the lives of everyone around them. They have joined
forces for one purpose: to play the role of vigilante superheroes
and help others. To do so, they will deploy all their arsenal of fun,
quirky ideas and, above all, lots of chocolate. 

The summer vacations have already started! Judith and Johan
will enjoy some hilarious and crazy adventures in the village, with
funny and unrepeatable scenes.

Judith and Johan play the role of vigilante superheroes to help
those they think need it the most, but everything turns out the
wrong way! When they start school they discover that this year
they have Mr. Amela as their teacher, who is world famous for
four reasons, and none of them is to be funny. And how can you
be a vigilante with a teacher who looks like a sergeant? Judith
and Johan find a way to do it and they're going to make as big a
mess as when they were on vacation. They can't help it!

Pub. year: 2016

Ages: 8+
Pages: 200
Format: Paperback
Size: 13.5x19cm
Publisher: El Pirata 
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan



NEW!NEW!
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Board books

Ages: 1+
Pages: 18
Format: Boardbook
Size: 13x16cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Spanish (Latam)

All these animals will awaken Carlota
if they don’t stop making noises...

A story that brings this book to life through animal
onomatopoeias, adding and repeating each animal sound until

they finally manage to awaken Carlota. The repetition of words and
the inclusion of onomatopoeias create a special rhythm in the text,

adding musicality and fluency to the reading. 

This book will make even the sleepiest ones laugh and wake up. 

Sleep, Sleep, Carlota
 Nuppita Pittman

Board books

SELLING POINTS
Ideal for promoting
vocabulary.
Eye-catching and
simple illustrations.

Nuppita Pittman wast trained at ARTEDIEZ School. She took part in the collective exhibition “Pequeño
Gran Planeta 6” in the Mad is Mad gallery and on her own in the “La Fabulosa” bookstore, as well as in
numerous illustration fairs such as Ilustrísima, Dibumad, FLIC and Mazoka. She combines her
professional activity as an illustrator and in the publishing sector. She also teaches workshops and
classes on graphic expression and techniques.

Ages: 2+
Pages: 26
Format: Board book
Size: 17x12cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Spanish (Latam)

A dazzling book about the desire to
continue exploring

Walking in a natural environment is always an invitation to look at what
surrounds us with the eyes of explorers, in a forest, a beach, or even in

a big city park. Hidden in the landscape are treasures waiting to be
found: leaves, feathers, seeds, snails. Our land holds many treasures
and this story inspires the desire to go out and look for them. Spend

time outdoors, listening, feeling, and observing our natural environment
without losing the capacity for wonder. The protagonist discovers a

treasure and wonders... where does it comes from? How did I get
there? Will anyone else find it?

A Treasure
Luciana Feito

SELLING POINTS
Perfect to stimulate a love for
nature and curiosity about hidden
natural wonders.
A thought-provoking book about
what the earth gives us, ideal to
work in small groups.
Delicate and sweet illustrations.

Luciana Feito was born in 1981 in
Buenos Aires, Argentina, where she
currently lives. After graduating as a
graphic designer from the University
of Buenos Aires (FADU), she
discovered the world of illustration,
and today she dedicates herself
mainly to this activity. He illustrates
children's books for different
publishers in various countries. His
drawings can also be seen in
magazines, games, stationery, and
textiles.

AUTHOR’S AWARDS
✷ 2020 Illustrated Album Award from Planeta Tangerina

✷ 2019 Finalist Apila First Impression Award

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the Year 2023



Including a QR code to
check answer key and

learn fun facts! 

SOONSOON

NEW!NEW!

NEWNEW
X-MASX-MAS

CO-EDITION!CO-EDITION!
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Board books

Subi

Giant look-and-find game books

SELLING POINTS
Three difficulty levels so the book can be enjoyed for
many years. 
Spectacular illustrations full of detail and humor.
 Helps develop reading, writing, and phonological skills
through the games.
 Each book has an answer key online that also includes
fun facts about each topic. 

Have a great time playing while learning about ancient
cultures, beloved monsters, and great adventurers from all
over the world! Including answer key online with historical
fun facts about each topic.

Joan Subirana "Subi" studied drawing, comic, graphic
design and art. He won the Tombatossals Picture Book
Award 2000, and ever since, he has worked as a
children’s literature illustrator. He published over 150 titles,
many of which translated into Hebrew, Dutch, English,
Chinese, Korean, or French.

The Big Game Book
Series
Subi

The Big Game Book of Civilizations

Ages: 3+
Pages: 14
Format: Hardcover
Size: 27x37cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: El Pirata 
Rights sold to: English (World), Spanish, Catalan

The Big Game Book of Adventurers

Ages: 3+
Pages: 14
Format: Hardcover
Size: 27x37cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: El Pirata 
Rights sold to: English (World), Spanish, Catalan, French (World)

The Big Game Book of Space

Ages: 3+
Pages: 14
Format: Hardcover
Size: 27x37cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: El Pirata 
Rights sold to: English (World), Spanish, Catalan.

The Big Game Book of Adventurers

Ages: 3+
Pages: 14
Format: Hardcover
Size: 27x37cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: El Pirata 
Rights sold to: English (World), Spanish, Catalan

Subi

The Big Game Book
of Dinosaurs

The Big Game Book
of Christmas

  NEW CO-EDITION DATES!NEW CO-EDITION DATES!
Files in: first June 2024 

FOB HK: end July 2024



SOONSOON SOONSOON
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Board books

Ages: 8+
Pages: 22 cards
Format: Cards with holes for binder rings
Size: 8 x 11 cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: MTAM
Rights sold: Catalan, Spanish (World).

Spot them! Trees Spot them! Rocks

TWO MORE TITLES COMING SOON...

SELLING POINTS
Rigorous texts and detailed illustrations in portable guides.
Includes a binder ring for each set.
Encourages environmental awareness and mindfulness by paying
attention to small details.
Guides for all the family—the perfect excuse to enjoy quality time
together in a natural environment.
The ideal gifts for any nature lover!

Spot them! Birds

Spot them! Series

Anna Sanjuan & Ramon Baucells

Anna Sanjuan is a
translator and watercolorist
illustrator. Her works show
her fascination for
seascapes, but she is a
versatile artist who also
works with all kinds of
landscapes, botanical and
animal illustration, and
even other artistic
techniques and media.

Ramon Baucells is a
naturalist and ornithologist.
He is also a member of an
ecologist organization that
aims to make the world of
birds accessible to the
general public, particularly
to children.

Spot them! Birds is a small guide to getting started in bird
watching. Twenty species in detailed illustrations,

accompanied by a brief technical data sheet and a description
to easily identify the birds.

Ages: 8+
Pages: 22 cards
Format: Cards with holes for binder rings
Size: 8 x 11 cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: MTAM
Rights sold: Catalan, Spanish (World).

Spot them! Clouds
Anna Sanjuan

Spot them! Birds is a small guide to getting started in cloud
spotting. Twenty types of clouds in detailed illustrations,

accompanied by a brief technical data sheet with a cloud level
range and a description to easily identify the clouds.

NEW!NEW!

NEW!NEW!

CO-EDITION DATES!CO-EDITION DATES!
Files in: first July 2024

FOB TR: end August 2024



SELLING POINTS
Improve the baby's self-awareness and visual observation.
Improve the motor skills of the baby.
Encourage imagination and language skills.
Stimulate curiosity.
Encourage play and participation.

Ages: 2+
Pages: Box with three books made of
different fabrics
Format: Box with books (Novelety)
Box size: 28x28x4 cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: Pirata
Rights sold: Catalan, English & Spanish.
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Board booksBoard books

Board game that includes a puzzle and a memory game at the
same time. It contains 12 pairs of cardboard cards, where each

pair includes an animal and its offspring. It can be played in
two ways: puzzle and memory game. The cards are made of

cardboard with rounded tips and are contained in a thick
cardboard box.

Animal Memo-Puzzle
Paloma Valdivia

SELLING POINTS
Perfect to develop hand-eye coordination skills, fine
motor skills and shape recognition.
Preschool memory game to train cognition, memory,
concentration and vocabulary.
Perfect size for small children, easy to hold in hands
and pick up from the floor.
Eye-catching and simple illustrations.

Paloma Valdivia is an author,
illustrator and editor with lots of
experience. Her main passion is
using her knowledge and skills for
children. 

PUBLISHER'S AWARDSILLUSTRATOR'S AWARDS
✷ Cover artist for the 58th

Illustrator’s Exhibition 2024 BCBF

✷ Cuatrogatos Foundation

2018 Award

✷ Bologna Children's Bookfair 2014

Special Mention

✷ Best Children's Publisher of the

Year 2023

2-in-1: a fun memory game and
puzzle

Ages: 2+
Pages: 12 pairs of cardboard pieces
Format: Puzzle (Novelety)
Box size: 18 x 9 x 3,8 cm
Cards size: 8 x 8 cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Spanish (Latam)

This box includes three titles for three different day times:
1) Who is hiding there?: An interactive fabric story, with stimulating
flaps and a built-in mirror. It is the ideal story to entertain the little

ones during the day.
2) Go to Sleep, Little Sheep: An interactive tale made of velvety fabric,
with a stuffed sheep incorporated, which must be placed in pockets to

discover the bedtime routine (eating, showering and going to bed).
3) It's bath time: Interactive with a magic ink that makes a bunch of

animals appear when it gets wet.

My First Baby Stories
Alicia Teba

Three interactive games for children

Waterproof and magic ink

With flaps

With stuffed sheep & pockets

Co-edition
dates

available!

https://www.amanuta.cl/blogs/autores/paloma-valdivia


Have you ever wondered what happens when you mix yellow with
magenta? And if you add even more magenta? If you’re curious,

follow Aran and Little Tiger through colourful windows to different
fantastical worlds as they search for...

Mixing Colours explores how different shades of colours are
created. Its protagonists travel to fantastic worlds which they

access through acetate windows that make the tigress change
colour to show primary, secondary, and even tertiary colours.

Have you ever noticed that the letters of the alphabet are
hiding all around us? For instance, if we look carefully at
the roofs of houses we can see a shape like an A, diving
goggles can be shaped like a B, or a fish’s scales shaped

like the letter C. Observe and discover the 26 letters of the
alphabet hidden within the pages of this book and learn their
shapes by tracing the indents on the page with your finger.
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Board books

Ages: 2+
Pages: 28
Format: Board book with die-cuts.
Size: 25x14 cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: MTAM
Rights sold: Catalan, Spanish (World).

Mixing Colours Tracing letters
Selected board books (MTM)

Board books

SELLING POINTS
Interactive board books to encourage
creativity, develop fine motor skills, and
learn about basic concepts (numbers,
letters, colours).
Appealing and vivid illustrations by artsy
illustrators.
Different die-cuts for each book: acetate
die-cut windows (Colours), textured UVI on
the numbers and removable die-cut
counters (Numbers), die-cut letters hidden
within the illustrations (Letters).
Ideal to play, learn, and enjoy on their own,
fostering their autonomy.

Marina Sáez Mariona Tolosa i Sisteré

A fun book for learning the numbers 1 to 10 in an interactive
and visual way. Accompanied by adorable animals on every

page, your child will learn how each number is written by
exploring each textured shape with their fingers. Also, by

experimenting with the counters and placing them into the
spaces cut out on each page, they will learn to associate each

number with the quantity it represents.

Ages: 2+
Pages: 22
Format: Board book with die-cuts.
Size: 25x14 cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: MTAM
Rights sold: Catalan, Spanish (World).

Counting Numbers
Susie Hammer

BOOK AWARDS
✷ Shortlisted for FLIC Festival’s

FLIC RECOMANA 2020

ILLUSTRATOR'S AWARDS
✷ Best Books of 2021 - New York

Public Library

Ages: 2+
Pages: 28
Format: Board book with die-cuts.
Size: 25x14 cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: MTAM
Rights sold: Catalan, Spanish (World).

Marina Sáez is an award-winning illustrator. She
has studied architecture, fine arts, and illustration
and currently combines her work as a freelance
illustrator and teacher. Her work has been exhibited
in Barcelona, Athens, Berlin and Chicago.

Susie Hammer (Warsaw, 1990) is a freelance
illustrator based in Barcelona who has
worked on 14 published children’s books and
many other projects. Her simple and lively style
has also gained her almost 70K fans and
followers on her Instagram page.

Mariona Tolosa Sisteré studied illustration in
Barcelona. She has illustrated picture books,
articles, and posters and has worked designing
lettering and fabrics. Her books have been
published in more than 18 languages.

✷ Selected 2022 Best Catalan Books by the

OEPLI

✷ Shortlisted The Illustrators Exhibition at

2023 Bologna Children’s Book Fair

✷ Winner 2024 Junceda Award - Fiction

Children’s Book

✷ Shortlisted 2024 Atrapallibres Award

✷ Special Mention 2021 International

Picture Book Award by the Insular

Library of Gran Canaria

✷ Special Mention 2022 Finestres

Award for Comics in Catalan

AUTHOR’S AWARDS

✷ Shortlisted The Illustrators Exhibition

at 2023 Bologna Children’s Book Fair

✷ Winner 2024 Junceda Award -

Fiction Children’s Book

Co-edition
dates

available!



Author with
400,000

copies sold!
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Bonilla Series

Rocio Bonilla

SELLING POINTS
Grant available for all titles.
A toddlers' favourite, ideal to introduce them to
routines, feelings and everyday experiences.
An enthralling character that dazzles with her
simplicity, tender innocence and inexhaustible
curiosity.
Suggestive illustrations with a powerful visual
narrative.

I'm HappyMinimoni was a baby too, find out
her stories!

Minimoni has reached many countries thanks to What
Colour is a Kiss? and Are you Bored, Minimoni? Now we
can see her as a baby, discovering daily routines or looking
for her beloved teddy bear. Eight titles for toddlers in
which this charming and sweet character embarks on the
adventure of discovering the world.

Let's Eat!

Rocio Bonilla
Bath Time

Pub. year: 2023

Pub. year: 2023

Ages: 1+
Pages: 20
Format: Boardbook
Size: 16x16cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: Bromera 
Rights available in: Finland, Iceland, India,
Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Norway,
Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA, and Vietnam.

Rocio Bonilla holds a Fine Arts degree and a PhD in
Education. She is one of the most prominent and
successful Spanish authors. Her unique and inspiring
style, her touching stories full of charming and tender
characters has conquered hundreds of thousands of
readers around the world. Nowadays, her books are
published in more than 20 languages from different
cultures, bringing to readers the key to a powerful
universe of imagination.

I Get Angry! Hello!

Where's the Teddy
Bear?

Time to Tidy Up! I'm Scared!

AUTHOR'S AWARDS

✷ Junior Library Guild Selection 2023

✷ California Young Readers Golden

Medal Finalist 2019

✷ Fundación Cuatrogatos Selection

2018

✷ Prix du Livre Vivant 2018

✷ Tas lu, ça t’a plu? 2018 Prize

✷ Little Hakka Awards Finalist 2017

✷ LibràNous Finalist 2017

✷ Serra d’Or Children's Critic Award

2017
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Board books

Selected board books (Amanuta)
By Yael Frankel · 16x16cm · 20 pages

Year: 2022
Pub.: Amanuta
Sold: Spanish
(Latam)

In Family
Daily things a
family do as such
through a child's
eyes.

Year: 2022
Pub.: Periplo
Sold: Spanish
(Latam)

For Lala
Imagine sharing a
house with the
ones you love and
that always has its
door open.

Year: 2020
Pub.: Amanuta
Sold: Spanish
(Latam)

Neighbourhood
Musicians
EVERYONE can
sing, dance and
play. Music is a
universal language.

Year: 2019
Pub.: Amanuta
Sold: Spanish
(Latam)

Rita and the
Dragon
Full of tenderness,
adventure and fun,
it will enchant the
old and young.

Year: 2018
Pub.: Amanuta
Sold: Portuguese
(PT), Spanish
(Latam)

On Wheels
An invitation to the
smallest readers to
learn about the
world of wheels
and all the modes
of transportation.

Year: 2018
Pub.: Amanuta
Sold: Spanish
(Latam)

Pets
There are so many
choices if you
want a pet: dogs,
cats... but there
are more
imaginative ones.... Year: 2018

Pub.: Amanuta
Sold: Spanish
(Latam), French
(France)

Everybody
Goes to Sleep
Lola has too many
questions before
going to sleep.

Feeling and experiencing nature is
one of the wonders of life

Feel the Wind is an intermediary through which we can pause,
to perceive and reflect on nature. The die-cut windows and

abstract figures are as essential to this book.

Ray of Light begins with light passing through a tiny opening,
then invites the reader to move the book around to see the
light from different perspectives and understand where it is
coming from. The playful shapes stimulate the imagination,

accompanied by light’s faithful companion – shadow. 

The poetic text escorts and gently guides the reader through
the experience. 

Co-edition
dates

available!

Ages: 1+
Pages: 22
Format: Hardcover
Size: 20x20cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Spanish (Latam)

Gracia González

Feel the Wind & Ray of Light

Gracia González studies Design, allowing her to connect with other disciplines like
Art, Photography, Cinema and Aesthetics, and focusing on how to live significant
experiences.

Board books

Yael Frankel is an author and illustrator born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, who has published in
France, Italy, Spain, the United States, China, South Korea, Colombia, Chile and Argentina and has
been multi-awarded for her splendid work.

BOOK AWARDS
✷ Feel the Wind The White Ravens

Award 2022

✷ Ray of Light The BRAW Amazing

Bookshelf 2023

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the

Year 2023AUTHOR’S AWARDS

✷ White Ravens Catalogue 2015

and 2020

✷ Cuatrogatos Foundation 2016

Award

✷ ALIJA IBBY Argentina 2017

✷ Nami Island Illustration Korea

Award 2019

✷ 2019 Sharjah Children's

Reading Festival 

✷ Bologna Children's Bookfair

2022 Special Mention

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the

Year 2023



Selected board books (Amanuta)

Ages: 1+
Pages: 24
Format: Boardbook
Size: 15x15cm
Publication year: 2018 & 2022
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: French (World),
Spanish (Latam)
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Board books

Various authors & Paloma Valdivia · 16x16cm · 14 pages · Pub. Amanuta

Year: 2014
Pub.: Amanuta
Sold: Spanish
(World), Italian,
Portugese (PR)

Out And About
Let's trot, gallop,
fly... with different
animals and finally
walk with grandad. 

Board books

Good experiences teach us to
accept and value our body. 

My Body Feels is about their feelings and bodies. The body
feels and shows emotions through movements and behaviors.

A smile lights up a face, anger pinches it and fear makes us
want to hide... The illustrations connect children with simple

experiences, helping them recognize and name their emotions.

My Body Speaks is an invitation to explore the different parts
of the body through gestures and actions. Combing their hair,
sticking out their tongue or looking at their belly, we invite the

child to experiment with their own body. Children can play
alone or with someone, but the best is when everyone

participates trying not to forget that the discovery of the world
begins with their own body.

Patricia Fernández Bieberach & Margarita Valdés

My Body Feels & My Body Speaks

Patricia Fernández Bieberach is an author and child-adolescent psychologist. She has published
several articles about emotional well-being of children and adolescents, in addition to maintaining
his psychotherapy consultation. She is the author of several children's books. 

Margarita Valdés holds a degree in Art and in Illustration and Comic. She has collaborated with
many publishers.

Paloma Valdivia is an author, illustrator and editor with a degree in design and a postgraduate degree in
Illustration. Her main passion are stories, illustrations, books and especially children. She has received
many awards and recognitions.

Year: 2015
Pub.: Amanuta
Sold: Spanish
(Latam)

Everything In Its
Place
Learn how animals
reappear in their
natural habitats as
spring blossoms.

Year: 2015
Pub.: Amanuta
Sold: Spanish
(Latam)

Colours
Meet different
animals, each with a
different color. Book
to sing, read, watch
and play,

Year: 2014
Pub.: Amanuta
Sold: Spanish (Latam)

Each Sheep With
Her Baby
Different animals
dancing with their
babies while children
dance too.

Year: 2023
Pub.: Amanuta
Sold: Spanish
(Latam)

A Yellow
Caterpillar
Through the
transformation of a
butterfly, children
learn to wait and
observe the beauty
of nature.

Year: 2013
Pub.: Amanuta
Sold: Spanish
(Latam)

I Had 10 Little
Dogs
Children discover
colors and learn to
recognize shapes,
through a song.

Year: 2013
Pub.: Amanuta
Sold: Spanish
(Latam)

There Was A
Little Frog
A song will
encourage
children to
pronounce, repeat
and memorize.

ILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS
✷ Selected Best Books 2019

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the

Year 2023
ILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS
✷ Cover artist for the 58th

Illustrator’s Exhibition 2024 BCBF

✷ 100 Outstanding Picture Books 

dPictus 2023

✷ Cuatrogatos Foundation 2018

✷ Mention at the Bologna Book 

Fair 2014

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the 

Year 2023
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Board books

Carolina Delpiano & Dani Scharf

Pee

Ages: 1+
Pages: 28
Format: Boardbook
Size: 16.9x19.1cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Spanish (Latam)

Carolina Delpiano is a graphic designer and she also studied Design in Art & Theatre. Her
photographies have been exhibited in various international shows. She also writes for
children.

Sol Undurraga Machicao studied Architecture but she focused on becoming an illustrator.
Invited to give opening talks at FILIJ in Guadalajara and Oaxaca and at FILBO in Bogotá. She
has participated in group and solo international exhibitions and also works for various
newspapers in various countries.

Ruth had better run! 

The book shows a very common situation for
kids, but it also that it is natural and can be taken
with a healthy dose of humor, together with lots

of hilarious rhyming verses. Let's navigate a
world that is part imaginary and part real, as she

tries to find a way to get to the bathroom. 

Poop
Carolina Delpiano & Sol Undurraga

Board books

SELLING POINTS
Artsy and comic-like illustrations.
Hilarious and rhymed texts, full of
alliterations—ideal to be read aloud!
Ideal for potty training and the
transition from diapers to toilet.
Downloadable colouring sheet with
different types of poops
(endpapers).

Ages: 1+
Pages: 28
Format: Boardbook
Size: 16.9x19.1cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Spanish (Latam)

Will this sleepover end dry?

This is a child’s first sleepover at his best friend’s
house, but he may have a tough time going pee
at the right time and place... It is an adventure-

filled book that merges dreams and reality with a
great healthy dose of humor with lots of hilarious

rhyming verses. Shame and sorrow can be
overcome by friendship and understanding.

Carolina Delpiano is a graphic designer and she also studied Design in Art & Theatre. Her
photographies have been exhibited in various international shows. She also writes for
children.

Dani Scharf, Illustrator and Art Director, navigates the publishing world and creative
universes. Make illustrations for books, magazines, posters and records. His style combines
the resignification of engraving and an essential appreciation for the concept.

SELLING POINTS
Ideal to address bed-wetting and
potty training with children in a
funny and entertaining way.
Invites children to overcome anxiety
and fears related to bed-wetting.
Vibrant and cheerful illustrations.

ILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS
✷ 200 Best Illustrators by Lüerzer's

Archive

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the

Year 2023

ILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS
✷ Opera Prima Bologna Ragazzi Award 2018 

✷ Nami Island Illustration

Korea Award 2018

✷ Bologna Children's Bookfair 2014 & 2016 catalogue

✷ VII Ilustrarte Biennal Award 2016

✷ Winner Latin American Illustration NY

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the Year 2023

https://www.amanuta.cl/blogs/autores/carolina-del-piano
https://www.amanuta.cl/blogs/autores/carolina-del-piano
https://www.amanuta.cl/blogs/autores/carolina-del-piano
https://amanuta.myshopify.com/blogs/autores/sol-undurraga-machicao
https://www.amanuta.cl/blogs/autores/carolina-del-piano
https://www.amanuta.cl/blogs/autores/carolina-del-piano
https://www.amanuta.cl/blogs/autores/carolina-del-piano
https://amanuta.myshopify.com/blogs/autores/dani-scharf
https://amanuta.myshopify.com/blogs/autores/dani-scharf
https://amanuta.myshopify.com/blogs/autores/dani-scharf


Ages: 8+
Pages: 56
Format: Hardcover
Size: 21,5x28cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Spanish (Latam).

Have you ever wondered about the
leading role of fungi in our lives?

Immerse yourself in this journey through the Kingdom Fungi
and uncover the hidden life that surrounds us: from its crucial
role in nature to its impact on cooking, medicine, agriculture,
and more. Fungi have existed for many years and continue to

surprise and provide utility to this day. Did you know that some
fungi could revolutionize the way we handle waste and care for

our planet?

Octavia Mosciatti & Loreto Salinas

Fungi Kingdom. Interconnected World

NEW!NEW!
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Non-fictionNon-fiction

Octavia Mosciatti is a Chilean journalist, writer and translator. She has also experience in the
publishing industry, particularly in children’s books.

Loreto Salinas has worked as a freelance illustrator in Chile for twelve years. She has devoted her
career to children's illustration, creating books about nature and biodiversity in an entertaining and
visual way. She has been awarded various national and international prizes distinguished and her
books have been translated into XXXXX languages.

SELLING POINTS
A rigorous compendium of
different types and shapes
of fungi, their parts, their
reproduction processes,
their uses, their history...
Appreciate diversity in the
natural world and the
leading role that fungi play
in our lives, in the natural
cycles of nutrients and
water.
Infographic and detailed
scientific illustrations.
Includes introductory text
by a fungi expert and a
glossary.

Arya, the Traveling Whale
María José Pérez Álvarez & Natalia Bruno

Ages: 8+
Pages: 44
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23x26 cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: Amanuta

Rights sold to: Spanish (Latam)

Meet Arya and plunge into the
fascinating world of whales!

The humpback whale is one of the most acrobatic cetaceans.
They leap out of the water, revealing the marks and colors of their

tails as if telling us their name. In this book, we will accompany
Arya, a female whale that will travel from the coasts of Ecuador,

where she will mate, to the Strait of Magellan. She will swim
thousands of kilometers again in search of warm and calm

waters. Arya will teach her calf how to survive, feed,
communicate, and interact with other inhabitants of the ocean.

SELLING POINTS
A rigorous and comprehensive
exploration of whales, covering
behaviour, meeting, breeding,
migrating, amongst many other
fascinating facts.
Delicate and spellbinding
illustrations, with some
infographic-like spreads.
Includes some ecological threats
whales face and tips if you are ever
find yourself close to one—ideal to
foster environmental awareness.

María José Pérez Álvarez is a lecturer and researcher on marine mammals. She is part of the Millenium
Institute: Biodiversity of Antarctic and Subantarctic Ecosystems.

Natalia Bruno studied photography, but she soon fell in love with the world of illustration and children’s
books. Despite having published few books, her work has received international awards. She also
continues her education as an illustrator of picture books.

ILLUSTRATOR'S AWARDS

✷ Bologna Children’s Book Fair 2022 Illustrators

Wall

✷ Best Picture Book 2021 ALIJA Award 

✷ Shortlisted Cuatrogatos Foundation 2021 Award

NEW!NEW!

ILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS
✷ 2 x Colibrí Award (IBBY Chile)

✷ ALIJA Selection (IBBY Argentina)



Spy the Night
Co-edition

dates
available!
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Eugenia Perrella & Ana Suárez

Non-fiction

Eugenia Perrella is a journalist and has worked in the media for over 15 years, especially in the
main Argentinian newspapers, specializing in international news. Then she also focused in
children's and YA literature. 

Ana Suárez holds a degree in Fine Arts and she was granted a scholarship for the Course One
Year Illustration in IED Madrid. She has worked as a graphic designer and illustrator and is co-
founder of the Cultural Association CabezaPájaro . She nows teaches creativity and art
experimentation and keeps designing and illustrating.

Ages: 8+
Pages: 44
Format: Hardcover circle shape
Size: 25x25cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Spanish (Latam).

Let's unveil all the mysteries
under the night dome

It’s sunset... The sun has hidden and night has
arrived. Right at this moment, when everything
seems so dark, a magical world begins. It is the
night dance: wonderful lights turns on, the sky

twinkles, the oceans sparkles, the jungle throbs,
and the sleeping cities lullaby set us up to sleep

with its magic. Look very carefully, open your eyes,
spy on everything that lights up and you will

discover that the night shines in a surprising way. 

SELLING POINTS
The magic of poetic texts meets rigorous
scientific explanations.
An invitation to scientific inquiry.
Includes answers to questions children
have about the sky, space, the planets,
the night, sleep, animals...
Die-cut pages that simulate a 180º vision.

Non-fiction

Sun of my Life
Eugenia Perrella & Gabriela Burin

Let's unveil all the mysteries
of the sun path

Without the Sun, we wouldn’t be what we are. Thanks to it, we
enjoy summer, warm ourselves in winter, listen to the birds
sing, and see ice cream melt. In this vibrant journey around

the Sun, we pay tribute to this great ball of fire that illuminates
us. We travel through space, swim in oceans, learn details

about amazing living beings, visit the most remote and frozen
places on the planet, and hear captivating stories. Because of

the Sun, we are happy. Thanks to the Sun, we have life.

SELLING POINTS
The magic of poetic texts
meets rigorous scientific
explanations.
An invitation to scientific
inquiry.
Includes answers to questions
children have about the sun,
rays, day arc, light, solar
system...
Die-cut pages that simulate a
180º vision

Ages: 8+
Pages: 44
Format: Hardcover circle
shape
Size: 25x25cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Spanish (Latam).

Eugenia Perrella is a journalist and has worked in the media for over 15 years, especially in the
main Argentinian newspapers, specializing in international news. Then she also focused in
children's and YA literature. 

Gabriela Burin is a multi-award-winning author and illustrator, born and raised in Buenos
Aires, Argentina. Her books have been published in Argentina, Uruguay, Chile, Paraguay,
Mexico, United States, China, Spain and United Arab Emirates. She manages her own
illustration workshop in Buenos Aires.

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the Year

2023
PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the Year 2023

ILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS
✷ 2021 BCBF Illustration Exhibition

✷ 2017 Iberoamerican Illustrators

Catalogue

✷ 2x Biennial International of Illustration.

Bratislava.

✷ Honorable Mention Los Mejores del

Banco del Libro 2021 Award

✷ Shortlisted Fundación Cuatro Gatos

2022 Award

✷ Outstanding selection Fundación

Cuatro Gatos 2015 & 2022

✷ 3 x ALIJA IBBY Argentina Awards

✷ Honorable Mention ALIJA IBBY

Argentina 2008

✷ Argentina guest of honor. Bologna

Children’s Book Fair 2008 catalogue.

NEW!NEW!
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Non-fiction

Marta Piedra & Lara Castro-Grañén

Sex FAQs

Non-fiction

Ages: 12+
Pages: 160
Format: Parparback with flaps
Size: 21X23cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: Larousse
Rights sold: Catalan, Spanish,
Portuguese (Portugal), Russian

What teenagers really ask

Based on questions asked by adolescents in sexuality
workshops in secondary schools, the aim of this book is

twofold: for parents to know what questions their
children are really asking and so that adolescents....

An essential book to learn how to have a healthy
relationship with the awakening of sexuality, thanks to

the rigorous information of Lara Castro-Grañén’s answers
and Marta Piedra’s sense of humour.  

Marta Piedra has a restless mind and is an
illustrator and storyteller. She is an
empowered feminist, who doesn’t mince
her words. She studied Fine Arts and is an
advocate of naturalness and diversity. She
uses her illustrations to tell stories on
Instagram. 

Lara Castro-Grañén is a psychologist and
sexologist. Founder of PlacerConSentido.
Director of the Master’s in Sexual and
Relationship Growth. She is the leader of
the Sexuality and Couples Group at the
Official College of Psychologists of
Catalonia, and gives workshops on Sexual
Education at high schools. 

Paula Merlán is a primary school teacher
and award-winning writer. She has
published more than twenty books for
children, many of which have been
translated into several languages.

Rena Ortega is an illustrator and graphic
designer from Barcelona, based in Galicia.
She has illustrated six books and her
illustrations have appeared in phone cases,
maps, planners and calendars.

SELLING POINTS
Can find all the answers to the questions
they’ve always asked.
Know about, accept and love their bodies.
Feel they are really in charge of their
sexuality.
Always take decisions on the basis of
respect for their own bodies. • Explore
pleasure in a positive and satisfying way. 
Know how to create healthy relationships.

Ages: 6+
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 24x30 cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Triqueta Editora
Rights sold: Catalan, Galician
and Spanish (World).

The ultimate guide to dinosaurs!

Discover everything about their bodies, their life, their
extinction, and even their outfits. Only with this

information, you will be able to become a real dinosaur!
Throughout the pages of this book, you will find out
how life arose on Earth, what happened before the

existence of dinosaurs, and how they revolutionized
everything with their presence until nowadays.

SELLING POINTS
A rigorous and informative book for
the whole family (no prior knowledge
about dinosaurs needed, here you will
learn everything).
New book by award-winning writer
Paula Merlán, dinosaur expert.
Bright and appealing watercolor
illustrations.

Paula Merlán & Rena Ortega

Dino-You!

AUTHOR’S AWARDS
✷ International Latino Book Awards 2018 & 2022

✷ Selected Best Books of 2022 by the OEPLI

NEW!NEW!
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Non-fiction

What if You Ate the Cake?
A Young Guide to Live with Your Body
María Lerín & Marina Tena

Non-fiction

Ages: 12+
Pages: 136
Format: Hardcover
Size: 19x20cm
Publication year: May 2023
Publisher: Inuk
Rights sold: Catalan and
Spanish.

Let's fight aesthetic pressure and
diet culture!

 In this society, where almost half a million people have an
Eating Disorder and where most of those people are 12-24

year old youngsters, this guide is key to openly face and
effectively tackle the pernicious messages about our bodies

and about food that we find in our daily life, even if they
come from caring and close sources... 

María Lerín is a psychologist
expert in Eating Disorders and
gives us a critical insight about
this issue. 

Marina Tena is graphic designer
and illustrator.
https://www.marinatena.com/

SELLING POINTS
A guide with a fresh format to combat
aesthetic pressure and accept your body.
According to official data, almost half a
million people suffer from ED, and more
than 80% of these are teenagers
With tools and practical exercises to leave
harmful habits behind and put a stop to
obsessive thoughts.

Ages: 12+
Pages: 144
Format: Hardcover
Size: 19 x 20cm
Publication year: 2024
Publisher: Inuk
Rights sold: Catalan & Spanish.

A real guide to provide authentic
solutions against anxiety to

teenagers

Do you ever feel that something is not working? Perhaps your
chest hurts, you find it hard to concentrate or you spend the

day overthinking. Often, the anxieties of adolescence become
problems that we do not know how to manage: social anxiety,

obsessive thoughts, academic pressure, family problems ....
Everything adds up and we ignore the anxiety until it

manifests itself in an uncontrolled way. When it overwhelms
us, how can we cope with it?

Marta Panizo is a psychologist. She has a
psychology and mental health Instagram
account with over 100K followers.

Núria Tamarit is an illustrator and comic
artist based in Valencia. She develops her
work for national and international clients
and different media such as books, graphic
campaigns or publishing. Her books have
been published in four countries.

SELLING POINTS
Teenagers will learn to listen to their own
bodies and respect their needs, values,
and relationships.
Perfect to understand how you can
coexist with your emotions and
overcome challenges.
With useful activities and tips for teens.
First book for young people on anxiety
that does not shy away from the most
complicated topics and answers the
basic questions without losing its
freshness and optimism.

Out of the Maze
A Young Guide to Beat Anxiety 
Marta Panizo & Núria Tamarit

NEW!NEW!

ILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS
✷ 2022 Prix De’Lire Cambrai

✷ 2021 Lauréate du prix des Lycéens of Poitiers

✷ 2018 València Graphic Novel Award

✷ 2017 Stand-out Author Héroes Comic Con Madrid

✷ 2016 Prix Blues sur Seine



Also a
fiction
series

Pub. year: 2023
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Non-fiction

Hilarious non-fiction history
books for youngsters

SELLING POINTS
Linked to school curricula.
Teaching guide available for schools.
There is a title in the Time Travelers series matching
the topic of each book.

History for Kids is the ideal series to enjoy learning history
while having fun. The text is full of amusing illustrations
and visual jokes that help children understand the
historical facts that are narrated more easily.

Miguel Ángel Saura holds a Degree in Art History. He has
worked as a designer for many years and he has also
published and illustrated books for many Spanish publishers.

History for Kids Series

Forthcoming...

Miguel Ángel Saura

Rome

The Vikings 

Pub. year: 2023

Find out who the Romans were, their most famous figures, their
religion, how their society was built, the role of women, and all
the most remarkable historical facts. From the founding of the
city of Rome to the fall of its empire two thousand years later,
meet Julius Caesar, Mark Antony, Nero and countless other
figures who forged Roman civilization in great battles and
conquests.

Find out who the Vikings were, their most famous figures, their
religion, what their towns looked like, how they built their famous
warships, and all the most remarkable historical facts. The
Vikings dominated northern Europe for centuries, traveled to the
Americas long before Columbus, and were feared and admired
by all the civilizations around them.

Ages: 10+
Pages: 110
Format: Paperback
Size: 14,5x20,4cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: El Pirata 
Rights sold: Catalan, English (World)
and Spanish.

The Greeks The Incas

SOONSOON SOONSOON

21-title series

Rome
The Vikings
The Greeks
The Incas
The Sioux
The Samurai
China
Australia
The Mongolians
The Arabs
India

Rap Nui
The Mayas
The Inuit
Botswana
Mesopotamia
Carthage
Mali
The Malayans
Ethiopia
Egypt

NEW!NEW!

NEW!NEW!
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Non-fiction

Eugenia Perrella & Lucilla Tubaro

Great Friends by Nature

Non-fiction

Ages: 2+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 23,5x25,5cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Inuk
Rights sold: Catalan and
Spanish (World).

The perfect story to develop
good bedtime habits as a

family.

The protagonist of this story always goes to bed late
and the next day she is so tired that she has no energy
to do anything, not even to play at school. Her parents,
worried, decide to change things so that the little girl

rests better. Will they succeed?

Àmgela  Lledó is is a specialist nurse in pediatrics. Currently, she works in her own company,
SentirT, to improve the day-to-day life of families and help them overcome sleep problems in the
little ones, in addition to being an expert in complementary feeding, breastfeeding and weaning.

Jessica Berriver is is an illustrator and graphic designer. He has collaborated with Cocoter magazine
and Morillas Branding Agency. She specializes in children's illustration and her style is characterized
by a use of pastel colors in digital technique

SELLING POINTS
Includes a guide with practical advice
for families.
How to tackle and understand the use
of screens before bedtime, providing
resources for families and educators.
Written by a nurse specialist in
pediatrics.
Fun, accessible and useful for young
and old.

Ages: 12+
Pages: 36
Format: Hardcover
Size: 29.5X21cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Spanish (Latam),
English (North America)

Let's meet unexpected friends
and learn about their

relationships!

In nature, millions of species coexist. As they walk, fly,
swim, or slide to survive, amazing things happen. Can
you imagine a zebra and an ostrich being the perfect

couple? Or a spider being the best companion for a frog?
Let’s travel together through jungles, forests, deserts,

seas, and rivers to discover why such different animals
become great friends. 

Eugenia Perrella is a journalist and worked for more than fifteen years in different media in her
country, both in the written press and in audiovisual formats and digital platforms. She was part of
one of the most important Argentine newspapers, where she wrote on different topics until she
specialized in international news. In recent times, she has started to write children's and youth
literature.

Lucilla Tubaro graduated in Illustration (which has always been her deep passion) after graduating in
Foreign Languages   and Cultures, and also holds a Master Arts in Fabula of Macerata. 

Àngela Lledó & Jessica Berriver

I Want to Sleep!

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the

Year 2023

ILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS
✷ Winner of Ilustra Amanuta

Competition 2021



Farewell, seeds!
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Non-fiction

María Luz Malamud & Margarita Cubino

Ocean Space
Lorena Ruiz

Non-fiction

Seeds can get their job done
in different ways

Let's understand the cycle of seeds and their respective trees.
These restless seeds do not stay still: they fly, swim, float. They

wait, they hide, they fall. And as they interact with all that is good
in this world (the sun, the air, the water, the animals, the insects),

they find a way to grow. 
At the end, there is info for kids to plante their own tree and

understand and respect life on our planet. 

Find out the differences and 
similarities and... take care of them!

Ocean Space is an invitation to immerse one- self into the
immensity of space and the ocean, to spy on the stars that
swim and the fish that twinkle. Though this book, one will
embark on a poetic journey to discover what is differ- ent

about them and how they are similar. 

Ages: 4+
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 18x25cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Periplo Ediciones
Rights sold: Spanish (Latam).

María Luz Malamud is a writer, and editor. She has many books published; one of them among the 12
finalists for the Fundación Cuatrogatos Awards, and she was awarded the First Prize in the III
Contest of Picture Book organized by Soy Autor.
 
Margarita Cubino is an illustrator and graphic designer. She lectures the subjects Editorial Illustration
and Graphic Design. In 2014, she began as a freelance illustrator, specializing in motion graphics, and
now she has published many books. 
https://margaritacubino.com/

Ages: 4+
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 20x29.5cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Periplo Ediciones
Rights sold: Simpl. Chinese
and Spanish (Latam).

Lorena Ruiz is a freelance illustrator and graphic designer. Her colorful illustrations are inspired by
plants, trees and nature. She mixes collage with patterns and digital textures. She creates
illustrations for audiovisual pieces, editorial projects and textile patterns.
https://lorenaruizillustration.com/

AUTHOR’S AWARDS
✷ Cuatrogatos Foundation 2021 Award - Shortlisted

✷ Winner of 3rd Picture Book Contest
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Non-fiction Non-fiction

Knock on Wood
Andrés López

Let's revisit (and laugh) some
classics about luck

Superstition, good luck and bad luck. That’s what this book is
about. Through his illustrations and captivating sense of

humor, the author examines several classic sayings about
good and bad luck. Some are well known, others have been

forgotten over time, some are touchstones and others remain
part of everyday habits. 

Do you avoid walking under ladders? Would you be thrilled to
find a four-leaf clover? 

SELLING POINTS
Hilarious texts and striking illustrations
make for a highly entertaining read.
Ideal to open up conversations about
ancient traditions, culture and the origin
of some idioms.
A fresh new perspective on an often
unexplored topic (luck and superstitions).

Ages: 4+
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 20x29.5cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Amanuta Ediciones
Rights sold: Dutch and
Spanish (Latam).

Andrés López is a multi-awarded
author and illustrator for all age
ranges.

WATCH THE BOOKTRAILERWATCH THE BOOKTRAILER

Silvia Lazzarino

Mysterious Jellyfish

Ages: 8+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 29.5x21cm
Publication year: 2023
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Simpl. Chinese, Spanish (Latam),
English (North America).

Find out all the mysteries
behind the jellyfish

A jellyfish can be huge and tiny.
 It can be a companion, a surprise and also a sign.

 A jellyfish, it can be an entire ocean.
This book is an invitation to immerse yourself in the

world of these fascinating creatures. To dance
between tentacles, water and salt. To discover what

the mysterious jellyfish are. 

Silvia Lazzarino is a Biologist, Designer, Communication professional and Scientific illustrator. She
creates materials such as books, infographics, etc. and directs scientific communication projects in
universities, institutions and organizations in the fields of Ecology and Biodiversity. She is the co-
founder of the Circle of Naturalist Illustrators of Chile (CINC). 

SELLING POINTS
A marvelous and poetic exploration of the
secrets and history behind an often
overlooked animal species.
Surprising and curious facts about jellyfish
and the sea.
Atmospheric and detailed spreads, with
many traditional scientific illustrations
(processes, body parts, etc.).
Science's rigor meets storytelling.

How many jellyfish species are there?
How do they differ?

Do jellyfish fossilize?
What is their life cycle?

How do they hunt and eat?

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the Year 2023

BOOK AWARDS
✷ The BRAW Amazing Bookshelf 2023

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the

Year 2023

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Included in 100 Outstanding

Picture Books 2020

✷ Selected in Catalogue Iberoamerican

Illustrators 2018 & 2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7JbYHZ-9Hw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7JbYHZ-9Hw
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Non-fiction

Martha Crump & Andrés Charrier & Loreto Salinas

Water and Land

Non-fiction

Discover America's Amphibians and
Reptiles

What are amphibians and reptiles? Where and how do they
live? What are their characteristics? These and other
questions are answered in this book accompanied by

beautiful, attractive illustrations. This is a book that allows all
ages to admire the wonderful nature of evolution and species

adaptation and the incredible diversity of life on our planet.
Captivating, surprising, didactic and beautiful. 

Ages: 8+
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 28x21.5cm
Publication year: 2022
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Simpl. Chinese, Spanish
(Latam), English (World).

Martha Crump is a herpetologist with a special interest in reproductive biology and amphibian
conservation, and had been a Biology and Zoology university professor. She received the
Distinguished Herpetologist Award in 1997, and the Henry S. Fitch Award for her Excellence in
Herpetology in 2020.

Andrés Charrier is an anthropologist, naturalist and photographer. He focuses in the biogeography,
taxonomy and systemics of amphibians and in developing politics to preserve them.

Loreto Salinas has dedicated herself to work on nature books that she would have loved to find in
libraries when she was little. 

SELLING POINTS
A fascinating invitation to discover
the mysteries of evolution and
adaptation and the wonders of
animal and plant diversity on our
planet. 
A highly browsable book to raise
ecological awareness by getting
to know interesting facts about
children's favourite animals
(reptiles and amphibians).
Thorough but easy-to-understand
informative texts.

So Many Things
Maya Hanisch

Ages: 8+
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 37x26cm
Publication year: 2016
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Simpl. Chinese, French
(France), English (USA), Polish,
Spanish (Latam) and Ukrainian.

A beautiful bilingual imaginary where
learning and fun come together

This beautifully illustrated book shows us a bit of everything.
Things we find in the house and the garden, at school and in the
supermarket, in the country and the town, at the beach and in

nature. This bilingual book gives the Spanish and English names
of animals, birds, fishes and flowers, as well as different means of

transport. It will support many hours of learning through
observation. 

SELLING POINTS
The ultimate book for vocabulary building
both in English and their native language.
To enjoy with the whole family or
classroom: to seek and find elements,  
repeat words, learn vocabulary, create
histories and other fun activities.

Maya Hanisch is a graphic designer, and has illustrated children's books in several national and foreign
publishers. He won the Fund for the Promotion of Reading in 2008, and held a traveling exhibition
throughout Chile. She has also taught illustration classes at university and at the Fine Arts Museum.

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the Year 2023

BOOK AWARDS
✷ Medalla Colibrí Non-Fiction Selection 2017 

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the Year 2023

AUTHOR’S AWARDS
✷ Cuatrogatos Foundation 2021 Award -

Shortlisted

✷ Winner of 3rd Picture Book Contest

https://www.amanuta.cl/blogs/autores/andres-charrier
https://www.amanuta.cl/blogs/autores/loreto-salinas


WATCH THE BOOKTRAILERWATCH THE BOOKTRAILER

My Nature
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Non-fiction

Eugenia Perrella & Lucilla Tubaro 

Hola, Salut, Ciao, Hello
Angela Salerno

Non-fiction

SELLING POINTS
More than a catalogue of
animals: a delightful
celebration of diversity and the
similarities between human and
animals.
An entertaining take to prompt
children to talk about
themselves and others and
open conversations about
diversity.
Perfect for first readers to
understand concepts such as
adjectives or opposites.

SELLING POINTS
An often unexplored topic adressed in a
lighthearted and informative way.
A perfect book to prompt conversations
about how we interact with others and build
community.
An invitation to explore other cultures
through the lens of an everyday topic.

Ages: 8+
Pages: 32
Format: Hardcover
Size: 17x17cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Portuguese (Brazil),
Spanish (Latam).

We all can be many things at the
same time

Quiet or loud, introverted or extroverted; opposites that show
themselves in different ways in nature, and also give us

differences in our personalities. A beautiful book, fun, attractive
and for all ages. Discover each day with which characteristics

you identify yourself.  

Angela  Salerno is a graphic
designer and later on she
discovered her passion for
illustration. She gets inspired
by her trips to other countries
and by different cultures.

Ages: 8+
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 19x16.5cm
Publication year: 2021
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Spanish (Latam)

So many ways
to do the same...

There are amazing ways of saying “hello” that are
thousands years old, and last over time. Others have a

very spiritual sense. There are also rituals that became so
popular that now they are worldwide. Let's explore some
wonderful cultures, languages, and legacies that allow us

to keep our identity and connect as a community.
Because with every gesture and word, we weave infinite

bonds, so that the art of greeting lasts.

Eugenia Perrella is a journalist and has worked in the media for over 15 years, especially in the
main Argentinian newspapers, specializing in international news. Then she also focused in
children's and YA literature. 

Lucilla Tubaro holds a degree in Foreign Languages and Cultures and in Illustration by the
International Comic School in Rome and after the Master Ars in Fabula in Macerata.

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the Year 

2023

BOOK AWARDS
✷ Selected Best Books 2021 

✷ Selected for the 2023 Catalogue by the

 Chilean CRA

ILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS
✷ Winner of Ilustra Amanuta Award

2021

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the

Year 2023

BOOK AWARDS
✷ Selected for the 2023 Catalogue

by the Chilean CRA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CXLmQsQp7y0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CXLmQsQp7y0
https://www.amanuta.cl/blogs/autores/lucilla-tubaro


Born
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Non-fiction

Esperanza Habinger & Sole Sebastián

Your Brain is Amazing
Paulina Jara & Mercè Galí

Non-fiction

Ages: 8+
Pages: 64
Format: Hardcover
Size: 21x29.5cm
Publication year: 2020
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Catalan, English (North
America), Italian, Korean, Simpl.
Chinese, and Spanish (World).

The adventure of being born
takes on many forms...

Two double spreads as back matter
on animals' gestation period and

some fun facts.

“The adventure of being born takes
on many forms, emerging from a
warm egg or from a round belly.” 

"From first page to last, this astonishing book
devotes itself to this very special mass housed within

our skulls. [...] The text and the numerous vignette-
like illustrations explain all this in a clearly structured

and straightforward way. The book conveys a great
deal of intriguing knowledge without overloading the
pages or overwhelming readers."  - The White Ravens

Coming into the world is an exciting journey, and
nature impresses us with its diversity and creativity.

Every birth is a complex miracle. We invite you to learn
how some animal species are born in this dynamic,
fun book accompanied by beautiful illustrations that

will make you appreciate the marvelous event of
coming into the world even more. 

Paulina Jara, Chilean, after her training in theater and differential education, she has
developed a career focused on reading animation and oral narration; which has led her to work
as an expert in advising for school libraries. He has published more than 15 titles with various
publishers, such as Editorial Amanuta and Zig-Zag.

Mercè Galí holds a degree in Illustration with the specialty of engraving. She is mainly
dedicated to illustration for children and YA and has published in many national and
international publishing houses. She occasionally combines illustration with teaching, giving
creative workshops on art and engraving for children and adults.

Ages: 8+
Pages: 64
Format: Hardcover
Size: 21.5x28cm
Publication year: 2019
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: English, Galician,
and Spanish (Latam and Spain).

Find out how the brain works,
what you can do with it...

There is much we understand about the brain, but
even more we do not know! Electricity circulates
inside our heads, and there are faster exchanges

than race cars. This informative book includes
experiments and activities that will keep your brain

healthy and trained. 

Esperanza Habinger is a neuropsychiatrist dedicated to scientific dissemination and focuses
on children and teenager psychiatry. She is now vice president of the Chilean Society for
Bipolar Disorders. 

Sole Sebastián is a designer and she illustrates books and magazines and teaches workshops
for children and youngsters. She has published many illustrated books. 

SELLING POINTS
A thrilling facts to encourage
children's thirst for knowledge.
Engaging and fun experiments
for readers of all ages!
Downloadable resources about
the senses and our brain.

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the Year 

2023

ILLUSTRATOR’S AWARDS
✷ Selected Best Toddlers Books 2019

✷ Finalist Silent Book Contest 2019

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the Year 

2023

BOOK AWARDS
✷ Colibrí Medal 2020 Award

✷ White Ravens Catalogue 2020

https://en.amanuta.com/blogs/autores/paulina-jara
https://en.amanuta.com/blogs/autores/merce-gali


Extraordinary Objects

187 188

Non-fiction

Daniel Aguilera-Olivares & Itza Maturana

Insectopedia
Bárbara Ossa & Margarita Valdés 

Non-fiction

Ages: 8+
Pages: 52
Format: Hardcover
Size: 17x28cm
Publication year: 2019
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Spanish (Latam).

How can a simple object can change
our habits?

There are certain objects that we use every single day, like our
toothbrush or a bag of tea. They surround our daily lives, but we

rarely take the time to truly consider their existence. These
EXTRAordinary objects have many stories to tell, and through

those stories we can begin to understand just how much a
person’s habits and way of life have evolved with time. Who

created jeans, for instance, or what were footballs made of back
in the day? 

Bárbara Ossa holds a degree in History and is PhD in Cultural Heritage Studies. She has worked on
various projects focused on the study, divulgation and awareness of these topics through different
media supports. 

Margarita Valdés holds a degree in Art and in Illustration and Comic. She has collaborated with many
publishers.

Ages: 8+
Pages: 48
Format: Hardcover
Size: 21.5x28cm
Publication year: 2018
Publisher: Amanuta
Rights sold: Spanish (Latam),
Simpl. Chinese.

How much do you know about
insects?

Insects are incredible creatures. Did you know that they were
one of the first organisms that colonized our plants when life

was first developing on land? Or that they were the first to
develop wings and conquer the air...?

Here is a fun journey to the world of insects. We will learn what
they are like, where they come from, how they have survived so

many extinctions and much more. We also will take a look at
some interesting facts about 11 groups of insects, some of which

you probably aren’t familiar with. 

Daniel Aguilera-Olivares holds a Degree in Biology and is PhD in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology.
He focuses on understanding how insect societies are organized, and he is now specializing in
studies related to termite ecophysiology.

Itza Maturana is a designer and also holds a diploma in Illustration and Autobiographical Narrative.
She has worked as a freelance illustrator, collaborating with various publishers and companies in
her home country. 

SELLING POINTS
Underscores the role insects play in
our ecosystems and their adaptative
capacity and resilience.
The perfect gift for children of all ages,
with striking illustrative diagrams and
infographic images.

WATCH THE BOOKTRAILERWATCH THE BOOKTRAILER

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the Year 

2023

BOOK AWARDS
✷ Lit Award Marta Brunet 2019

✷ Medalla Colibrí Award 2019

PUBLISHER AWARDS
✷ Best Children's Publisher of the Year 

2023

BOOK AWARDS
✷ Selected Best Books 2019

https://amanuta.myshopify.com/blogs/autores/daniel-aguilera-olivares
https://en.amanuta.com/blogs/autores/itza-maturana
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XJDghjDy2Ik
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XJDghjDy2Ik


 SERRA D’OR
AWARD 2022

Best YA
Collection

189 190

Non-fiction

Biographies of the greatest
personalities!

ABOUT THE SERIES
Pioneering women in history and STEM.
With fold-out pages that open up to a metre long.
Additional educational resources available.

With a commitment to dissemination and rigour, this
award-winning series aims to introduce young readers to
the lives and accomplishments of the world's most
remarkable personalities. The collection is presented as a
playful and educational proposal, in large format, and aims
at recovering the testimony of valuable women who have
made history and who have often been in the shadows.

Little Sapiens Series
Various authors

Ages: 10+
Pages: 110
Format: Hardback
Size: 14,5x20,4cm
Publisher: Inuk
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan

The Great
Conqueror

The Fabulous
Adventures of King

James I

The Great
Pharaoh

Hatshepsut and
Ancient Egypt's

Wonders

The First
Astronaut

Woman
Valentina

Tereshkova and
the Conquest of

Space

An
Unrepeatable

Genious
All Leonardo

da Vinci's
Secrets

The Dinousaur
Hunter

Mary Anning and
the Thrilling

Prehistoric Era

The Legendary
Bandit 
Joan de

Serrallonga and
Outlaw Life 

Cristina Serret
& Eleonor is

Drawing 

Pub. year: 2021

Jordi Creus
& Pep Boatella 

Pub. year: 2021

Lara Toro
& Paula Estévez 

Pub. year: 2022

Marius Moneo & Guibo 

Pub. year: 2022

Agnès Rotger Dunyó
& Maria Picassó Piquer

Pub. year: 2022

Arnau Cònsul & David
Parcerisa

Pub. year: 2022

The Writer with
No Borders 

Mercè Rodoreda
and the Magic of

Words 

Teresa Muñoz
& Alicia Caboblanco 

Pub. year: 2023

The Universal
Architect 

Antoni Gaudí and
Catalan

Modernism

Anna-Priscila Magriñà
& Albert Pinilla 

Pub. year: 2023

Now available an
appealing box

design for part
or the full series!

https://www.albertpinilla.com/
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